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THE PRIME MINISTER'S
INTRODUCTORY SPEECH AT THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE

First of all, I would like to greet those attending this conference and hope they find the discussions interesting and the conclu-
sions on the enlargement of nuclear safety, meaningful. I hope this conference offers you an excellent chance to get acquainted
with Lithuania's experience and the work it has done in the area of nuclear safety. I also hope that this conference will help to
depoliticize the discussion of nuclear power plants. I think most will agree that the question of nuclear safety must be decided by
specialists and not politicians.

On the one hand, the safety of nuclear energy is a joint concern and duty of the entire international community. We
cannot, even for a minute, afford to doubt the necessity of assuring the safety of nuclear energy because that is the duty and
responsibility of all of us for future generations. Chernobyl is a silent and singular reminder to all of us. There can be no
exceptions here. No arguments can excuse the sacrificing of nuclear safety for an economic or any other kind of benefit. The
Lithuanian government and the Lithuanian people completely understand the importance of assuring the safety of the Ignalina
nuclear power plant and are paying a lot of attention to it. Whether this electric power plant can be used for a while longer or
must be immediately shut down, the experts, and only the experts, can say, and no politician's opinion can decide it. The
safety of the nuclear power plant is a political question only in as far as it concerns the government's clear duty to assure the
highest possible safety of the nuclear power plant.

Since 1991, Lithuania, through her own efforts as well as the bilateral and multilateral support of foreign states and international
organizations, has invested 220 million USD in the safety of the electric power plant. Lithuania has fulfilled all the obligations for
assuring the safety of the power plant in accordance with the 1994 Nuclear Safety Agreement signed with the European Reconstruc-
tion and Development Bank. I would especially like to thank Sweden, the United States of America and the governments of the
other northern states for their priceless material and financial support of the programs for assuring the safety of nuclear energy. At
this time, the experts acknowledge that the level of safety at the Ignalina nuclear power plant does not lag behind Western nuclear
power plants and is itself the safest power plant using RBMK reactors.

An active dialogue with the European Union, the United States of America as well as international financial and other organi-
zations is being held on the question of the future of the nuclear power plant at Ignalina. Unfortunately, it is no secret that the
question, at this time, is thoroughly politicized. That raises several concerns for Lithuanian society because the nuclear power
plant at Ignalina is one of the biggest electric power plants in the whole region, generating about 80 percent of Lithuania's electric
energy and is an important part of Lithuania's entire economic potential. It would be hard to explain to the Lithuanian people
why it would be necessary to sacrifice Lithuania's economic potential for only political motives. Nevertheless, we expect the
understanding and good will of Western societies in resolving this problem. In seeking to depart from the closed circle of political
discussions, last year, we further suggested the European Commission and EU countries create an independent international
group of experts, which both Lithuanian and Western societies could trust and which would submit conclusions about how much
longer the electric power plant could safely be used; whether or not a change of the fuel channels, planned for the near future,
would reduce the power plant's safety; and whether it is mandatory, for reasons of safety, to shut down the electric power plant
immediately or whether it could still be used for a while longer. If the experts, due to safety concerns, recommend shutting the
electric power plant down, the Lithuanian Seimas and the government is prepared to do so immediately. If, however they recom-
mend shutting the electric power plant down prior to the planned end date for its use due to political motives or due to a desire to
create an example for other states, then we have the right to request financial support to cover the expense of shutting it down. If
the international community should be unable to grant us sufficient support to pay for the expense of shutting it down and
creating an alternative energy capacity, then we have the right to use the electric power plant for as long as necessary until we
ourselves can save up the funds needed for shutting it down. Nevertheless, the most rational way would be to resolve this ques-
tion by a technical and not a political path. We hope that our suggestion for the founding of an international group of nuclear
energy experts to resolve the question of the future of the nuclear power plant at Ignalina will be discussed. The conference today
was organized so this could be deliberated.

On the other hand, Lithuania, while maintaining a constructive and good willed dialogue with the EU, is prepared to
consult it concerning one or another compromises. Recently an agreement was reached with the European Commission to
create a joint work group which will evaluate how much it will cost to shut down the electric power plant, calculating the
socio-economic and other possible consequences in case of early closure, and establishing the size and form of possible financial
support. After considering these calculations and the size of financial support, we are prepared to begin preliminary consulta-
tions concerning a decision for possible compromises, that are actually realizable, concerning the term for use of the nuclear
power plant at Ignalina.

In closing, I would like once again to emphasize that we are on the eve of important political resolutions and only the
conclusions of the experts can help the politicians decide to pass the decisions so important and understandable to all of
Lithuanian society.



LITHUANIAN ENERGY STRATEGY

Viktoras Valentukevicius
Ministry of Economy
Viceminister

INTRODUCTION

Eight years ago Lithuania regained its independence. During the following period, sudden political upheaval was followed by deep
changes in all sectors of economy, the energy sector including. An abrupt price rise of all primary energy resources, the loss of former Eastern
markets together with other factors led to a deep decline in industry and partially in agriculture. Energy demand and production have
considerably decreased. Lithuania inherited rather modern power sector, but the consumer, his wastefulness being induced by a long period
of very cheap energy, could not change himself at once. These changes require considerable, long-term investments. Transition from
planned to a free market economy is going more slowly and harder than it was expected.

At the beginning of 1994, the first National Energy Strategy, outlining the principal provisions of the Government on the reconstruction
and development of energy sector, was approved for a comparatively long period — until the year 2015. The Energy Law envisages that the
energy strategy is approved by the Seimas and has to be revised every five year. This National Energy Strategy amended and specified the energy
development trends defined in 1994. During its preparation, obvious changes in economy and energy sectors have been estimated, the
experience and information, needed for planning and forecasting of the development of separate branches of the energy sector have been used,
changes in the neighbouring countries and their plans for energy development have been assessed.

The strategy was prepared making use of:
• the experience gained from the preparation of the first National Energy Strategy adopted in 1994;
• the assessment of the economy and energy development during the first years of independence and at present;
• the experience of the Western, Central and Eastern Europe;
• the experience gained from participation in PHARE and in other international projects;
• the provisions of the National Energy Efficiency Programme;
• the methods of modern economic planning;
• the studies carried out on the order of the Ministry of Economy and taking into consideration the European Union (EU) Acquis

communautaire.
The development of the Lithuanian energy sector will be greatly influenced not only by the internal circumstances of the country alone.

The external factors will also have significant influence, especially during the period of preaccession to the EU. The most distinct directions
of the energy sector development in the European Union and Nordic countries are an overall and free competition, open energy market
within each country and among the countries. This will influence the development of the Lithuanian energy sector and its policy and will,
therefore, require thorough preparation and adjustment. In the new National Energy Strategy these factors are assessed in detail in the
recommendations related to restructuring of the energy sector and energy market creation.

Preparation of the Energy Strategy

The recent positive developments and tendencies in Lithuania's economy have called for the necessity to revise the strategies for the
further development of the infrastructural areas, especially the energy sector. Having stabilized the economy, decreased inflation ratio, and
reached the stable growth of GDP, (After stabilization of economy, decrease of inflation ratio and in the conditions of continued stable growth of
GDP) the government is in the position to liberalize relations in the energy market, to gradually decrease direct governmental control of the
sectors and individual enterprises.

Preconditions for the present situation

The necessary legal framework has been created:

a) Law on Energy (adopted 1995)
b) Law on Nuclear Energy (adopted 1996)
c) Nuclear Activity Licensing Requirements (approved 1998)
d) Rules and Regulations (adopted 1992-1998)
e) Law on Nuclear Waste Management (draft to be submitted to government in September]
f) Ignalina NPP Management Law (draft submitted to Parliament)
g) Law on Radiation Protection (draft to be submitted to government in December)
h) Law on Regulation (draft)

Institutions for sector regulation have been established and are functioning:

a) Ministry of Economy
b) Ministry of Environment
c) State Energy Resource and Energy Pricing Commission
d) VATESI - Nuclear Regulatory Authority
e) State Energy Inspection
f) Energy Agency



International institutions for co-operation have been joined:

a) Membership at IAEA;
b) Energy Charter has been signed as well as a Supplementary Protocol. These instruments have been ratified a: Seimas;
c) Participation at the regional programmes within the framework of the Council of the Baltic Sea States and Nordic Council of

Ministers as well as energy related initiatives supported by the European Commission.

Large scale Reforms are underway and will be continued

a) the primary stage of privatization has been completed including partial privatization which leads to the second stage of privatization
b) restructuring of companies having properties of natural monopolies; separation of non-core activities
c) partial transfer of functions and related assets to local municipalities (e.g. district heating)
d) preparation for the privatization of large oil processing, transportation and distribution companies
e) improvement of the management efficiency introduction of modern financial and audit systems
f) strengthening of the interest from the private capital to participate in the renovation and development of the sector, liberalization

of relations (e.g. regulation of oil and oil products market is discontinued from 1993)

I can openly admit that any progress achieved was due to your contribution as well as your Governments, experts together wirh
Lithuanian participation contribution. That drew us closer.

The preparation of an updated National Energy Strategy was based on the overall forecasts for the development of the country, and
also experience, which was gained by participation in the programmes and studies supported by EU and PHARE, and also priorities
indicated in the National Programme for Adoption ofAcquis (NPAA programme).

Formulation of the basic goals of the National Energy Strategy included requirements of the European Association Agreement,
Energy Charter, and also principles and tendencies in the energy sector development of the member countries.

The draft Energy Strategy includes the following strategic guidelines:

• reliable, safe, and least - cost energy supply
• improvement of energy efficiency
• implementation of the principles of market economy in power sector
• environment protection
• regional co-operation
• preparation of Lithuania's energy sector for the integration into EU
• improvement of energy sector management and regulation

Obviously nuclear safety is one of the mo.st important issues, thus the strategy includes:

a) continuation and full implementation of Safety Improvement Programs 1 and 2, and other recommendations under NSA agreement
b) strengthening of VATESI
c) performance of the licensing procedure next year (licensing of Unit 1 in 1999)
d) preparation of the plan to solve legal, economic, social and technical issues of decommissioning and start its implementation
e) increase the volume of the decommissioning fund (increase of deductions into decommissioning fund)
f) establish likely and real EU and other international institutions as well as countries financial support sources in case INPP opera-

tion should be terminated earlier than design life projects.

Last week our representatives had the opportunity to present the first preliminary draft of the strategy guidelines to the EC in Brussels.
The comments from the Commission, which we will hopefully receive soon, will reflect the views and requirements of the European
Commission regarding separate articles of the strategy, especially improvement of nuclear safety. On our side, we will try to evaluate the
recommendations as soon as possible and improve the draft together with our experts and EU.

We think that die implementation of the strategy will require (Together with preparation of the strategy we started development of) a concrete plan,
which will also include die further improvement of nuclear safety and preliminary assessment of costs for the decommissioning of Ignalina NPP.

To summarize some important points in the National Energy Strategy:
• the least cost option is proven to be continued operation of Ignalina NPP (further operation of Ignalina NPP, including investments

into safety improvement, is proven to be the least cost option)
• the EBRD/NSA agreement will be respected, which means that INPP unit 1 has to be licensed for operation in 1999. If the license

is given (issued) the units will be closed down when the gap between graphite and fuel gap reaches a dangerous level.
• the timing of when the gap reaches a dangerous level is not possible to predict today, as this is depending on many factors (power

production, real gap measurement, new equipment for gap measurement, etc.).
• the term "dangerous gap level" is not defined in the NSA agreement. We are at the moment trying to define this level with the

assistance of some countries in the West in the frame of bilateral support to Lithuania.
• we are investigating all political, legal, economic and social impacts on Lithuania by having a political shutdown of Ignalina. (in

the case of need to close INPP for political reasons)



When the above assessment is finished and the consequences and costs for Lithuania's economy are determined, it will be possible to
take final decisions, which hopefully could also be acceptable to EU.

We hope that good contacts and open dialogue with EU, EBRD and experts make up positive environment for the coordination of
the preparation and implementation of the National Energy Strategy.

I would like to provide you with prognoses of economic development and energy demand. These prognoses were used while drafting a Strategy.

2. ECONOMY DEVELOPMENT SCENARIOS

The restoration of independence in Lithuania stipulated the change of economic system — transition to market relations in the
economy. The transition period as well as the organization of the economy according to its real laws was accompanied by a certain
decline. In 1994 the GDP made up 56% of 1990. The rising tendencies of the GDP appeared only in 1995, and lately the GDP growth
rate exceeded 4% per annum (6.1% in 1997). In order to make assessment of the uncertainty of a long-term economy development,
three possible scenarios have been chosen in preparation of the National Energy Strategy: fast economic growth (optimistic), basic
scenario (moderate economic growth) and slow economic growth (pessimistic).

Low growth of the average annual GDP increase rates (2% by the year 2010 and 3% in die year 2011 to 2020) forecasted in the slow
economic growth scenario could be stipulated by a very slow pace of economy restructuring, small domestic and foreign investments, unex-
pected political and economic crises, etc. According to this scenario, trie average annual growth rate of the GDP for the period till 2020 is 2.4%.

The fast economic growth scenario forecasts a very fast growth rate of the economy in Lithuania till 2010 (with an average of 7.0%
per annum) assuming that: a) the rehabilitation and expansion of Lithuanian industry is very fast; b) the policy of total development of
the economy is very favourable to large investments intended for modernization of the economy and acquisition of new technologies; c)
EU technical assistance is rich and efficient. The GDP growth rate will decrease to 3% after 2010 and according to this scenario the
average annual growth rate of the GDP will be 5.2% in the period of 1998-2020.

The basic scenario is based on the tendencies of the economic development that have been provided for in the moderate economic
growth scenario prepared by the Ministry of Economy for 1998-2000, extending them to 2010. A common assumption of this and two
other scenarios is that after the year 2010, after the first stage of the economy restoration, the average of the GDP growth will be 3% per
annum. According to the basic scenario it is expected that the average annual growth rate for the planning period will amount to 4%.

Real trends of the GDP growth will be more clear and forecast will be defined more precisely in 2003 during the next revision of the
National Energy Strategy.

3. FORECAST OF ENERGY DEMAND

The methodology of the energy demand forecasting is based on the most accurate determination of energy consumption and the mutual
relationship between the factors influencing such consumption for the year 1996 (which is accepted as a reference period) and on the presump-
tions of their development by 2020. The simulation model MAED (model of analysis for energy demand), widely applied in Western countries
in forecasting, was used. It enabled to determine the amount of final energy consumed and die impact of different factors on this amount.

The total final energy demand was disaggregated by economic sectors and by energy forms. The energy conservation potential of the
specific branches of economy was estimated. The assessment of energy conservation potential is based on the analysis presented in the
National Energy Efficiency Programme approved by the Government of Lithuania in 1996. The total increase of energy efficiency is
presented by the decrease of energy intensity, i.e. the energy consumed per unit of GDP.

At die end of die planning period, the forecasted final energy demand will be the lowest in die slow economic growth scenario. However, in
this case energy intensity is the highest. Conversely, the highest final energy demand will be in the fast economic growth scenario, and die energy
consumption in this case will be the most efficient. In all the scenarios final energy demand in the year 2020 does not exceed die 1990 level. In
2020 in the scenarios with high efficiency energy intensity will decrease to 44-47% of the 1990 level, and in the basic efficiency case to 61%.

In the case of the most probable basic scenario, energy consumption in the household sector is forecasted to decrease by 7.5%
because of lower energy consumption for heating purposes. Meanwhile energy demand of the sectors of trade and services, construction
and agriculture should increase by 20-30%, and in manufacturing and transport by 80%. In the final energy structure by energy forms,
the share of solid fuel and oil products used for heating will decrease. The consumption of natural gas is predicted to increase around 2
times, and motor fuel and electricity demand by 1.7 times.

The decrease of electricity consumption in 1990-1996 was the lowest in comparison to other energy forms. Lithuania, however, is
lagging behind the developed European countries in terms of electricity consumption per capita. Electricity consumption could increase
up to 2.4 times by 2020 (in the fast economic growth scenario). Only in this case we could approach the level of the developed coun-
tries. In any case, final electricity demand will exceed the 1990 level only at the end of the planning period.

If the Ignalina NPP was closed by 2010, total primary energy demand in 2020 would be 5% lower because of a higher efficiency of
other power plants replacing it. The increase of total fossil fuel demand, however, would be 30% (in comparison to the option when the
end of the Ignalina NPP operation is beyond the year 2020). The increase would be covered by natural gas and heavy fuel oil.

If the Ignalina NPP operates till the end of its lifetime, nuclear power, natural gas and oil products will make almost equal shares in
the primary energy balance. At the end of the planning period, other forms of fuel (coal, orimulsion, and indigenous and renewable
energy resources) will make up only 12%.

I hope my ideas presented today clearly show that we are on the huge reforms path which cannot be hindered. Market advantages are
understandable to us and we will try to establish efficient and integrated energy sector via liberal reforms.



NUCLEAR REGULATORY REGIME IN LITHUANIA

Saulius Kutas
Head of Lithuanian Nuclear
Power Safety Inspectorate

Many countries started using nuclear power before Lithuania, the IAEA and NEA were established and have been function-
ing efficiently, numerous conventions have been signed that control nuclear activities, nuclear safety regulations and standards
have been set. Lithuania which is striving to integrate into the West European structures and to become a number of the
"club" of the world's nuclear states, has become a full and equal member of the IAEA and recognises its recommendations.
Further more, it has signed or joined international conventions and is doing its best to introduce the practice of controlling
nuclear safety applied in western countries.

Lithuanian Nuclear Power Safety Inspectorate (VATESI) is the government institutions that regulates nuclear safety. The Radiation Safety
Centre of the Ministry of Health controls and monitors radiation safety. Ignalina NPP that bears responsibility for safe operation of nuclear facilities.

Nuclear safety cannot be taken as something finite that does not change. The requirements of nuclear and radiation safety are
continuously redefined taking into consideration scientific discoveries and inventions as well as technical progress.

What is needed to create and operate the nuclear sector of energy?

The Law on Nuclear Energy establishes the legal basis for nuclear safety in the Republic of Lithuania. It assigns the responsibility for
safety to the operating organization of a nuclear facility and outlines the tasks of the operator and the regulatory authority.

According to this law, the Nuclear Power Safety Inspectorate (VATESI) shall implement state regulation of nuclear safety. Rights and
obligations of VATESI are described in the VATESI statute, which is approved by the Government. According to its statutory responsi-
bilities VATESI should define regulatory policy, safety evaluation criteria, develop national nuclear safety regulations, and establish
emergency response criteria and arrangements. VATESI conducts its own activities in accordance with internationally accepted nuclear
safety regulatory practices with the cooperation of its Technical Support Organizations (TSOs), the IAEA and the regulatory authorities
of other countries. Regulates nuclear facilities in Lithuania, cooperating between VATESI, operating organizations and state institutions
in the development and implementation of new safety regulatory acts, solving issues related to licensing, inspecting nuclear installations
in order to supervise the implementation of legal acts, rules, licensing conditions and obligations, using measures of enforcement of
norms and regulations; describing criteria of evaluation and using the operational experience.

The first and so far the only nuclear installation in Lithuania, INPP was designed, constructed and commissioned in accordance with the
system of safety supervision of the former USSR. Until 1991 INPP was operated under the regulatory supervision of that former system.

VATESI was established in 1991 with the specific responsibility to oversee and regulate the safety of the INPP and other nuclear
facilities. As an initial step, VATESI adopted the Norms and Standards, the inspection program, and the practice of annual reauthoriza-
tion of INPP. In 1994 work was initiated on the preparation of a new safety analysis report for the INPP. This analysis used, as a basis
for safety assessment, the requirements which were valid at the time in the Republic of Lithuania and in some cases IAEA NUSS
recommendations. A number of non-compliances with the valid rules and IAEA NUSS recommendations have been identified in the
SAR. These non-compliances have to be dealt with in the process of the new INPP safety improvement programs.

At the same time, a new regulatory system, adapted to the Lithuanian state conditions, is presently under development.

The main national law, which regulates use of nuclear energy, is Law on Nuclear Energy. Seimas promulgated it on 14 November 1996.
This law is not the only law regulating this area: Law on radiation safety, the Law on State Enterprises (promulgated in 1990), Law on
Energy (promulgated in 1995), Law concerning control of import, transit and export of strategic goods and technologies (promulgated in
1995) and other which also regulate usage of nuclear energy. Draft of Law on radioactive waste management is presented in Seimas.

State control and supervision of the construction of nuclear facilities shall be effected during all the major stages of work: design and
construction, commissioning, operation and decommissioning.

The principal objectives of state regulation of nuclear energy safety is:
1) to establish the conditions and criteria for the safe use of nuclear energy;
2) to control and supervise the procedure of observance of these conditions and criteria;
3) to establish sanctions for persons who violate the requirements for nuclear safety, radiation protection, accounting and control of

nuclear materials.

Lithuania has signed international conventions, which directly regulate the use of nuclear energy:
1. The 1968 Treaty on the non-proliferation of Nuclear Weapons was ratified in 23 Sep 1991. The agreement with IAEA for

Application of Safeguards in Connection with the Treaty on the non-proliferation of Nuclear Weapons was signed in 1992;
2. In 1992, Lithuania acceded the 1963 Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage, the 1988 Joint Protocol Relating

to the Application of the Vienna Convention and Paris Convention and, the 1997 Protocol to Amend the Vienna Convention on Civil
Liability for Nuclear Damage;

3. The 1986 Convention on Early Notification of a Nuclear Accident was acceded in 16 Nov. 1994;
4. The 1979 Convention on Physical Protection of Nuclear Materials was acceded in 7 Dec 1994;
5. The 1994 Convention on Nuclear Safety was ratified in 12 June 1996;
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6. The 1997 Joint Convention on the Safety of Spent Fuel Management and on the Safety of Radioactive Waste Management was
signed 30 September 1997;

7. The 1997 Convention on Supplementary Compensation for Nuclear Damage was signed 30 September 1997.
VATESI has produced and issued in 1997 the Regulation: "Licensing for operation of INPP". VATESI has presented the guide

for the INPP and discussed its implication with them. VATESI has requested time plan from INPP regarding the delivery of all
Application documents necessary to be included in the licence application. The response from the INPP concerning the time plan
was acceptable to VATESI. VATESI developed own time schedule for Licensing INPP, nominated responsible personnel for review-
ing and decision making process. Also, signed Agreement with Lithuanian TSO for reviewing of Application documents and partici-
pation in Special Inspections during licensing of INPP and co-ordinate Western support to VATESI. The NRC and DoE from US,
the H&SE from UK, DG 1A and the RAMG chairman from the CEC and the Ministry of Environment and SiP from Sweden have
declared willingness to provide resources for support to VATESI in Licensing activities.

All this assistance for VATESI and their TSO will support the licensing INPP in accordance with prepared and agreed time schedule
based on acceptable safety level of INPP.

In implementing state regulation of nuclear safety, radiation protection and accounting for nuclear materials in the sphere of nuclear
energy VATESI shell:

1) together with the Ministry of Construction and Urban Development approve technical regulations of the design and construction
of nuclear facilities, and of maintenance of the structures;

2) approve standards and rules of operation of nuclear facilities, standards and rules of storage and disposal of radioactive materials
used in nuclear energy and establish the procedure for their drafting;

3) control the compliance with the requirements stipulated in licences and safety regulations;
4) draft the state regulatory system for the accounting for and control of nuclear materials and ensure its viability;
5) establish the procedures of accounting for and control of nuclear materials in the Republic of Lithuania and monitor compliance

with them during the import, export, re-export, transport, use, storage and disposal of nuclear materials;
6) issue licences to legal and natural entities for the design, construction, operation, safety appraisal of nuclear facilities and their

systems, and other work related to safe operation of nuclear facilities;
7) inform the mass media about the radiation and safety situation in nuclear facilities;
8) prepare surveys on the safety of nuclear facilities and submit them to the Government, local authorities and other authorities concerned;
9) organise and support research into and expert analysis of nuclear safety and radiation protection, independently carry out the

analysis of incidents and occurrences;
10) co-ordinate and control the preventive measures for the staff and the population in the event of a nuclear facility accident,

monitor the state of accident preparedness of the facility;
11) impose sanctions established in statutory acts on violators of safety rules;
12) organise bilateral and multilateral international co-operation in the sphere of nuclear safety and radiation protection.
In performing its functions VATESI shall act independently, in accordance with laws, its own regulations and other legal acts. To

prevent a possible nuclear accident, VATESI may resort to any preventive measures within its competence, a temporary shutdown of a
nuclear facility included.

Standards and rules, guides and regulations of nuclear safety and radiation protection approved by the Government or by the
institutions authorised. It is mandatory for all public and local authorities, enterprises, institutions, organisations, their associa-
tions, the officials and other persons whose activities are related to the operation of nuclear facilities, to the use and management
of nuclear and radioactive materials therein. Safety guarantees in nuclear energy based on the requirements of the laws and
regulations of the Republic of Lithuania, on the requirements of the international treaties to which the Republic of Lithuania is a
party, also on the recommendations of the IAEA and other international organisations and authorities.

VATESI confirmed the regulations on Physical Protection of Nuclear Facilities in 1997 and also confirmed part of regulation and
guides on nuclear safety and development procedures.

New Regulations and guides issued by VATESI
1. General Safety Rules of Nuclear Power Plants, VD-B-001-0-97, (OPB-97)
2. Nuclear Safety Rules on NPP Reactor Facilities, VD-T-001-0-97, (PBYa-97)
3. Regulations for Issuing a License for Unit Operation at Ignalina NPP, VD-L-001-0-97
4. Regulations for Development and Review of Nuclear Regulatory Documents, VD-B-002-0-97
5. General Regulations for Quality Assurance Systems at Nuclear Power Facilities, VD-KS-001-0-96
6. Regulation for Licensing of Nuclear Energy Related Activities, Governmental Decree
7. General requirements for Maintenance Programme for NPPs, VD-E-01, June 1998.

Last two years activities of VATESI were concentrated on licensing of unit No.l of Ignalina NPP.

On the basis of the submitted documents, VATESI examines whether the prerequisites for granting a licence have been fulfilled. At
the same time the Lithuanian Ministry of the Environment and Ministry of Health and other responsible authorities and local authori-
ties concerned are involved in the process, and the general public is informed. Because of the large scope of the examinations, technical
support organisations are generally entrusted with the assessment and the examination of the application documents in which require-
ments are to be met for nuclear safety and radiation protection and whether the licensing prerequisites have been met. Experts support
the licensing authority, but they do not have their own responsibility of decision.



The number of experienced VATESI staff is still not sufficient and their handling of the licensing of Ignalina NPP on their own decision
would be a too long process. The way that VATESI is working, however, makes it possible to manage the licensing in accordance with a
realistic time plan. VATESI is seeking assistance not only from national TSOs, but also relevant competence in other countries to compensate
for their own shortage. A number of countries are also offering VATESI such assistance, basically on bilateral grounds, which is, however, fully
co-ordinated. Since 1995 within CEC/PHARE/RAMG project (support from Sweden, Germany, Finland and Italy regulatory bodes) VATESI
started to develop die Lithuanian approach and requirements for Licensing of Ignalina NPP and Nuclear Related activities. In July 1996 the
matter was rises to organise support to VATESI in carrying through the licensing. Sweden was asked to take the initiative and a first meeting
was called in Stockholm in October. The countries that joined Sweden were USA, UK, Finland, Germany and France. The co-operation was
named LAP, the Licensing Assistance Project, and the assistance efforts were offered to VATESI in January 1997 when the work programme
was set up at a meeting in Vilnius. Additionally to LAP the PHARE project "TSO Support to VATESI during Application of SAR and RSR
Results in the Licensing of Ignalina NPP" was established in 1998. The second phase of this project will continue during 1999.

The first objective of the LAP and PHARE projects mentioned above was to transfer to VATESI and its TSOs all the insights
gathered during the SAR review process. This was organised through a series of seminars in which representatives from Ignalina NPP
also took part. The review funding is explained and discussed from the perspective of Western regulatory practise. The second objective
of the LAP and PHARE projects mentioned above is to assist VATESI in their review process in putting the correct questions to Ignalina
NPP and in assessing the response information. A third objective is to assist VATESI and its TSOs in a long-term build up of compe-
tence and tools for performing their regulatory duties.

In such a way, one could say, VATESI is provided with an "international TSO" for the licensing issue. Considering all international
support, VATESI will be ready to handle the licensing of Ignalina NPP. The organisations involved in LAP and PHARE projects from the
six Western countries represent both regulatory authorities and their technical support organisations. The regulatory practice varies between
Western countries depending on size, number of nuclear power plants, administrative traditions etc. The composition of the LAP group and
working groups of PHARE projects covers varieties of practices, which gives VATESI an opportunity to compare and select what is most
optimal for Lithuania. Certainly VATESI is fully responsible for the regulatory decisions that are taken.

The objectives point out that the SAR is intended to aid VATESI in making a licensing decision, but it is not stated that the SAR will form
the complete basis of the safety case prepared for licensing. The SAR is a major contribution to the licensing process currendy being undertaken
by VATESI. A number of issues were not covered by the assessment and remained to be resolved between VATESI and Ignalina NPP. Based
on information contains in documents which have to attached to the license application, is on the way - preparation of a Safety Evaluation
Report. The VATESI examines whether the licensing prerequisites pursuant have been met by the Ignalina NPP applied for license.

An important task of the licensing authority is to inform the public, those citizens who might be affected by the nuclear power
plant. The conditions for license are to be indicated. After the nuclear licence for operation of the Ignalina NPP has been granted,
later requirements can be made under certain conditions by the authority responsible. If it is subsequently determined that the
Ignalina NPP represents a considerable danger for the employees or general public and if this danger cannot be removed by appropri-
ate measures within a reasonable time, then VATESI can and must revoke the licence.

VATESI supports opinion that in Ignalina NPP much has been done to bring it up to Western safety standards, that units of
Ignalina NPP could be considered as 2,5 generation of RBMK and that 2 and 3 generations of those reactors have similar rights to exits
and to be operated during their design lifetime with W E R ' s 440/213 and 1000. But we understand that design weakness should be
compensated by improvements of modifications, quality assurance and safety culture.

WHAT TO DO?

[PERMANENT SAFETY IMPROVEMENTl

Safety culture
Nuclear legislation and approximation

Performance of state regulation
Nuclear energy scientific infrastructure

Financial capability

OPERATOR

Operations

Analysses

Modifications

Quality assuarance

REGULATORY AUTHORITY

Regulatory requirements

Inspections

Assessment

License
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Design

SAFETY IS THE FIRST PRIORITY

Safety

Operation |

Analyses

Supervision |

The SAR team supported the INPP management conviction that:

• on adequate safety case for continued operation of INPP has been demonstrated;

• the safety case is adequate to the point of first gap closure which is the life limiting factor;

• the plant's safety standards and practices have been assessed and recommendations for improvement have been made and accepted.

VATESI supports conclusions of RSR:

• provided the SAR and RSR recommendations are accepted and carried out with an appropriate degree of urgency - that there is no
need to prepare the station immediately for permanent shut-down and decommissioning;

• the safety of such plants in terms of defence in depth and quality of safety management and safety culture is the target which INPP
must strive to meet in order to satisfy its safely authority and the international community.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE NUCLEAR
SAFETY INFRASTRUCTURE
IN LITHUANIA

Jugis Vilemas
The Energy institute of Lithuania

A review of the Lithuanian scientific technical support organizations (mtpo)

• Improvements and changes on equipment such as that at INPP is only possible through the complete and detailed understanding
of the operation of all the electrical systems separately and as a whole. Although, there were good specialists in Lithuania in several areas
close to nuclear energy, there were no specialists working professionally on security problems

• After Lithuania took over the electric power plant, it had to:

Form ties with Western specialists while not breaking off ties with Russian institutions

Form a nucleus from known Lithuanian energy professionals, who, while being occupied only with problem of nuclear security,
would become specialists in this area

Attract Lithuanian specialists in related fields, acquaint them with the problems of nuclear energy and, where possible, use their skills

Begin the preparation of new specialists in this field
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THE PRIMARY LITHUANIAN MTPO'S
The following Lithuanian scientific and research establishments work in the nuclear energy field:

• The Energy Institute of Lithuania (LEI) analyzes of the reliability and security of Ignalina Nuclear power Plant, manages
radioactive waste and spent fuel, evaluates the impact on the environment and performs economic analyses of the energy system

• The Physics institute performs radiological monitoring of the environment in the Ignalina NPP region and handles questions of
managing certain radioactive wastes

• Kaunas Technological University (KTU) studies the strength of materials and their aging, carries out the non-destructive control
of technological channels and the pipe network and prepares nuclear energy specialists

• Vilnius Technical University (VTU) handles problems in the welding of constructions

• The State Information Technology Institute handles the management system at Ignalina NPP
• Scientific technical support organizations are an important part of the complex nuclear security infrastructure

• In spite of many scientific research institutes in Lithuania working in the area of natural and technical sciences before the restora-
tion of independence, not one of them was directly involved in nuclear research studies (except for ecological aspects) or participated in
designing, building and maintaining of the atomic power plant at Ignalina

• Lithuania inherited Ignalina NPP with two RBMK-1500 reactors from the Soviet Union but the necessary MTPO's remained in
other countries, first of all, Russia. One of the most important problems was the need to create MTPO's able to provide the necessary
help to the Government of the Republic of Lithuania, to Ignalina NPP and to VATESI

• One of the important panel recommendations in its Ignalina security report was that the Lithuanian Government must grant
attention and required resources necessary to develop the essential scientific and technical competency in Lithuania without which the
safe use of the atomic power plant would be impossible

The Safety Analysis Group of the Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant (ISAG) at the Lithuanian Energy Institute (LEI) performs the
largest part of the work in the area of safety at Ignalina NPP.

The ISAG was founded by the March 19, 1992 of the Government of the Republic of Lithuania
Specialists in heat interchange, hydrodynamics, the resistance of materials and other fields, working not only at LEI but also KTU

and VDU, were recruited into the group

Within a short time, these people had to:

get deep into the physics processes taking place in the RBMK reactors

collect, systematize and verify planned and actual data from Ignalina NPP

master the current calculation codes designed to simulate the possible disaster scenarios

calculate the thermohydraulic and neutron processes taking place

The ISAG, within the limits of its competency:

advises the Ministry of the Economy, VATESI and Ignalina NPP

collaborates with foreign experts and international organizations who are helping to improve security at Ignalina NPP

Directions of ISAG's work

At this time, the Safety Analysis Group of the Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant (ISAG) performs studies in these directions:

• an analysis of possible transition and disaster processes at Ignalina NPP

• a thermohydraulic analysis of the disaster localization process

• streight assessment of reactor cooling system pipelines and other elements

• the influence of graphite and aging of the technological channels as well as the elimination of the intervals between them to security

• the modeling of the processes in the RBMK-1500 active zones

• a probability analysis of security
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• the development of an analyzer for the thermohydraulic processes of Ignalina NPP
In the beginning of its activities, the ISAG had to choose what path to take and which computer codes to use

It was decided, in order to evaluate the security of Ignalina NPP, to use contemporary, verified Western codes, updating them to
make maximum use of the experience and organizations of Russian organizations

ISAG personnel were trained to use modern codes from the primary nuclear centers of the USA, Germany, France, Sweden and Great Britain

Using these codes, special models were created for the atomic power at Ignalina NPP

All the codes were adjusted and checked for the specific conditions of a RBMK-1500 reactor, employing the data from the use
of Ignalina NPP

Modern RISC-type workstations, which can perform all the calculations necessary, were acquired

What axe the assignments for the immediate future?

• Scientific technical servicing of the new security improvement program (or SIP-3)

• Preparation for licensing of the second block at Ignalina NPP

• Preparation in time of an independent solution for the majority of the problems, connected with the future closure and disman-
tling of the atomic power plant at Ignalina:

the conditioning, management and burial of the various types of radioactive waste and the selection of a burial site

aspects of long-term storage of spent fuel

analysis of the possibilities of the future final burial of spent fuel within the territory of Lithuania

the prognosis of the technical and economic development of technology for reprocessing spent fuel

• To create all the necessary analytical and experimental bases for studying the problems of the aging of the primary construction materials

Essential items we lack the most

• modern analytical and experimental equipment to study the properties of the various kinds of materials and the aging processes
and, for this, the newest software is essential

• a long-term state program for the development of scientific technical support structures with an indispensable financial provision

• better coordinated and better systematized support programs by the Western countries.

IGNALINA NPP SAFETY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

Genadij Negrivoda,
Technical director of the INPP

1. History
Ignalina NPP runs 2 units with reactors RBMK-1500. Unit 1 was commissioned in 19S3, and Unit 2 in 1987.
1.1 Before 1993 the safety improvement activities were performed according to separate decisions based on the analysis of the

Chernobyl accident causes and consequences. Remedial measures for plants with RBMK reactors were addressed, implementation of
operational experience of Western NPPs, assistance of Western countries and IAEA was initiated. The single safety improvement
program did not exist at that time. The following most important implemented measures should be mentioned:

• Operational reactivity margin increasing up to 53-58 control rods and introducing of 52 additional absorbers. The void coefficient
was reduced down to the safe level, as a result.

• Change of control rod position in the core and introducing of shortened control rods into the core at reactor trip signal.
• Implementation of the fast acting reactor shutdown system.
• Implementation of shock absorbers in the feed-water line to eliminate pipe vibration.
• Implementation of air cooling of motors of ECCS pumps to increase the availability.
1.2 After 1991, when Lithuania became independent, the new safety improvement activities were initiated. Lithuania committed its

responsibility for INPP safety. Since, necessary engineering support companies did not exist, and it was lack of money for adequate safety
improvement. Countries of Western Europe, USA and IAEA assisted Lithuania to carry out a comprehensive INPP safety improvement
program. Agreement with EBRD was signed in 1993. Many important projects were implemented, and the Western type Safety
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Assessment Report of INPP was performed in the scope of this agreement. As a result of some bilateral and multilateral cooperation
projects the INPP Safety Improvement Programme (SIP-1) was accepted in 1993. This program was being implemented during 1993 -
1996. The following most important modifications were implemented:

• Enhancement of all kinds of nondestructive metal inspection for pipelines and pressure tubes.
• Increasing of core cavity pressure relieve capacity to prevent core destruction in case of multiple pressure tube rupture.
• Improvement of fire protection.
• Enhancement of radiation monitoring for personnel and environment.
• Engineering study of conceptions for the second reactor shutdown system.
• Replacement of main steam relief valves.
• Implementation of the system for design documentation.
• Design of the dry spent fuel storage.
• Production of the Safety Analysis Report.
• Probabilistic Safety Assessment.
The following activities were initiated:
• Implementation of full scope simulator for personnel training.
• Implementation of additional reactor protections.
• Implementation of overall quality assurance and safety culture process.
The Safety Analysis Report was issued in 1996. Review of the SAR was performed and RSR report was issued. On basis of both

documents the Ignalina Safety Panel prepared recommendations for Lithuanian Government. These documents were used as a basis for
the new Ignalina Safety Improvement Programme (SIP-2). Additionally some items were included from the SIP-1. SIP-2 was accepted in
1997 and shall be finished in 2000. Financial and engineering assistance from governments of Sweden, USA, UK, Finland and other
countries is provided for implementation of this program.

2. Core design improvements.
2.1. The void coefficient in February 1986 was +3,36- At this time energy production was 442 eff. days, average fuel burn-up 1140 MWt*day,

operational reactivity margin 38 control rods, and no any additional absorbers. The void coefficient was less, than for reactors RBMK-1000 (4-56).
After Chernobyl accident, in 1987, void coefficient was decreased from +3,38 down to 2,058 due to increasing operational reactivity margin of 38
control rods to 51 control rods. 52 additional absorbers were loaded into the core in July - November 1987 and control rods were replaced widi
rods of new design. Due to this modification the void coefficient became +18. In 1992 the additional absorbers were replaced with new cluster type
absorbers, and void coefficient was decreased down to +0,78. Now the void coefficient is maintained in the safe range from +0,88 to -0,28. In
1995 implementation of the new nuclear fuel with enrichment of 2,4% and burn-up absorber was started. Now nearly all reactor of unit 2 is loaded
with this fuel. The new fuel has improved reactor's physical characteristics, safety of refueling process was increased because additional absorbers
were removed from the core, and the void coefficient was maintained on the same level of from +0,88. Methods of experimental measurement of
reactor physical characteristic were enhanced during last few years, and the coefficients of detector's burn up were determined more precisely.
The most severe insertion of positive reactivity happens in case of loss of coolant in the cooling circuit of the reactor control and protection system.
This effect can be significantly decreased if control rods of new modified cluster type would be used. Such control rods would increase safety due to
another reason as well - they can be inserted into the core much faster. These control rods have been designed for reactors RBMK-1000 by NIKIET
and company "Polimetal". INPP considers, that implementation of such control rods will increase safety of reactors RBMK-1500. INPP asks to
provide with assistance Russian companies to design cluster type control rods for INPP.

2.2 Improvement of residual heat removal.
In case of fast pressure drop in the primary circuit main circulation pumps can be switched of by protection due to steam generation at
pump suction. Such scenarios can happen in case of stuck open Main Steam Relief Valves (MSRV) or BRU-B valves. To prevent such
scenarios capacity of BRU-B valves was decreased by factor 2 in 1984 (original capacity of these valves was inadequate high). Capacity of
valves BRU-K was decreased by factor 2 in 1993 according to PSA recommendation. Main Steam Relief Valves were replaced with valves
of French Company Sebima in 1996. It was estimated with PSA sensitivity analysis, that the core damage frequency was decreased on
20% due to replacement of MSRVs because valve stuck open probability is lower now.

3. Pressure tube integrity (multiple pressure tube rupture)
Pressure tube integrity can be destroyed due to lack of cooling during reactor power operation. Two potential initiating events

should be considered:
- loss of cooling of all pressure tubes in the core;
- loss of cooling (flow blockage) of pressure tubes, connected to one Group Distribution Header (GDH) — approximately 40 pressure tubes.
3.1 Causes of cooling loss are not so important. Measures for prevention of multiple pressure tube rupture should be addressed. At the unit 1 in

1998 the additional reactor trip system DAZ was installed. This system will trip reactor in case of failure of coolant flow trough die core. This
protection duplicates existing one. Probability of reactor shutdown function failure will be negligible now in case of reactor cooling failure and
ATWS scenarios becomes unlikely. Protection in case of severe pressure drop in primary circuit is under trial operation now. This protection will
trip reactor and activate Emergency Core Cooling System in case of pipeline rupture, when Main Circulation Pumps potentially can be stopped.

In case GDH rupture some amount of water is supplied to the core through bypass line (jumper), and it is the first remedial barrier in this
case. Protection due to low flow in GDH was implemented into trial operation in 1998. Unfortunately this protection can not be fully imple-
mented unless it will be modified. This problem will be addressed in chapter on C&I item.
Pressure tubes integrity is tightly related to PT monitoring and in service inspection. This problem will be addressed in another INPP Report.
In case of multiple pressure tube rupture the accident sequence can be following. Reactor protection due to high pressure in core cavity will be
activated when the first pressure tube will rupture, and level of core damage will be limited. Capacity of the pressure relief device from core
cavity was increased for both reactors in 1994 - 1995 to prevent severe pressure increase in the core cavity. Core cavity will be not overpressured
now in case of simultaneous rupture of 5 - 9 pressure tubes.
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3.3 Gap closure. At the reactor 1 during the 1998 outage 500 channels and 48 graphite hole were measured. By these and earlier
dates estimate the conclusion were performed that gap closure can be earlier than 2000. The INPP believes that can demonstrate in
2000, 2002 and 2004 consequently availability of gap. INPP estimates gap closure will be 2005. In frame of SIP-2 Technology Institute
(Kaunas) safety case of channel integrity is performing now, using inspections date from ABB ATOM.

4. The reactor shutdown system improvements
SAR qualified design of the second reactor shutdown system as measure of highest priority. To develop the second shutdown system for

RBMK type reactors are tightly involved some international organizations. On behalf of IAEA two meetings on this problem were arranged in
1995. EBRD has funded NIKIET to develop some conceptual designs of such system. AESL suggested rather interesting conception of such
system. Unfortunately an agreement between Western and Eastern experts was not found and there was no practical implementation of this
initiative. A new attempt to solve this problem was initiated on behalf of PHARE Program in 1997. New cooperation to develop second
shutdown system was started for Leningrad NPP and later for INPP. British Company EAE, Russian Institute NIKIET, Lithuanian Institutes,
and INPP are involved in these activities. It is expected that conceptual design will be finished in 1999, and than final design, purchasing, and
installation should be started. Project can be implemented in 3 years according to optimistic estimate. Very important an international assistance
to INPP for implementation of this project. Implementation of second shutdown system will ensure diversity of the reactor shutdown function.

SAR contains strong recommendation for INPP to implement remedial measures against ATWS scenarios. In case of transients with reactor
shutdown failure pressure in the primary circuit can exceed safe level. An additional reactor trip system DAZ was designed as a remedial
measure. This system is already installed in unit 1 and is designed in US and contains American components. DAZ will be a part of the second
shutdown system. Two protections — Pressure increase in drum-separators and decrease of the reactor' coolant flow duplicates existing ones and
operates in case of failure of existing protections. Third protection operates in case of fire in rooms where die CPS equipment is located.

The similar system will be installed for unit 2 as well.
SAR justified the necessity of CPS improvement in cases of primary circuit pipes and streamlines rupture and in case of MSRV malfunc-

tion. Under such accidents pressure in the primary circuit drops rapidly, and main circulation pumps can be switched off due to steam genera-
tion at its suction. Protection for pressure drop rate increase in drum separator was installed in unit 1 for trial operation. This protection
actuates the ECCS as well. SAR recommended installing protection for flow rate decrease through GDH. Under funding from EBRD the
Westinghouse Company according to technical specifications of INPP designed and manufactured equipment for this protection. This
protection was installed and put in trial operation in 1998. 6 pressure tubes out of 40 connected to 1 GDH are selected, and the logic treatment
of the flow decrease signal is performed (voting logic 3 out of 3).

It was identified during trial operation, that there is high pulsation of the flow rate signal and the high risk level of spurious protec-
tion operation. Flow meters "SHTORM" are used as sensors for flow rate measurement in each pressure tube for this protection. Ball
type flow meter "SHTORM" has a steel ball, rotating in the spinning flow. At the flow rate of 50 m3/h a ball makes 12 rotations per
second, and 12 pulses per second are obtained. When flow rate decreases the frequency of pulses decreases linear. Flow meter's indica-
tion is smooth because pulses are averaged in the device. Some signal delivery delay takes place when signal averaging is being performed.
Signal delay is not desired for protection and must be justified. In the Technical Specification for this protection one interval between
two pulses (-0,25 c) was used for outcome signal generation to decrease the signal generation delay. Instability of pulse frequency is
about 20% when the flow is stable. Possible reason is the instability of flow meter itself or instability of coolant flow. The root cause is
not discovered and it should not be subjected to device. More likely is flow rate instability. At any case the allowed signal delay must be
defined and justified. It will allow hardware experts performing necessary modifications of this protection.

5. Improvements of C&I
Many improvements of C&I has been performed. The following should be mentioned:
• Modification of the ECCS; system is actuated in case of streamline rupture, when protections due to low flow in GDH or high

pressure drop rate in primary circuit operates. Equipment for protection on high pressure drop rate in primary circuit was designed and
manufactured by one of Vilnius Institutes.

• Reconstruction of the Information Computer System "Titan"; Old Soviet designed CM type computers and displays were replaced
with modern computer hardware. American Company SAIC performed Reconstruction.

• Replacement of control rods with rods of new design.
• Design and manufacture of analogue- relay transducers L-02 and L-03, which are used in reactor protection system. US Govern-

ment financed this work.

6. Containment. Strength and tightness.
6.1 INPP reactors have leak-tight compartments which locate heat removal pipelines from the core and which can contain

radioactive materials in case of accidents. Leak-tight compartments are connected to ALS towers by corridors. Two towers with the
capacity 18700 m3 of each contain steam-condensing devices and radioactive products are holding here for a long time till the activity
of them will be reduced. Leak-tight compartment of Unit 1 have not lining walls and we failed to test them for strength by the reason
of low tightness of Leak-tight compartments we failed to increase pressure till more than 0,3 bar. Operation pressure for testing is
necessary 3 bar. ALS towers were tested for 0,8 bar pressure. Leak-tight compartments at Unit 2 have metal wall lining, however, to
gain the required tightness was impossible. Should be mentioned that general equivalent untightness at reactor 2 is 40 cm2, what is
less by factor 10 than at reactor 1. During tight testing the pressure 1.3 bar was reached and capacity of air-compressors was ex-
hausted. It is impossible to perform testing for 3 and 0.8 bar operation pressure of Leak-tight compartment and ALS tower. Calcula-
tion showed to create 3 bar pressure in Leak-tight compartments of Unit 1 it is necessary to have air-compressors with 35 MW
capacity.
Monitoring of Leak-tight compartment and ALS tower lining performed annually and the found damages are eliminated. Tight
testing is performed under pressure 200 Pa. SAR and RSR indicated that not performing the testing for tightness under operation
pressure is Rules violation and recommendations were given to prepare and implement corrective measures.
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6.2 The following safety cases of Unit 1 leak-tight containments were performed:
• The walls of Leak-tight containment were x-rayed with the help of Betatron and rebar position was checked for design compliance.
• Many samples of wall concrete and rebars were taken and their mechanical properties were examined in the laboratory.
• "Walls check for voids was done by the active sonar.
• Strength calculations of Leak-tight compartments lining were done with the usage of strength concrete and steel data.
The calculations showed that Leak-tight compartments would withstand calculated pressure. The works were financed by Swedish

Government and were performed by Swedish, Danish and Lithuanian specialists. Insufficient tightness of Leak-tight compartments is
compensated by suction air from the neighbouring rooms and in case of accident, steam and radioactive materials are sucked by ventila-
tion system containing filters. The calculations have proved provision of low radioactive releases into environment during maximum
design accident.

INPP reactor containment is considered for steam condensation and keeping radioactive products under maximum design accident,
i.e. under rupture of discharge header with the diameter 800 mm. The general volume of containment is 57 000 m3.

7. Design Basis Accidents
NIKIET designer of reactor issued the document "Technical Regulation for operation of The Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant RBMK-

1500 Reactors" in 1988 which contained the analysis of design basis accidents and justification of reactor safety. In the scope of SAR
project in 1995, Canadian Company AECL performed the analysis of design basis accidents with NIKIET participation using verified
Western codes RELAP-5, ATHLET and others. The following accidents were studied:

• Reactivity Induced Accidents connected with spurious or emergency withdrawal of group or individual control rods.
• Accident Initiated by Equipment Failure. These accidents initiated by loss of off-site power, turbine trip, loss of feed-water supply, MCP trip.
• ATWS accidents during initiating events, when shutdown actuation is necessary and the actuation is failed. Initiating events of the

accident were loss power supply and turbine trip
• The accidents connected with less important failures of equipment and process violations were evaluated by RSR recommendations i.e.

level increase in DS, steam pressure regulator in DS, loss of ICC, start up of redundant MCP, accidents during minimum reactor capacity.
It was proved that in all cases reactor safety is provided. Transients occurred were more mild than in safety case performed by NIKIET

in 1988. During ATWS accidents, if power is lost and turbine is tripped (complete failure of protection) the increase of pressure in RCS till
dangerous value -130 bar is possible. And as corrective measure in Additional Emergency protection set (DAZ) the duplication protection to
shutdown the reactor in case of overpressure was performed in 1998 at Unit 1. The same procedure will be performed at Unit 2 in 1999. It
was proposed by RSR, SAR to perform safety analysis of the reactor under water hammer in reactor cooling circuit and during flooding of
the Plant when water pipelines are damaged it was not included in the design basis. Lithuanian Energy Institute (LEI) performed flooding
and water hammer analysis and reactor safety was justified under water hammer and flooding. It was demonstrated that there is no danger-
ous pressure increasing under water hammer and there are enough time and measures to avoid serious consequences during flooding.

8. Safety and support systems enhancement
System analysis was performed in TG-4 SAR. Analysis that is more comprehensive was performed for safety and support

systems and it included:
• Engineering assessment of systems
• Single failure analysis
Engineering assessment examined systems capability to perform its function and meeting Regulations acting in Lithuania and

according to International norms. Single failure analysis examined systems stability to common cause failures. The weak points were
found and recommendations were issued in the following areas:

• CPS channels separation enhancement to avoid common cause failure. Shutdown buttons of reactor, electronic circuits of CPS
logic were modified.

• One cabinet controlled valves of different service water channels. Control circuits were modified to avoid failure in service water
control if control cabinet is damaged.

• Two batteries were replaced for seismic stable ones with increased capacity.
• ECCS pumps had the only source of coolant of bearings by service water and they failed during loss of cooling water. The addi-

tional cooling system of bearings was modified by the redundant water supply from the other water source.
• Analysis of Auxiliary feed-water pumps (AFWP) demonstrated that AFWP productivity increases during Reactor cooling circuit

ruptures and following pressure decrease in the reactor since there is no regulator flow, and they can be switched off due to overload i.e.
safety system cannot perform its functions. Modification was proposed which was implemented at Unit 1 and it will perform during the
current outage at Unit 2. The modification is to install water flow throttle limiters.

• Fire Hazard Analysis and big work scope to segregate rooms for fire prevention were performed.
Safety and support systems enhancement is restricted by the lack of finance. INPP is thanked to Western Governments and Interna-

tional organisations for assistance and considers that proposals for assistance will be useful in the following enhancements:
1. Ion-exchanging resin aftec usage in filters is stored in water barrels. This way of storage is not safe. It is necessary to design

cementation facility for spent ion-exchanging resins.
2. Probabilistic safety analysis - level 2
3. Improve handling with radioactive wastes. Devices to define nuclide composition in each spent fuel container.
4. Diagnostic equipment for vibration delivery, thermovisions to define untight places of containment and heating of electric

contacts, electric drives condition of valves.
5. Delivery of monitoring devices of water and steam leakage for practical realisation LBB concept.
6. Cranes upgrading which are used during work on the reactor and with fuel.
7. Decommissioning plan development for INPP.
8. SAR revision.
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9. Seismic safety enhancement
Seismic loads were not considered in INPP design basis during calculations of pipelines. The area of INPP location in the USSR in 70s was

not considered as a dangerous one from the seismic point of view, and strength calculations of pipelines did not require taking into account
seismic loads. The requirement of seismic consideration was introduced in 80s. ISMES specialists from Italy did surveillance of INPP in 1995
and basing on the surveillance results specialists issued recommendations to improve seismic stability of equipment. The main part of these
recommendations was fulfilled. SAR recommended performing calculations of earthquake influence on Reactor cooling circuit (RCC) and on a
Refuelling machine (RM). Kaunas Technological Institute has performed calculations of Drum-Separator (DS), ECCS pressurised tanks (ECCS
PT), and diesel-generators. The following comes from the calculations: the strength on the supporters of DS violates the limit of metal yield, but
RCC rupture does not occur. It is recommended to strengthen supporters of ECCS PT, oil tanks of diesel-generators. These works will be done
in 1999-2000. Earthquake influence analysis on RM was performed by RM designer TsKBM from St. Petersburg and it showed that to fasten
RM to rails would lead to possible turning over of RM where not fastened RM would be much stable to earthquake.

INPP with finance assistance of EBRD finished construction and will commission very soon new seismic monitoring and protection
system. At the first stage system consists of 5 seismic stations. One of them is located at INPP site, and the rest 4 stations are at the
distance from 20 till 50 km. Seismic stations are connected with the central block of radio channel system and it is able to trip reactor
before seismic wave arrival thus to soften earthquake consequences regarding reactor safety.

10. Project Y2K work progress
The official works regarding computer equipment and programme preparation to 2000 at INPP started in 1998. First of all a project

group was organised dedicated to "Y2K" problem. The group consists of 29 specialists the part of them are experienced computer
specialists. The others work as co-ordinators of Y2K problem in Plant departments where computer or microprocessors are used. Project
Manager was assigned and time schedule was approved. All works are subdivided into 12 stages according to the time schedule:

Prepare and distribute in the departments method and materials
Prepare the list of date depending systems and programmes in the departments
List analysis, testing method and programme development
System and programme testing for readiness to 2000.
Defining measures for system which did not come testing
Necessary cost definition, finance sources
Perform updating or system, programme replacement which did not come testing
Testing of upgraded (replaced) systems programmes
Unit 2 ICS testing according to developed procedures by INPP
Unit 1 ICS testing according to developed procedure by SAIC company
ATCS-750 of Unit 1 testing according to developed procedure by INPP
Final report issuing about programme, computer systems preparation for Y2K

Two work stages have been finished for today and works are going on in stages three and four. One of the main successes in project 2000 at
INPP is full support from high management of the plant, understanding the problem and information presentation to managers and personnel.
The first stage contained materials with general analysis of problem 2000, explanations have been done for key managers departments and
personnel. Material containing problem Y2K has been clarified for every senior foreman in two main departments C & I and Electric.

In a certain degree, INPP is less vulnerable for Y2K problem. There are old developments of the USSR, control and automatic
systems. They do not contain date sensitive elements (microprocessors, software). That proves collected information from departments.
There were no global replacements of control and automatic equipment the new one delivered from Western countries has correction for
2000. However, ICS Tytan of units, software of neutron-physics calculation of reactor, radiation safety monitoring systems, protective
alarm system, access control system (TRAX) will be checked radically. "Tytan" system new and old will be checked during outages of
Units. The old "Tytan" system will not have special problems. The dates were introduced manually into ICS and they will be corrected
manually as well. Procedure for checking is being prepared. The new "Tytan" system of Unit 1 will be tested together with American
designers according to prepared procedure by SAIC. As far as software applications (finance, personnel, accounting of storage, fuel
movement and ect.), INPP developed them by itself and there are no problems to introduce changes.

Third stage works are going considered by time schedule for today. Third stage foresees to perform analysis of the prepared system
and programme lists, taking decisions about further actions to be ready for 2000. Part of the systems, which have assurance to be ready
for 2000, are excluded from the further analysis. The rest systems have either analysis plan for readiness or concrete plan for preparation.

11. Cracks in Pipes
As soon as it was known that at Leningrad NPP, in reactor 3 cooling circuit at 300 mm down comers some cracks were found, 248

prefabricated welds of the down comers and 16 field welds at 1 and 2 reactors were radiographically tested during 1997 maintenance periods.
The cracks were found at reactor 1 in 52 prefabricated welds. At reactor 2 die cracks were found in 9 prefabricated welds. The pipes are made of
austenitic steel. Their outer diameter is 325 mm and wall thickness is 16 mm. The cracks' studies executed together widi St' Petersburg
Institute "Prometheus" showed that the cracks are expanding according to IGSCC (inter-granular stress corrosion cracking) mechanism in heat
affected zone. The cracks start on the inner side of the weld in high metal sensitization zone, where the level of residual stress is above metal
yield point. The cracks propagate in direction of weld outer side and stop at metal sensitization level of 20 %. It happens approximately in the
middle of the pipes wall thickness. The maximum sensitization level occurs on the inner side of the weld and becomes lower on the outer side.

At the present time there is welding technology developed that prevents occurrence of such cracks after welding repairing.
In 1998 during planned maintenance of reactor 1 ultrasonic testing of 925 welds at pipes (300-mm diameter) was conducted. The

results showed defects in 183 welds. 22 welds where the defects exceeded 100 mm and accordingly were identified like cracks were
repaired. 161 welds were allowed for further operation with continuous monitoring.
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In 1999 during planned maintenance of reaccor 2 the ultrasonic testing will be conducted at the same number of welds. There is
information about some defects found in bottom welds of GDH (group distributing header) at Leningrad and Smolensk NPPs.

Therefore, during 1999 planned maintenance INPP will conduct testing of the above welds.

12. Configuration management
It is an activity to control system condition, which guarantees that design and safety requirements are met during all system and

equipment (configuration) condition changes under operation, maintenance, testing and modification implementation at the plant.
Normal system configuration is defined in operation documents: Technical regulation of INPP operation, operation procedures,

valve condition regulation, set points protection and automatics tables and ect.
Configuration changing has place under the following:
• replacement operating mechanisms for redundant ones;
• equipment, mechanisms, pipelines failures and/or to take them from operation and to put redundant ones out of service;
• testing performance;
• implementation of modification.
Configuration control is done:
• in check-lists of safety condition which are filled by Deputy Shift Supervisor and by Senior Unit Engineers;
• in surveillance check-lists of operation personnel;
• in protection condition register which is filled by Shift Supervisor of C & I department;
• in operation electric scheme of INPP connections which is filled by Shift Supervisor of Electric department;
• in mnemodysplay and mimic panel at Main Control Room (MCR) and other control panels.
Configuration changes are done by the following procedures:
• Out of service procedure of equipment and commissioning after maintenance.
• Procedure to perform switching in process and electric circuits
• Modification performance
• Technical order
All activities to control modification is documented in accordance with the existing procedures.

SAFETY ANALYSES OF IGNALINANPP

Eugenijus USpuras

Head of Laboratory of Nuclear Installation Safety, LEI

OUTLINE
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2. Safety Justification Report of the Ignalina NPP (TOB)
3. "In-Depth Safety Assessment of the Ignalina NPP" Project
4. Recommendations of the Ignalina Safety Panel
5. Follow-up Safety Analyses of the Ignalina NPP
6. Conclusions
Introduction: A Historical Contexts

• Since commissioning of the Ignalina NPP in 1983 a number of the safety analyses have been conducted.
• 1988 - Safety Justification Report of the Ignalina NPP (TOB)
• 1992-96 - Level 1 Probabilistic Safety Assessment of the Ignalina NPP
• 1996 - Evaluation of the RBMK-1500 Accident Confinement System
• 1995-96 - In-Depth Safety Assessment of the Ignalina NPP (SAR)
• 1995-97 - Review of the Safety Analysis Report (RSR)
• 1997-99 - Safety analyses recommended by SAR, RSR and Ignalina Safety Panel.

Safety Justification Report (TOB)

• Safety Justification Report of the Ignalina NPP has been issued shortly after Chernobyl accident
• Issues discussed in the TOB are limited by System Descriptions and Accident Analysis
• Accident Analysis in the TOB have been performed for design power level of 4800 MW
• Russian developed computer codes which were never been widely validated to demonstrate that its are adequately represent a

reality have been used for analysis.

In-Depth Safety Assessment Project (1)

• This is the first attempt to perform Western-style safety analysis for any Soviet-design NPP
• The assessment consists of two elements: the Safety Analysis Report (SAR) and independent Review of the Safety Report (RSR)
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• A panel of international nuclear safety experts, the Ignalina Safety Panel, was established with aim to monitor and supervise
the scope and production of the SAR and its review process and to make an independent recommendations to the Lithuanian
Government, Ignalina NPP, VATESI and donor countries regarding continues plant operation and implementation strategies for
the SAR and RSR recommendations.

In-Depth Safety Assessment Project (2)

The objectives of the SAR were:

• to demonstrate that the plant is adequately safe;
• to identify and evaluate any factors which may limit the safe operation of the plant in the foreseeable future;
• to assess the plant's safety standarts and practicies, recommend and additional improvements which are reasonable practicable and

provide estimates of their cost and schedules

In-Depth Safety Assessment Project (3)

The SAR project was organised in 10 Task Groups and the RSR structure reflected this. The groups were:

TGI Plant Description

TG2 History of Safety and Performance
TG3 Fault Schedule
TG4 System Analysis
TG5 Accident Analysis
TG6 Equipment Qualification
TG7 Management of Ageing
TG8 Role of Operator
TG9 Safety Management
TG10 Demonstration of Acceptability

Fault Schedule (TG3)

• Objective: Demonstration that all faults are either
- adequately protected against or
- sufficiently unlikely that the lack of protection against them is justified.
• It was checked that this list of faults presented in the Fault Schedule was complete according to the Guidelines.
• No sequences were found which would have required a modification of the 'essential items' list of accidents specified in the Guidelines.
• A number of accident sequences which form part of a Western Safety Analysis Report were not explicitly addressed in the

shortened Ignalina SAR.

Accidents Initiated by Equipment Failure

• No plant conditions expected from this class of events that would result in violation of the design criteria with respect to
- fuel damage,
- integrity of pressure boundary,
- regulatory dose limits.
• The analyses have shown that the Ignalina NPP protective systems are adequate to bring the plant into a safe state following one of

the assumed initiators, provided that operator actions occur within about 10 minutes.
• A number of events typically considered in Western SARs were not analysed or considered.

Loss of Coolant Accidents (1)

• In general Ignalina NPP is adequately protected against breaks that occur in the reinforced leak-tight compartments if they do not
result in local flow degradation.

• Some LOCA sequences may lead to low flow conditions requiring either faster Emergency Core Cooling System activation or
increased injection rates to avoid cladding temperature excursions.

Loss of Coolant Accidents (2)

The SAR analyses of LOCAs revealed several plant deficiencies. Some Plant Modifications are required:
• Installation of an early ECCS initiation signal to compensate for stagnation flow in a GDH, based on low flow in multiple channels.
• Installation of new reactor trip and ECCS initiating signals to compensate for breaks outside the confinement, based on the dP/dt

signal in the drum separator.
• Modifications which ensure that the emergency core cooling water is delivered to the affected reactor half.
Further analysis is required to support the proposed hardware installations and to resolve critical issues.
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Multiple Pressure Tube Ruptures Issue

Recommendations on the safety Improvements at the Ignalina NPP concerning MPTR issue:
• A reactor scram actuation on ,,low flow" in a few channels connected to one GDH must be installed as soon as possible.
• ECCS initiation should be derived on reactor scram on ,,low flow".
Further analysis is required to support the proposed hardware installations and to resolve MPTR critical issues.

Reactivity Initiated Accidents (1)

• Acceptance criteria met, even if single failures are assumed.
Major Issue
• Several fuel bundles of a new type were loaded into the Ignalina Unit 1 and Unit 2 core since 1996
• Increased enrichment of 2.4 % U-235 and contain Erbium as burnable poison.
• Issue not addressed in the SAR.
Further analysis is required.

Steam Line Failures

The SAR analysts propose a number of hardware modifications and changes in regulations and procedures to overcome the design
weaknesses and to better protect the surrounding population against radiological exposures after Steam Line rupture events, first of all

• providing early, automatic reactor trip and emergency coolant injection for all break locations.
Further analysis is required to support the proposed hardware installations and to resolve critical issues.

Anticipated Transients Without Scram

• For RBMK reactors ATWS are not design basis accidents and no previous analyses of such accidents were performed. The ATWS
studies in the Ignalina SAR are the first of the kind of for RBMK reactors.

• These analyses have a different purpose from DBA studies. The purpose of the ATWS studies in SAR was to identify the need for
possible future design modifications to the shutdown system, to determine the minimum time available for accident mitigation and to
make a step towards developing accident management measures and procedures.

• The SAR analysis shows, that some ATWS scenario can lead to unacceptable consequences.

ATWS (2)

• The apparent lack of the effective inherent safety features in RBMK reactors leads to one high priority recommendation, that a
second fast acting, independent and fully diverse reactor shutdown system needs to be installed. However, development and implementa-
tion of the second shutdown system requires 3-4 years.

• VATESI has required Ignalina NPP to develop and implement a compensatory measures for existing CPS/EPPS

Recommendations of the ISP

• The Safety Case for the reactor control and protection system should be completed
• The Safety Case for the accident localisation system should be provided
• The Safety Case for structural integrity of the reactor cooling system should be developed

Follow-up Safety Analyses

• 1997 - the Safety Case for the CPS has been completed
• 1997-98 - the Safety Cases for structural integrity of the reactor cooling system the accident localisation system have been developed
• 1997-98 - Analytical base for development of the additional shutdown system DAZ as well as Safety Case for DAZ system have

been developed
• 1997-99 - Safety analyses for core with new fuel design have been continuously performed before loading of new party of fuel into the core
• 1998-99 - Analytical bases for implementation of proposed modifications concerning new signals for early actuation of reactor trips

and ECCS well as Safety Cases for these modifications have been developed

Conclusions

• The Ignalina NPP is unique among all RBMK reactors in the scope and comprehensiveness of safety analyses which have been
conducted to verily its design parameters and analyse its level of risk.

• The international studies such as Barselina, SAR, RSR and follow-up safety analyses provide a verified, state of the art base of
knowledge which make it possible to assess the present level of plant safety, compare this level with other reactor plants and plan
improvements plant which enhance the level of safety.

• Safety analyses have determined that in terms of PSA indexes Ignalina NPP is comparable to Western reactors.
• However, completed safety analyses shown some weakneses of the Ignalina NPP. Therefore, plant safety iprovement process

should be continued.
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1. IMPROVEMENT OF MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE AND SAFETY CULTURE

• One of the main purposes of INPP is to implement the quality and safety assurance policy, improve safety culture at all levels of organization

The following activities have been performed in the frames of the Safety culture development at INPP:

• ASSET mission (1989, 1993), OSART mission (1995, 1997) were held
• Development of safety and quality assurance policy (May 1995)
• Creation of safety and quality assurance division (beginning of 1996)
• Development of safety indicators (1996)
• INPP safety committee began its work in 1996

In 1997 safety analysis report (SAR) was developed, chapter TG 9.2.1, which depicted the weak point of INPP safety culture
Recommendations were given with respect to current situation improvement
Plant Management used these recommendations as a basis for existing practice improvement

UPGRADE OF INPP ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE
In May 1995 the organization structure of INPP was adopted in compliance with the Law on State and local authorities enterprises
In accordance with below indicated organization chart the tliree Directorates and three Divisions headed by the General Director were created

FINANCIAL DIRECTOR

PERSONNEL DIRECTOR

GENERAL DIRECTOR

TECHNICAL DIRECTOR

HEAD OF SAFETY AND
QUALITY ASSURANCE

DIVISION

HEAD OF SECURITY
DIVISION

HEAD OF
LOGISTICS&SUPPLY

DIVISION

TRAINING OF HIGH LEVEL AND LINE MANAGERS
Several workshops were held during these years:
In 1995 4 workshops
In 1996 8 workshops
In 1997 6 workshops
In 1998 3 workshops
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WORKSHOPS ON SAFETY CULTURE
From June 1997 31 one-day workshops were held for the key personnel of the plant.
In 1998 18 workshops (11 for the shift personnel were

held by the heads of the plant departments)

PROGRAMME OF SAFETY CULTURE DEVELOPMENT
1997
The first Plan of INPP Safety culture development for 1997 purposed to the SAR recommendation implementation was prepared

and approved by the General Director
High-priority tasks on Safety culture improvement at INPP
• Management shall support and demonstrate their adherence to the safety
• Safety culture shall become the key element in the plant operation management
• Improvement of operation experience analysis
• Personnel informing on policy of openness in the area of errors and safety problems
• Issue of the booklet "Message to INPP personnel - High safety culture in the Nuclear Energy"
1998
For 1998 the General Director developed and approved the Plan of Safety culture development at INPP
PLANNING FOR 1999
• Audits are planned to combine with the internal audits. Safety culture audit shall be focused on integration of safety culture into

the routine work of the personnel and activity of plant departments
• Development of safety culture indicators
The Programme of Safety culture development can not be completed at any stage. The plant safety improvement and high quality of INPP

operation can be achieved through persistent and continuous endeavor to the high Safety culture

2. SYMPTOM-BASED EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES
The project purpose is achieved by implementation of the following basic tasks:
• Analysis of cumulative foreign experience on EOP
• Application of approved and justified methods and solution throughout INPP EOP documentation development
• Development of INPP emergency operating strategy using EOP package
• Consideration of results and recommendations on all the deterministic and probabilistic analyses performed for INPP
• Application to the methodology of Systematic Approach to Training (SAT) for EOP training of the personnel

PROJECT CURRENT STATUS

The following guidelines and programs defining the requirements and order at each work stage have been completed:
• EOP and emergency supporting procedure (ESP) Writer's Guide
• EOP and ESP Verification Guideline
• EOP and ESP Verification Program
• EOP and ESP validation Guideline

• Symptom-Based Emergency Operating Procedures
EOP-1. Reactor Shutdown
EOP-2 Reactor Subcriticality
EOP-3 Heat Removal
EOP-4 Reactor Cavity Protection
EOP-5 Localization of Coolant Release
• Emergency Supporting Procedures:
ESP-1. Service Water Supply
ESP-2 Reliable Power Supply
ESP-3 Water Supply for ECCS Make-up
• EOP Independent Review (by American Experts) has been done

3. INPP STAFF TRAINING AND FULL SCOPE SIMULATOR

• OBJECTIVE
INPP top management and all personnel have an understanding that central challenge and requirement to safety and reliability is the

qualification and competence of the plant personnel.
• HISTORY
In the middle of 1995 a Full Scope Simulator development was initiated
The simulator was installed at INPP site in November 1997
The development period was 28 months
Now it is being used for operator training

The full scope simulator is used as a tool to provide more sufficient training for INPP Main Control Room operators:
• Senior Unit Operators (SUO)
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• Senior Reactor Operators (SRO)
• Senior Turbine Operators (STO)
• Unit Operators (UO)

As well as their supervisors:
• Plant Shift Supervisor (PSS)
• Unit Shift Supervisor (USS)

CURRENT STATUS
All tasks are divided into two packages:
1. Full scope simulator operation using current capacity for operators training and getting practical skills for instructors
2. Preplanned, scheduled activity with the following goals:
• Training material development
• Full scope simulator modifications
• Instructions training
• Normal operation procedures validation
• Preparation for Symptom-Based Emergency Operating Procedures validation

4. COMPONENTS AGEING
• OBJECTIVE
To ensure that significant ageing mechanisms and their effects are detected and mitigated in a timely manner in order to provide

continuous safe and reliable plant operation
• CURRENT STATUS
INPP Program SIP-2 stated the task "Ageing Analysis and Ageing Management Program of I&C components important for safety"
The work has been started and ageing management methodology has been chosen. An interim I&C components ageing assessment is

being carried out. The main components of AMP have been defined
STAGE 1
Basing on Barselina Project recommendations INPP have completed the lists of thermal mechanic, electrical, I&C components

important for safety that are main contributors to total risk of reactor core damage
STAGE 2
• The existing monitoring methods, inspections, testing and mitigation methods have been reviewed and assessed
• Residual life of components has been estimated
• The recommendations on improvement of monitoring, inspection and testing have been given
• Additional mitigation methods have been proposed
• Analysis of ageing elements influence on INPP safety has been presented

No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Type of the equipment

CPS measuring part
1HZ21Z01-07

1HZ18Z01-07

Diesel generators

MCP 1YA11-14S03

MCP 1YA21-24S03

CPS logic 1HZ24Z01-12

ECCS 1TH61S03

ECCS 1TH51,52,53SO3

Degradation Factor

0,47

0,06

0,35

0,29

0,29

0,72

0,12

0,08

Degradation rate factor
(I/year)

-1.1E-05

-7,5E-06

-93E-07

-3,8e-0,6

-6.1E-0.6

-l,7E-0,6

-2,0E-0,5

-3.5E-0.6

• CONCLUSION
The analysis of ageing of selected INPP thermal mechanical equipment components has not defined any components, which

degradation influences the plant resources. All selected components function under normal operation conditions and being
monitored and managed

Implementation of the Programme will give an opportunity to control, monitor and manage the safety-related systems
according to requirements of the world standards

on process
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5. METAL INSPECTION
• OBJECTIVE
One of the integral parts of inspections and tests of RBMK-1500 safety related systems components is in-service metal inspection.
The basic document, which defines minimum required scope of specific components metal inspection is "INPP Safety Related

Equipment and Pipes In-service Metal Inspection Regulation", which according to "Rules of Nuclear Facilities Equipment and Pipes
Arrangement and Safe Operation PN AE G-7-008-89" has a status of a typical program. The last version of the Regulation (1998) was
developed with account of IAEA Safety Guides requirements 50-SG-02 and 50-P-2

• HISTORY
Annually on the basis of the Regulation metal in-service inspection programs are prepared for each unit. INPP Technical Director

and Quality and Safety Assurance Department Manager approve the programs.
The total number of inspections per year is 1500-2500 elements at one unit, the main part of which are welds.
Since the beginning of 1992 INPP together with TRC (Sweden) started implementation of modern non-destructive testing methods

and automatic metal inspection systems at the plant. The systems assume computer processing of indication results based on
TOMOSCAN and P-Scan systems.

In order to inspect cracks in austenitic parts a new manipulator was supplied by TRC. Moreover, a new technology that uses X-rays
and allows obtaining of real time picture of high sharpness after computer processing was developed. It significantly reduced the
radiation exposure.

TRC Company provided INPP with methods of liquid-penetrate, ultrasonic and X-ray testing. Although at the time there are no special
methods of ultrasonic testing for composite and nozzle welds. The gap on composite welds was partially reduced by TRC methods.

The staff of INPP Metal Inspection Department dealing with non-destructive testing have obtained the certificates of European
Standard EN 473 in certificate Centers of Sweden

The use of TRC ultrasonic testing methods improved the level of sensitivity while identification of defects.
Considering that results of in-service inspection (1986) at RBMK-1000 units showed defects in metal of field non-heat-treated welds

in Du 800 cladded pipes, INPP has given special attention to examination of the components since 1986.
In 1995 on the basis of fracture mechanics method it was defined that part of Du 800 field welds could be allowed to further

operation on condition that they subjected to annual in-service monitoring with TRC automatic ultrasonic systems. The results of recent
in-service monitoring have not showed increase of indications.

The information on Du 300 pipes in-service inspection was presented in Mr. Negrivoda Report.

• CONCLUSION
Safety related equipment and pipes in-service inspection ensured safe and reliable operation of INPP, timely determination and

removal of metal defects, definition of their root causes and creation of appropriate preventive measures.
The preventive measures related to changing of welding technologies and improvement of metal examination methods decreased the

quantity of metal defects and improved Ignalina NPP operational safety and reliability.

7. FIRE SAFETY
OBJECTIVE
One of the main factors on prevention of nuclear accident, protection of people health and life as well as state properties preservation

is reliable fire safety of INPP facilities

HISTORY
Since 1988 fire safety improvement measures have been created and implemented at INPP. One of the most important milestone

events was SAR recommendation to carry out FHA (Fire Hazard Analysis).
Actuality of FHA was defined through the following factors:
• SAR recommendations to carry out FHA of INPP
• FHA is one of the documents to be presented to VATESI for obtaining the license for Unit 1
Basing on agreement with VATESI and Fire Supervision Authorities it was decided to analyze the rooms with safety related systems

(531 rooms) of Unit 1 involved in reactor shutdown, cooling and radioactivity releases
The documentary confirmation that existing fire protection means are enough to guarantee INPP nuclear safety was obtained.
Conclusion of FHA first stage:
Unit 1 is fire safe
1. Safe reactor shutdown and maintaining of this condition is provided
2. The residual heat removal is provided
3. The radiation release is prevented

At the time INPP plans to carry out the second phase of the FHA that assumes more complicated task of greater scope

CONCLUSION
In INPP Top Management opinion, the plant safety and reliability is at a level sufficient for further operation.
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PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES AT IGNALINA NPP

Andriejus Bagdonas,
Ignalina NPP

1. Introduction
The Barselina Project was initiated in the summer 1991. The project was a multilateral co-operation between Lithuania, Russia and Sweden

up until phase 3, and phase 4 has been performed as a bilateral between Lithuania and Sweden. The long-range objective is to establish
common perspectives and unified bases for assessment of severe accident risks and needs for remedial measures for the RBMK reactors.

During phase 3, from 1993 to 1994, a full scope Probabilistic Safety Analysis (PSA) model of the Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant unit 2
was developed to identify possible safety improvement of risk importance. The probabilistic methodology was applied on a plant specific
basis for a channel type reactor of RBMK design. To increase the realism of the risk model a set of deterministic analyses was performed and
plant/RBMK-specific database was developed and used. A general concept for analysing this type of reactor was developed.

During phase 4, 1994 to 1996, the PSA was further developed, taking into account plant changes, improved modelling methods and
extended plant information concerning dependencies (area events, dynamic effects, electrical and signal dependencies). The model
reflected the plant status before the outage 1996.

During phase 4+, 1998 to 1999 the PSA model was upgraded taking into account the newest plant modifications. The new PSA
model of CPS/AZRT was developed. Modelling was based on the Single Failure Analysis.

2. Scope of the PSA Study

Area

The source of radioactivity:

Final consequence of accident:

Operational states included:

Initiating events included:

Scope

The reactor core.

Core damage states have been defined in such a way, that the results can be used partly as level 2
results - the damage states represent 3 'classes' of environmental impact.

Full power range (50 - 100%).

Internal initiating events (transients, LOCA and Common Cause Initiators, CCI). Internal
hazards - area events - fire, flooding and missiles.

Human interaction modelling was performed during phase 3, including screening and best estimate modelling for important operator
actions in accident sequences. Best estimates for operator action failure were based on information availability, procedures availability and
time available for operator action. Phase 4 has looked into the human interaction analysis from phase 3 (based on review comments). The
result is that changes are introduced in the modelling removing some non-conservative models and introducing a recovery event.

The dependency analysis has included a rigor analysis of all types of dependencies. Support system dependencies are included. Special attention
has been devoted to dependencies to electric power support also from control bus bars. During phase 3 also area events, fire, flooding and missiles, have
been analysed, however only in a room by room scale. Hence, a full-scale fire analysis is not covered. Phase 4 has resulted in improved understanding
and knowledge about dynamic effects and electrical and area dependencies. The new results are only qualitative, and more work is needed to add this
information into the PSA fault trees and event trees. The common cause failure analysis is also improved by addition of CCF modelling.

Loss of process control has been defined as a special group of CCI events. This type of CCI is devoted to events where the control
of a specific process parameter is lost, e.g. reactivity, pressure, flow, etc.

3. Safety Functions
As a first step, it is necessary to identify all safety functions needed for preventing core damage. The safety functions of the Ignalina

NPP have been identified. The plant model is concentrated to the main functions, i e front line systems functions and includes these as
main headings in the event trees. All support functions, including alarm signal generation and power supply are modelled with fault trees
to which transfers are made to from the front line systems (the safety systems) fault trees.

INPP Safety Functions

Safety function

Reactivity control:

Confinement and core cavity integrity:

Primary circuit pressure control:

Core cooling - core injection, drum separator makeup
and heat removal:

Front line system

1) Reactor Control and Protection System
2) Control Rods

1) Pressure Suppression System
2) Core Cavity Pressure Relief System

l)Main Steam Relief Valves (MRV) and BRU-B valves
2) Condenser and the BRU-K Valves

1) Pressurised Tanks (ECCS)
2) ECCS Pumps
3) Auxiliary Feed-water System (AFWS)
4) Main Feed-water System (MFWS)

4. Initiating Events
The initiating events considered in the study are limited to internal events such as transients, LOCA and internal hazards. Event

sequences shall be defined and evaluated for initiating events that could arise during full power operating conditions, i.e. >50% of full
power. The other operational stages are excluded according to the scope definition of this study.
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When the plant system requirements have been assessed, the Initiating Events identified in the screening process can be grouped in
such way that all events in the group impose essentially the same success criteria on the systems as well as the same special conditions
(operator challenge, automatic plant response etc.). Initiating Event can be modelled using the same event- and fault tree analysis.

The identification and screening analysis is based on the following information and data:
Details of plant design and construction, i.e. piping and instrumentation diagrams.
Information obtained from discussions with Ignalina operators and personnel from RDIPE.
Information obtained from visits to the plant.
RBMK-1500 Technical Safety Report (TSR).
Data from operating RBMK-1500 reactors.
Generic Data from operating RBMK reactors.
Listing of initiating events from other Channel reactor, BWR or PWR PSAs and IE data bases, CANDU, N-Reactor, Swedish-BWR,

EPRI, IAEA (TECDOC-719), RBMK generic
The initiating event screening cover the following main areas:
• Loss of Coolant Accidents - LOCA events.
• Primary circuit events, including blockage events.
• Power conversion system events.
• General CCI events, including support systems events.
• Plant model analysis of safety function degradation events.
The LOCA are categorised according to the following size and

zone categories:
• A: Large LOCA (300- 1000 mm
• SI: Medium LOCA (100 - 300 mm)

• S2: Small LOCA (50 - 100 mm)
• S3: Very small LOCA (30 - 50 mm)

The size categ
The initiating

IE code

Zone 1
LOCA

Zone 2
LOCA

Zone 3
LOCA

Zone 4-5
LOCA

Blockage

Transients

orisation reflects guillotine
events defined for accident

ruptures. Cracks and leaks are represented by a smaller size in the same zone,
sequence analysis are presented in table below:

IE description

A-l.T

A-l.B

Sl-l.T

Sl-l.B

Sl-l.G

S2-1.T

S2-1.B

S3

Sl-2

S2-2

S2-3

A-4S

A-4W

S1-4S

S1-4W

S2-4S

S2-4W

Sl-MRV

S2-MRV

PCBla

PCB3

TE

TM

TS

TSa

TF

TT

TTa

Large LOCA zone 1, top break

Large LOCA zone 1, bottom break

Medium LOCA zone 1, top break

Medium LOCA zone 1, bottom break

Medium LOCA zone 1, GDH rupture before check valve

Small LOCA zone 1, top break

Small LOCA zone 1, bottom break

Very small LOCA zone 1 and 2

Medium LOCA zone 2

Small LOCA zone 2

Small LOCA zone 3

Large LOCA zone 4 - steam

Large LOCA zone 4 - water

Medium LOCA zone 4 - steam

Medium LOCA zone 4 - water

Small LOCA zone 4 - steam

Small LOCA zone 4 - water

Medium MRV LOCA

Small MRV LOCA

Pressure tube blockage, one involved

Pressure tube blockage, GDH blocked

Loss of off-site power

Manual shutdown

Scram, all systems available

Scram, all systems available (manual shutdown possible)

Loss of feedwater

Turbine trip and, condensers unavailable

Turbine trip and, condensers availabl
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General CCI

Area events

Area events
(Special
Sensitivity
Analysis)

CCI in EPSS

Sl-AF

S2-ECCS

TCHCS

TD-L

TD

AE-TH

TM-AE-A2/074

TM-AE-B2/014

TM-AE-B2/02

AE-B02/B014

TM-AE-D703

TM-AE-D320

CCI-HZ18

CCI-HZ19

CCI-HZ11+HZ12

CCI-HZ11+HZ15

CCI-HZ13+HZ15

CCI-HZ13+HZ16

CCI-HZ15+HZ16

Feedwater and auxiliary feedwater header rupture

ECCS header rupture

LOCA in CPS channel cooling system

Low pressure in deaerators

Loss of deaerators integrity

Normal scram with loss of feed-water and auxiliary feed-water due to turbine hall area event.
The event is most likely missile or fire due to turbine or generator failure.

Normal Scram with area event in ECCS/ALS pump room A2 074. The event is most likely
flooding or missile due to SWS line failure.

Normal Scram widi area event in EDAF pump room B2 014. The event is most likely
flooding or missile due to failure of "filter pumps".

Normal Scram witli area event in ICS pump room B2 02. The event is most likely flooding
or missile due to ICS line or Hx failure.

Normal Scram with area event in EDAF pump rooms B2 014 and area event in ICS pump
room B2 02. The event is most likely flooding to piping or Heat exchanger failure.

Normal Scram with area event in RCPS rod drive logic room D2 703/704. The event is
most likely fire in electrical equipment.

Normal Scram with area event in the RPS/ACS cabinet room D2 320, or the Central
control room 322. The event is most likely fire in electrical equipment.

Manual shutdown due to loss of control bus HZ 18

Manual shutdown due to loss of control bus HZ 19

Manual scram due to loss of two control buses HZ 11 and HZ 12

Manual scram due to loss of two control buses HZ11 and HZ15

Manual scram due to loss of two control buses HZ13 and HZ15

Manual scram due to loss of two control buses HZ 13 and HZ 16

Manual scram due to loss of two control buses HZ 15 and HZ 16

5. Accident Sequence Analysis
For each Initiating Event, the functional block diagrams were developed to illustrate accident sequence scenarios. The required safety

functions for successful accident protection was included.
Figure shows a Success Diagram example for Large LOCA in Zone 4. Success diagrams form the basis for the Event Trees development.
The event trees presents descriptions for the functional events contained in the accident sequence analysis and their success criteria.

The time considered in the accident sequence analysis is 24 hours. The accident sequence model for reactor cooling is a phased mission
model divided into three periods:

Short term cooling 0 - 2 minutes
Intermediate term cooling 2 minutes - 1 hour
Long term cooling 1 hour - 24 hours

Safety functions required in the different cases:

Large and medium
LOCA

Small and very small
LOCA

Transients

Shutdown

Automatic scram
required

Automatic or manual
scram required

Automatic or manual
scram required

Pressure control of
die primary circuit

Not required

Required

Required

Short term cooling
(GDH-injection)

Required

Not required

Not required

Intermediate term
cooling

GDH-injection

DS-makeup or
GDH-injection

Normally not
required

Long term cooling

GDH-injection

DS-makeup or
GDH-injection

DS-makeup or
GDH-injection

The accident sequence models are based on the original TSR calculations and additional deterministic calculations performed within
the Barselina project. The calculations have been used to establish more realistic success criteria and to assign hazard states.

The blackout case showed that it is sufficient to start one pump after one hour to keep the core safely cooled. Based on the LOCA
cases best estimate success criteria for shot term and intermediate term cooling were determined.

The core hazard states due to development of accident event sequences were defined: V (violation), D (damage) and A (accident).
System analysis has been performed using fault tree technique. The functional representation in the system analysis is believed to be

good and contain a high credibility. The overall system analysis covers 18 systems for the Ignalina NPP RBMK-1500.
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6. Results
The results indicate that the overall core damage frequency is becoming lower with the time. The reason for this is the introduction

of the plant' safety improvement features, and improved modelling, removing unnecessary conservatism. However, there are still many
plant improvements on the way. The new result are also more balanced by the improvements in the modelling of the CPS/ACRT
systems. Some new interesting improvements are identified based on the PSA, but also as input from other sources.

The characteristic of the risk topography is that transients dominate the risk rather than Loss of Coolant Accidents.
Furthermore, the long-term failure of core cooling gives dominating contributions.
This demonstrates both the high redundancy of front line engineered safety systems, and the "forgiving" features of the reactor. Low

power density and high heat capacity enables the reactor to resist at least one hour during total loss of electrical power without core
damage.

In the long term, support functions become more important and give dominating contributions in long-term scenarios.
The results indicate that long term lack of coolant leads to severe environmental consequences because the core damage is assumed to

occur at high reactor pressure.
Human factors also contribute significantly to the core damage frequency. The development and introduction of emergency operat-

ing procedures is still not accounted for in the present results.
The phase 4 PSA work used insights from the peer review performed by Batelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories on the phase 3 work.

Another review is planned for the phase 4 work.
7. Applications
The experience and information from the Barselina PSA is used as a valuable input to other projects, e g Emergency Operating

Procedures - EOP, Safety Analysis Report - SAR and Reliability and Maintenance Management System - RMMS.
Plant specific inconsistencies in design of control power busbars, actuation logic and area event vulnerability has been identified. It

can be noted that this type of findings is a normal part of the PSA work, especially when the model level of detail is increased in these
areas.

Many of the proposed improvements are already implemented in the plant, and most others are under way. The implementation of
these proposed improvements will both reduce the risk of core damage accidents and reduce the environmental consequences of most
accidents.

8. PSA Level 2
PSA Level 2 activities are under way now. Probabilities of large releases should be estimated. PSA Level 1 results will be used as input

for this task. Efficiency of the Accident Localisation System under different accident scenarios, phenomena and confinement leak paths
will be assessed. Different possible measures of the accident management to reduce releases will be addressed.

The Barselina Project
• The Barselina Project was initiated in 1991
• A multilateral co-operation between Lithuania, Russia and

Sweden up till phase 3, phase 4 has been performed as a bilateral
co-operation between Lithuania and Sweden.

• The long-range objective is to establish common perspectives
and unified bases for assessment of severe accident risks and needs
for remedial measures for the RBMK reactors.

Scope of the PSA Study
I The source of radioactivity:

- The reactor core
• Operational states:

- Full power range
Initiating events:

- Internal initiating events (transients, LOCA and Common Cause
Initiators). Internal hazards - area events - fire, flooding and
missiles

Safety Functions
• Reactivity control-

- Reactor Control and Protection System
- Control Rods

• Confinement and core cavity integrity-
- Pressure Suppression System
- Core Cavity Pressure Relief System

I Primary circuit pressure control-
- MRV and 'BRU-B valves
- Condenser, BRU-K Valves

I Core cooling and heat removal
- Pressurised Tanks (ECCS), ECCS Pumps
- Auxiliary Feed water System (AFWS)
- Main Feed water System (MFWS)

Total A+D

Accident Sequence Analysis
• Initiating Events
• Small Event Trees, Large Fault Trees
• Functional Block Diagrams
• Functional Events
• Event Trees
FT models of Functional Events and Systems
Results
• In risk topography transients dominate over LOCA
• Long term core cooling failure gives dominating contribu-

tions to core damage frequency
The implementation of plant modifications both reduce the

risk of core damage accidents and reduce the environmental
consequences of most accidents

Core Damage Frequencies for IE Groups

L0CAZ1
LOCA-Z2

L0CA-Z3
L0CA-Z4

LOCA (total)
Area Events

Blockages
Transients
Total

AS

9J2E-08
2.15E-08

2.06E-09
6,34E-08

1J8E-07

L61E-07
4J9E-07
8.18E-07

AI

8,04E-09

3,46E-09
2,58E-11
7,42E-09

l,89E-08
L34E-09
8,46E-13
L47E-08
3.50E-08

AL

l,05E-09

2,03E-09
7.82E-11
L63E-09

4J9E-09
4,60E-07

5,94E-09
L97E-06
2.44E-06

DS

4,54E-10

4,54E-10

4,54E-10

DI

U85E-07

7.38E-10

L55E-12

1.86E-07

1,86E-07

DL

3.8OE-1O

3.80E-10

3,80E-10

3,48E-06
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Risk Topography

Dll- Ire

DCI1I'

Initiating Events

Applications
B Evaluation of plant modifica-

tions
- Modifications initiated by

PSA
- PSA evaluation of proposed

plant modifications
• Risk follow-up
- PSA evaluation of Technical

Decisions
- Implementation of the plant

modifications procedure
Level 2 PSA
• Input from PSA Level 1
- level 1 hazard states relation

with level 2 definitions
- core damage frequency
• Release paths
• Phenomena
• Confinement Event Trees
• Accident management

THE IGNALINA NUCLEAR POWER PLANT:
REFUTATION OF SKEPTICISM

Leonas Asmantas,
professor

"... the fortune or misfortune is for a reactor to fall into the hands of a small nation with poor technical know-how of such reactors."

Atsushi Takeda, Technical advisor
The Japan Atomic Power Company

That is how they are speaking of our Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant (INPP). The words were printed in the Japanese press in March
of 1996. Apparently, the author, after getting acquainted with the existing situation, doubted our capability as a small nation.

Even while we were not hoping to recover independence quickly, we were not sitting on our hands. The decision to build the
atomic power plant did not depend on us but when construction began, we started preparing our own national cadre which included
me. They were sent for schooling in Moscow. Later, (in 1977) specialists began to be prepared in Kaunas but, various problems arose
from their working at the power plant: it was difficult for them to fit in, they were not believed and the administration made artificial
hindrances because at that time, an unhealthy atmosphere of secrecy covered atomic energy. At first, not many specialists were trained
but they performed a decisive and positive role in the initial stage of independence.

The founding of the Nuclear Energy Commission of the Science Academy of the Lithuanian SSR played a positive role. The
assignment consisted of joint scientific studies, plans connected with the nuclear power plant (NPP), and a study of the background
environmental conditions in the INPP region. The performance of scientific work allows one to feel the pulse of the power plant's work
and problems. This gigantic work was performed and it is unfortunate that the preparation of a long-term, balanced development
strategy for the INPP region is fraught with setbacks at this time. An independent Lithuania seems entirely unreal for the managers.
The viewpoints on these matters from before and after the restoration of independence, differ.

It is very unfortunate that the facts obtained by the scientists working there during the restoration were misinterpreted and turned
against themselves.

One of the primary characteristics of the Restoration Era Sajudis movement was its pursuit of independence, struggling against
Soviet era monsters, the Ignalina atomic power plant being held as one of them. The Greens acted as a catalyst. At the time, they
incited as much as 20% of all the inhabitants of Lithuania to express negative opinions on the power plant by sending inciting letters to
organizations with the inscription, "No to INPP". The rest were passive.

There were also positive improvements: two Lithuanian representatives were officially included in the ASSET group's work at the
power plant at Ignalina.

That was the situation before Lithuanian declared its independence.
They reacted quickly in Snieckus to the declaration of Lithuanian independence (March 11, 1990). A meeting, already arranged on

March 12, after 3 days passed resolutions that the laws passed in Lithuania would not to be obeyed in the territory of Ignalina NPP.
The then director of the power plant got involved in this political struggle.
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This complex situation at Ignalina NPP then fell to the Ministry of Energy. The AE management, loyal to its own Soviet ministry,
could not believe that the electric power plant could be managed by an entirely new institution and by completely new principles.
Because of the situation that had been created and the disquiet that had arisen, the INPP managers and new representatives of the
various organizations created in Snieckus were invited to Vilnius. But the power plant's managers did not show up although very
important matters were debated, e.g. the form of ownership most suited for an atomic power plant in this complex situation. We
attempted to include all of them in the discussion; I think we showed the required flexibility.

April 18, 1990, Lithuania's energy blockade began, lasting 72 days: the USSR management discontinued petroleum and petroleum
products and reduced the supply of gas. Under the circumstances, the supply of electric from the atomic power plant really helped.

But the INPP management did not refrain from playing political games. Consequently, I strove to attract the power plant's employ-
ees to my side, requested the help of other ministers, frequently visited Snieckus, and intensively participated in TV and radio programs.
When all of Lithuania was short of food, we supplied Snieckus with relatively more.

Perhaps the biggest problem began in January of 1991 when the cost of food also increased in Lithuania, by the way, the last of the
Baltic Republics for it to do so. A strike committee having assembled at the power plant, those opposed to independence openly
threatened to strike and to disconnect the existing electric lines to Lithuania which were also connected to power plant's own electric
safety. Perceiving the huge threat to INPP safety, Riga's and Moscow's supervisory centers supported us. They, in turn, asked the
leaders of the USSR to block such dangerous actions.

We turned to international organizations but their reaction was different. I was especially disappointed by the chief of the IAEA
police. And at that time, the opinion of the USSR professionals was more important to the politicians, as opposed to now, after
Lithuania's independence has been restored.

A sufficiently tense dialogue with the USSR Atomic Energy and Industry Ministry now began. This ended Aug. 27, 1991, i.e.
immediately after the putsch in Moscow, with the signing of a document which stated that "Ignalina NPP is in the jurisdiction of the
Republic of Lithuania as state property of the Republic of Lithuania". That was the basis to keep business relationships with the
reactor's creators at a proper level.

And it was highly important, in the power plant itself and its employees' city, to reduce the tension that had arisen and the worry about
the future. The old long time director was dismissed and he left Lithuania feeling that he could have problems due to his hostile actions.
We created the possibility for the power plant's employees during sociological survey to propose a director from selected candidates. The
candidate occupying first place in the survey was appointed. That was a very important psychological step to this Russian speaking diaspora.
There's still a regret that several very highly qualified specialists left to work at other former USSR power plants.

In 1991, we created a State Nuclear Energy Safety Inspectorate (VATESI), and a little later, as a compromise, obligated Ignalina
NPP to perform the functions of a maintenance organization as well.

At first sight, everything looked great: the atomic power plant, as an asset and as an energy source, belonged to Lithuania. Many Soviet
structures and their divisions, however, determined the safe working of the atomic until that time. Suddenly, we lost all of that and it left us
naked. The majority of the various organizations necessary for qualified assistance in maintaining atomic power plants remained in Russia,
i.e. at the disposal of the successors of the USSR's rights and obligations. But it was necessary to keep the ties according to contracts for
work to be performed. We strove to obtain the material, equipment and fuel through the old established connections although doing so was
ever more complicated. That we were paying on time and, therefore, attractive helped us. And that the power plant's new management
placed their loyalty to Lithuania while still keeping up working connections held with Russia also helped under the hopeless circumstances.
Ignalina NPP did not have any financial encumbrances, did not lack fuel and was taking care of its supply.

In the beginning of 1992, a scientific analysis group for the safety of the Ignalina Nuclear power plant (the ISAG) was established.
The initiative of several persons connected with atomic energy (including Lithuanians abroad), thinking in the right direction, under-
standing the nature of the problem and, fortunately, having the ability to pass and implement resolutions, determined its creation and
successful working.

I believe that, during this difficult period, when the state did not yet control its own territory, a great deal was done to choose the
directions for the work necessary. Later strange things began to take place.

First and most important, the government determined that the power plant did not qualify for a status as a dedicated purpose enterprise.
They attempted to convey the power plant to the Lithuanian State Energy System or to privatize it. The Seimas intervened and revoked
everything. The nuclear power plant became a separate enterprise but already non-dedicated. The opinion of the nuclear energy specialists
was not asked; professional competency was unnecessary for the politicians passing the resolutions. The party governing at that time later
handed this reprehensible approach over to the coalition of the Conservatives and Christian Democrats when they came to power.

From all of that, you can see that the government, in ignoring the opinion of the specialists, played a negative, incompetent role. By
having a serious strategy, it would have been possible to have avoided this confusion. It is impossible to call the unreasonable decision to
abolish the Ministry of Energy a positive step by any serious argument. That was a crude, expensive error connected only with personal
ambition and will be an even more expensive error in the future. The Conservatives did not deal with the organizational and technical
problems of nuclear energy. It appears that the "decisive" and political decisions, loved by them, do not suit technical systems. And
what is most incomprehensible is the desire in the management of technical systems to spread politicized criteria. The attempt to
transfer the famous thesis that "the cook can govern the state" into modern technical areas is regretful. In the management of technical
systems, political decisions, which sooner or later will spell ruin with dramatic consequences, are impossible.

The paying of less attention to energy, the mixing of it with other economic problems, and the representation of it at international
meetings by deputy ministers or departmental heads all became a serious hindrance in the realization of our ambitious plans to be invited
to negotiations with the European Union.

It is evident that since 1992, much was done to increase the safety of the Ignalina nuclear power plant. Foreign states, mainly Sweden,
contributed a lot of capital for this work. Normal support or the will to help was not expected from our government. Thus, with
Lithuania's viewpoint so negligent, it was possible to conclude that our state did not worry about questions of the power plant's safety.

The biggest misfortune was the steady breakdown in payments for electricity generated at Ignalina NPP, hindering the execution of
current and planned quality repairs on time. And a new huge danger for the security of the electric power plant's work arose from
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exhausted equipment and systems. The installation of a new safety system can do little if the equipment itself is worn out. This
carelessness is not excusable. How can one talk about the employees who have not been paid and the possible quality of their work if
they, working at such an important site, cannot live normally? How, at that time, can one evaluate the influence of human factors on
the operational work of the power plant?

As we know, the European Commission has not favorably evaluated the further use of the power plant. Why that is, I find but one
answer: we ourselves are guilty:

First, the approach of our state to this special, specific state unit is nebulous and should be rejected. We are comparing the atomic power
plant with other ordinary industrial units not taking into consideration its special meaning not only to Lithuania but also to the whole world
and especially to the European countries. Such results are logical when professionalism is denied. To correct mistakes is our own duty.
However the data from the survey demonstrate only patriotism: at the end of last year and the beginning of this year, the data from the survey
was: 20 percent to close the power plant, 80 percent against. Lithuanians have a feature of uniting when a threat arises: they assembled on the
Via Baltica against a threat of one Union and they are again assembling due to the power plant as an energy source although another Union is
desirable. A party for or against nuclear power has not been formed. Not one party has given a clear position on nuclear energy.

Second, the seizure of the bank account of the company, Lithuanian Energy, for debts to the Ignalina power plant really damaged the
image of Lithuania. The state could have corrected that bad impression by transferring the money which it itself owed to Lithuanian
Energy to the power plant. But it has delayed for too long. There remains only to approve the EU officials and follow their position in
respect to the nuclear power plant.

Third, until now this question of the maintenance organization for the power plant according to the standards passed by the world
has remained unresolved. The most important purpose of the maintenance organization is to assure security during all the stages of the
lifetime of the nuclear power plant. Do they really think that the storage of spent fuel is a matter for the power plant itself and only
three people from the Ministry of the Economy? That is not even to mention the politicized, fantastical decisions concerning the supply
of containers for storing spent fuel. The Ministry of the Economy was also entrusted with performing minister level functions of the
Ministry of Energy, but is unable to represent for the necessary matters of nuclear energy, and the official for this department of the
ministry can at best be called a third string character. He is not even capable enough to hold a discussion with those providing assistance
who are indifferent to preparing the power plant for further work or shutting it down.

Fourth, when only the executive branch of the government appoints the head of VATESI, it is too dependent on the executive branch
(It is very important to obtain a operating license). This post is significant for the state and it is urgent that the President intervene.

Combining everything that has been enumerated into one, Europe does not believe that the operating license for the power plant was
given out transparently.

For a long time, international institutions have suggested changing the law governing the power plant. That would enable improving
the maintenance and passing strategic resolutions for security improvement. That would not have cost us much money but it was not
done. The state's leaders, while speaking about shutting down Ignalina NPP, have not stopped demonstrating unseen arrogance and a
shortage of diplomacy. ("If such an expensive political decision is required of us, we can do it if they will pay us handsomely."). Never-
theless, perhaps it would be better to say that during the fairly long time that the nuclear power plant belonged to the USSR energy
system, the funds, necessary to shut it down, were not accumulated and that negotiations will initially be necessary to resolve the
question of the funds from that period to shut it down. That reasoning would be entirely logical.

It is impossible to find an answer to the question of why the state does not need the advice of experienced specialists and why it has
not even tried to assemble intellectual forces. Evidently, the reason why, is that it would at that time highlight the state's incompetency
and the cost of the actions it has failed to perform. It also, however, highlights the "problem of the gap" used as an incontestable
argument. For those not understanding the entirety of the problem, an ordinary argument is given: a linear dimension, which a
primitive intelligence is just able to understand.

I have the moral right to assert that, about what has been said, it was possible to have done it better. That is witnessed by my initiative and
my work for Lithuania in this complex period, among which was the proposal and implementation so far of the "dry" type of spent fuel storage.
I am searching for the possibility of training equipment at the power plant. The primary directions for improvement of INPP security have
been established, international cooperation in this area begun and the cloak of secrecy parted. Most important was the creation of a benevolent
psychological medium for the power plant's personnel to work in without insulting their national and professional dignity.

In the first stage of the development of Lithuanian Independence, we have refuted the skepticism of our capability to deal with the
problems of atomic energy. However, in returning to the motto of this report, it is possible to think that, at that time in the five years of
independence, the doubts that had arisen have every possibility, to our shame, to confirm the worst meaning. Having caught the golden
fish, one can escape...

IGNALINA SAFETY ASSESSMENT

Progress with implementing the Ignalina Safety Panel recommendations

Michael R. Hayns

Proffesor of Aston University, UK

OUTLINE

• To take the ISP's comments and recommendations as of February 1997 and update them,
• to review the SAR/RSR recommendations particularly concerning management issues.
• to comment on the procedures adopted by the ISP,
• to give some thoughts on lessons for the future.
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PROCEDURES ADOPTED BY THE ISP

• The ISP provided a forum for the main parties to meet and discuss on neutral ground.
• Specifically

INPP
VATESI
Government of Lithuania
the donor countries.

• The Panel could make specific recommendations to all these bodies individually and collectively,
• gave a direct feedback to he assembly of donors
• proved to be a successful mechanism and could provide a template for similar future activities.
• The Pattern of Working
-SAR INPP (80%) WEST (20%)
- RSR VATESI (20%) WEST (80%)
- this was a good solution at he time but the distribution depends on the circumstances.

KEY ISSUES FOR TODAY

• Implementation of the ISP recommendations in progressing well.
• The historical context of the ISP and its recommendations has to be remembered.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

• The pursuit of safety is never finished, therefore there has to be a vision for the future strategy.
• If the plant is to be operated for any length of time then all of the things identified in die ISP, but not done, need to be addressed.
Specifically the 30 or so "TL" items.

• A SIP 3 activity is being considered and should be supported.
• Other issues which must be addressed
- plant ageing
• component ageing (some progress)
• identification of lifel imiting features
• safety case for an ageing plan.

• Structure of the licensing authority.
• The development of an "Atomic Law".
• The structure of the energy sector and the need for an autonomous Board for INPP.
• Advice on key technical developments
- gap closure
- second shut down system
- physical security.

Lithuanian National Safety Committee
• Reports directly to the President on matters relating to Nuclear Safety.
• Key areas

- performance of the plant in safety improvement,
- performance of plant personnel in developing safety culture,
- development of a National Safety infrastructure.
Safety Culture recommendations
- to implement safety policy at all levels
- to inculcate the principals of safety culture at all levels
- to establish a practice of reporting mistakes and errors
- to implement a training programme on safety culture
- to establish a system of measurement based on the 1AES ASCOT system.

Safety Analysis Report (SAR): The specific case of Ignalina NPP

• Topics to be Covered.
• Management, training and Safety Culture.
• Development since the SAR.
• Lietuvos branduolines saugos konsultacinis komitetas.
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Management and Safety Culture

• Topic covered in the SAR and RSR which were deemed to be of major importance
- Safety culture
- Regulatory Interfaces
- Plant Management and Organisation
- Independent Safety Review
- Management of Change - Configuration control and organisational control

• Training
• Procedures
• Emergency Operator Actions
• Radiation Protection (ALARA).

• Safety Culture recommendations

- to implement safety policy at all levels
- to inculcate the principals of safety culture at all levels
- to establish a practice of reporting mistakes and errors
- to implement a training programme on safety culture
- to establish a system of measurement based on the IAEA ASCOT system.

Quality Assurance

• Document Control
- develop procedures for independent review
- formal procedures for independent verification of design documents.

• Procurement Control
- there was no audit of suppliers
- Russian suppliers defined requirements and quality.
• Other Areas
- Equipment control
- Inspection and test control
- Lack of a programme for scheduled and documented audits.

Plant Management and Organisation
• The workshop structure was considered to good, but demanding of organisational interfaces
• This lead to need to clarify the role of the plant shift supervisor
• Plant manger was too authoritarian
• The Chief Engineer was too heavily involved in detailed decision making.

Plant operating Procedures
• High reliance on emergency responses to be available from memory
• Requirement for explicit EOIs
• Requirement for Full scope simulator especially due to the lack of formal EOIs.

External Interfaces
• Interactions with the regulator (VATESI)
• Interactions with the design institute (NIKIET)
• Interactions with the Lithuanian government.

Lithuanian National Safety Committee
• Reports directly to the President on matters relating to Nuclear Safety
• Key areas
- performance of the plant in safety improvement
- performance of plant personnel in developing safety culture
- development of a National Safety infrastructure.
• Structure of the licensing authority
• The development of an "Atomic Law"
• The structure of the energy sector and the need for an autonomous Board for INPP
• Advice on key technical developments
- gap closure
- second shut down system
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- physical security.
Quality Assurance — recommendations
- due to large amount of work, the first requirement was to prioritise in terms of safety relevance
- programme definition
• detailed list of QA programme documentation
• initiate a review and revision of procedures
• complete development of all level 1,2 and 3 documents
• generate a single list of safety related equipment and systems.

The Panel is disappointed that the senior management of INPP does not accept ownership and responsibility for the SAR despite the
active involvement of plant staff. Also the Panel believes that neither INPP not VATESI fully undestand and accept their respective roles
and responsibilities to resolve the identified safety issues. If their roles and responsibilities are not clearly defined, understood and aggres-
sively implemented, this would be a significant issue requiring immediate shutdown. Both INPP and VATESI require significant improve-
ments in management. In addition, they need to develop an appropriate safety culture before they can perform to acceptable standards.

During project planning the Panel recognised and accepted that the scope of the SAR was limited by time and available resources.
The Panel realised that some issues could not be considered or could be considered only in less detail than would be expected in a
Western SAR. However, the SAR represents a major contribution to the Lithuanian regulator to consider for the licensing decision of
the INPP. However, a limited set of important issues remain for resolution between INPP and VATESI prior to licensing.

IGNALINA PLANT LICENSING PROCESS, INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION
AND ASSISTANCE

Per Bystedt
Swedish Iinternational Project
nuclear safety

Introduction.

This part of this conference is a presentation of views on the Licensing Process and the International Co-operation and Assistance in
that context. The authors of this paper are Mr Jan Nistad and myself, both representing SIP the Swedish International Project Nuclear
Safety, the governmental organisation that has been entrusted to manage the Swedish bilateral assistance programme in nuclear safety.

All the time from the start of this programme in 1991 Lithuania has been in focus. SIP has had the great favour of following on close
distance all the phases of the development of the nuclear infrastructure in the country. Especially to note is that SIP has had co-operation
in parallel with the owner of the power plan represented by the Government, with the Operating Organisation at Ignalina and with the
nuclear regulator VATESI, including its Technical Support Organisations, mainly the Ignalina Safety Analysis Group of the Lithuanian
Energy Institute. This "integral" co-operation has been questioned by some people not to follow the ideal lines of partition of responsi-
bilities and independence between involved parties the way co-operation normally should. This may not be recommendable in all
assistance programmes but it is clearly SIP's experience that in the case of Lithuania this way of working has been very constructive.

The main title of this conference is Challenges and Achievements. I will try to identify those two aspects in the area of licensing and
co-operation and assistance.

Background

In various presentations on Ignalina and on Lithuania I always like to start with describing the "upside-down" situation in the nuclear field in
which Lithuania started after regaining its independence in 1991. Two big power reactors in operation but without the prerequisites for safety that
normally are asked for, namely a legal basis and an infrastructure including competent organisations on the side of the industry and on the side of
the authority. Essentially only one part was present at that time, namely the Ignalina Operation Organisation which competence was the guarantee
for safety. This fact is important to keep in mind when discussing and assessing the achievements up to now and die situation of to day.

The challenge that Lithuania faced at that starring point was to structure and implement nuclear legislation and to organise a
regulatory authority including the technical support that it would need and to implement a regulatory control process. For most Western
countries these starting points were dated typically in the 50-ies or the 60-ies and gradual developments have taken place to reach
different levels of completeness at different times. For Lithuania, a big step to be taken was given only a few year of time.

The timetable for the development process in licensing in Lithuania, in terms of reaching a certain goal at a specific time, was to a
great extent determined by the conditions in the Grant Agreement signed in 1994 between the EBRD/NSA and the Government of
Lithuania. With respect to licensing, the agreement set forth that Ignalina unit 1 should not operate beyond 1 July 1998 without a
licence of "Western style". The licence

- was to be based on a safety analysis report similar to Western practice,
- was to be subject to an assessment according to internationally recognised safety standards, and
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- should be issued by the Lithuanian safety authorities according to a modern Lithuanian legislation.

So, Lithuania agreed to the challenge to produce a licensing case essentially without own experience of the kind of efforts that was
being asked for. A great challenge for all involved organisations; for the regulator body VATESI, for the Ignalina plant and for others.
Also to remember is that the Ignalina plant is the only RBMK plant outside Russia and Ukraine which certainly led to an enormous
attention from the Western countries. During the same time this job should be done VATESI also should build up its resources as a
regulatory body, establish the basis for the licence and transit from the previous way of co-operation between the plant operator and the
regulator to a modern way of "western style".

Not only this licensing task was on VATESI's desk, also other tasks needed their resources. The main important ones were the safety
improvement programmes SIP1 and SIP2 but also the implementation of a new concept of intermediate storage of spent fuel and the
building of a storage facility and others needed attention. All this should be managed along with the main task, to supervise that the
ongoing operation of the reactors were in accordance with the safety rules.

EBRD/NSA.

The EBRD/NSA Grant Agreement included 33 MECU for a programme of 18 safety upgrading projects. The majority of these are now
finalised and the results are included in the review for licence. The Grant Agreement also included approximately 8 MECU for funding of a
Safety Analysis Report (SAR) and an international review (RSR) of the SAR. This work formed an important line of assistance. The safety
report SAR was produced through a unique process, involving experts from the plant, experts from Lithuanian institutions, from the design
organisations and from several organisations in the Western countries. The work with SAR was co-ordinated by VATTENFALL but the
ownership of the report laid unquestionably with Ignalina power plant. VATESI was kept informed through the entire process.

In parallel and with a certain time delay the RSR process was running. Western experts from European countries and from USA in co-
operation with the Lithuanian TSO experts and co-ordinated by RISKAUDIT made the review and fed back comments to the plant. VATESI
took part of the review process to the extent that their limited resources allowed. The RSR was reported in 1997. The results were used by the
Ignalina Safety Panel, among other information to form the recommendations to the Government about necessary safety improvements.

Needs for Assistance.

It was clear that VATESI had an extraordinary job in front of them and that assistance from Western countries was a necessary ingredi-
ent. Certain parts of the development that were called for were far beyond the mandate of the regulatory body and could only be decided
upon by the government as part of the general development of Lithuania. Also, even if an assistance effort would have been doubled, it
would certainly not have cut the time needed for accomplishments into half. Sometimes certain things just needs certain time to be done.

By the way, you may not recall the situation at the starting point of the co-operation between Lithuania and the Western countries but there
were many barriers and practical problems. One that was evident was differences in language and in understanding of safety culture. Others
were bad telecommunication lines, shortage of fax machines and of computers, bad roads between Vilnius and Visaginas and infrequent flight
connections in and out of Vilnius. We can clearly note the improvements in those respects. Especially I note that the improvements in English
language of the Lithuanian partners, for some reason, by far outbalances the improvements in Lithuanian language by the Western partners.

One could have two opinions about the time allowed for the Lithuanians to undertake the challenge. On one hand, the time to
organise the necessary regulatory base and resources was extremely short for the task to perform a comprehensive licensing review. On
the other hand, the plant was running and producing "risk" and deeper insights in its safety performance were urgently needed in order
to assess the needs for safety improvements and to start implementation as soon as possible. The time that was agreed for completion of
the licensing review, until June 1998 and later postponed due to delay of some of the input material, can be seen as a reasonable
compromise between the objectives of completeness and of regulatory control of an operating reactor. Mostly, it is also constructive to
have strong demanding time schedule for reaching results in a project because it forces attention to the main important issues.

EU: Regulatory Assistance Projects.

One line of assistance to VATESI has been, and continues to be, the EU Phare projects. The first step in the area of regulatory
assistance within the Phare programme was taken in October 1992 when an Exploratory Mission was conducted to Lithuania. The
mission, led by SIP, included experts representing regulatory bodies in Finland, Germany, Italy and Sweden and one expert representing
IAEA. The contact point from the Lithuanian side was VATESI, at that time a body with a staff of only 7. The mission had discussions
with all main organisations playing a role in nuclear safety regulations. Discussion were also held with the Ignalina Organisation. The
mission reported in November 1992 an overview picture of the situation in ten areas, identifying proposals for improvements. The
participating countries formed a Consortium of Western Regulators that performed the first year programme in 1995- 96. In short, the
programme addressed the areas of Licensing Procedures, In-service Inspection of Pressurised Components and the area of Decommis-
sioning. Within the task on Licensing Procedures a draft was produced of a Regulatory Guide for licensing.

The work gave possibilities for VATESI to get insight in the systems of the Western countries and in some of the variations that can
be found within "Western Practice". For the Western partners it gave possibilities to understand the situation that VATESI had.
Documents that were produced were left with VATESI for consideration and further development for regulatory use.
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A second year assistance programme were performed in 1998-99, essentially being a continuation of the previous work. The same
organisations participated and SIP had this time taken over the role of contractor with the commission. Pending the contracting from
the commission a third year programme is planned. This line of co-operation thus gives VATESI a long term contact with representa-
tives from a group of Western regulatory organisations. The exchange of experience and of thoughts about development between the
participating experts is probably just as important as the written documents that are the more tangible results from the work.

EU: TSO Assistance Projects.

As said, the RSR represents an enormously important work. Besides the value of the information contained in the reports from the
project also the contacts between experts that had been established and the insights that the involved experts had obtained represented a
substantial value, although difficult to quantify. The use of these values for the benefit of Lithuania was made possible through a
contract from EU Phare programme as a TSO project. The same experts from France, Germany, Italy and UK that had been involved in
the RSR work could now continue to work with VATESI, in co-operation with the experts from US supported bilaterally. The objectives
were to reinforce VATESI by providing assistance through Lithuanian and Western TSOs in

- utilising the results and conclusions of the SAR
- interpreting the conclusions and recommendations of the RSR
- interpreting the recommendations from the Ignalina Safety Panel
- assessing the proposals from INPP for safety improvements aimed at being granted a licence.

The first of such a TSO project was concluded last November and a second project is now ongoing, planned to be completed by
September this year.

Bilateral Assistance.

Lithuania has for a long time had bilateral contacts with many Western countries of which mainly Finland, France, Germany, Sweden,
UK and USA have included projects related to regulatory assistance, directly to VATESI and also to their TSOs. Also, Japan and Canada
have presented training courses in e.g. safety management and in inspection. All these programmes have presented valuable assistance to
VATESI for several years. The contacts between Western partners engaged in these different programmes were however in previous years
rather scarce meaning that the planning of future activities were far from optimal. From outside it seemed as if VATESI sometimes spend a
lot of time attending too many contacts and projects with not corresponding progress generated. A further co-ordination was looked for in
order to make the work more efficient and a discussion on this began between the Western organisations in early 1996.

LAP Co-ordination.

The situation for Lithuania was up for discussion in the frame of G24 Nuclear Safety Assistance Co-ordination in the summer 1996
meeting. It was obvious that the many activities that were ongoing related to regulatory assessments were a heavy burden for VATESI
even if they put maximum possible resources to this job. For a country like Lithuania, to build up own expertise in all necessary compe-
tence areas is not realistic in short and intermediate term period and it is extremely important to have a broad contact surface with
organisations and experts in other countries. This can compensate for the shortage of domestic expertise.

The proposal that was put in the G24 meeting was to more directly co-ordinate the bilateral assistance activities offered VATESI
from Finland, France, Germany, Sweden, UK and the US. Also the EU TSO project, which for the participating countries were
engaging the same organisations as the bilateral programmes, was included in the co-ordination. Through this way was also Italian
experts connected to the work. SIP was asked to chair a steering group for the project. The group has met regularly starting in January
1997 and has had altogether nine steering group meetings. The main work has been through arrangements of workshops and seminars
in which every essential area of the RSR has been discussed and also general issues in the context of licensing.

An important part of the work has been that many of the discussions have been held between experts from the power plant, from
VATESI, from the Lithuanian TSOs and from the Western TSO organisations. In that way it has been possible to share the experience
between all the parties in a very direct way.

The LAP activities provide VATESI with close access to experience in regulations and in licensing in several Western countries. But, LAP can
never change the fact that die full responsibility for die regulatory control rests with VATESI. I believe that this assistance provided to VATESI is
very important first of all in view of the very dynamic development they are managing at present but also, in the long run, in view of the infrastruc-
ture that Lithuania can establish as a small country. As said, Lithuania needs strong international expert contacts to complement their own expertise.

It is evident and it should be expected that differences of opinions persist between Lithuanian and Western experts in this kind of
work. The Western experts have in the work referred to practices that are common, certainly with a lot of varieties, in Western countries
but which for Lithuania are new or have little experience from use. The Western experts have put high demands to the work. They have
assumed relations and attitudes between the Regulatory Authority and the Operating Organisation like in Western counties which were
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different as compared to Lithuania. From these viewpoints it is obvious that VATESI, their TSOs and the Ignalina Operating
Organisation have not been able to meet the references standards.

The LAP activities have in many cases generated ctiticism of the type; the planning was not initiated early enough, the demands on
the Operator Organisation was not strong enough, the review by VATESI was not thorough enough, the VATESI assessment was not
documented in a proper way, etc. etc. I am sure that VATESI can fill out the list of critique that has been expressed from the Western
side. This criticism is the way the Western partners give constructive feedback and the different meetings held are the forum for discuss-
ing the feedback. This is the method of pushing towards working methods and standards as in Western practice.

Summary.

The challenge for Lithuania as a country with regained independence was to perform a licensing review in a way never done before in
the country and in a time schedule that was extremely short. The work included establishing of the licensing base, strengthening the
regulatory authority and organising the technical support, establish and implement a safety improvement programme, production of the
safety case and review of the safety case, and to derive a conclusion regarding whether to issue a licence or not. This was to be done
together with other tasks, such as implementation of modifications included in the safety improvement programme at Ignalina, imple-
mentation of a new storage for spent fuel and, most important of all, to manage the operational safety at the plant.

The achievements are impressive seen in view of die point of start and in view of the time and resources that have been available. Lithuania
has put forward a unique safety documentation of an RBMK reactor and presented an in-depth safety evaluation in full openness to Western
experts, giving the unique possibility to compare the safety of the Ignalina reactors to Western standards. VATESI is now putting the final
efforts into the review of the licensing safety case and is soon prepared to come to a decision. VATESI has managed their part togethet with all
their other tasks. The co-operation with Western experts have played an important role all along and the assistance has been well received.

The evaluation of the technical safety issues still leaves a number of areas of concern. More work will be required. The status of the nuclear
infrastructure in Lithuania can also be criticised on many points. There are in consequence many improvements still to be accomplished in nearly
all areas, from improvements in legal bases, in strengthening of the regulatory framework as well as completion of safety upgrading programmes.
VATESI can take the responsibility to accomplish some of these but others can only be achieved by decision from the government.

The challenges that lie ahead are the important ones. Lithuania has now identified the points in the nuclear safety area that need
attention in the future. The list is long and it includes e.g. a SIP 3 safety improvement programme at Ignalina, a second shutdown
system to be installed at unit 2, monitoring of the development of the gas gaps between the fuel channels and the graphite in both
reactors, investigations to be started regarding effects of ageing components, safety analyses to be continued e.g. the widening of the PSA
into more severe situations, safety assessments of SAR/RSR to be updated and a licence review for unit 2 to be done. And of special
importance, the operational safety need to be maintained at highest possible level. This includes improvements in procedures for
operation and for maintenance as well as in administration. The implementation of a modern quality assurance system must be carried
through. VATESI has ahead of them a continued enormously important task in maintaining the regulatory control of these changes.

I believe that the co-operation that has been established between Lithuanian and Western experts through different assistance
programmes is of outmost value, for all involved parties. Co-operation should continue as one element of the challenges for the future.

I wish VATESI all the luck in meeting these future challenges.

REGULATORY REGIME AND ITS INFLUENCE IN THE NUCLEAR SAFETY

Jukka Laaksonen

STUK - Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority
Finland

Responsibility for nuclear safety rests with the user of nuclear energy (operating organisation):
• the user must do all safety analysis and all safety inspections that are needed to ensure safe operations
• work by regulatory body must not reduce the thoroughness of the user's work.
Regulatory regime is needed to verify and ensure that the users fulfil their responsibility.

Main elements of nuclear regulatory regime
• national tules and safety regulations
• system of nuclear facility licensing
• activities of regulatory body.
National rules and safety regulations (1)
Nuclear safety is a matter of national responsibility and competence
No internationally binding safety rules exist, for nuclear facilities
National rules and safety regulations are needed in every country that uses nuclear energy.
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National rules and safety regulations (2)
A small country cannot have a full set of detailed safety regulations
As a minimum every country needs
• legislation that defines the rules for licensing and for the regulatory control of nuclear facilities
• a consistent set of general safety criteria.
General safety criteria could be supported with more detailed regulations and guides, as need for such guidance arises.
National rules and safety regulations (3)
It is most important that the legislation provides the regulatory body with an authority
• to issue safety regulations as needed, and
• to make in all situations its own judgement and decision on what is acceptable from safety point of view, even if the decision

cannot refer to a specific regulation.
Consistent safety regulations and guidelines facilitate communications between users and regulators of nuclear energy, and help to

avoid harmful changes in plans made by the users and their contractors.
National rules and safety regulations (4)
IAEA safety codes and guides are a good model for respective national documents, although additional details and interpretation is generally needed.
National safety guides could also name specific foreign safety codes or technical standards as generally acceptable references.
Usually it is more practical to assess the applicability of foreign standards in connection with specific applications.
System of nuclear facility licensing (1)
Licensing is needed to assure adequate safety analysis and its independent assessment before start-up of a nuclear facility.
The licensing documentation also supports management of safe operations throughout the facility lifetime.
System of nuclear facility licensing (2)
The licensing documentation must include
• A comprehensive list of safety criteria and other requirements used in the design.
• Description of the plant systems and their design basis.
• Analysis of accidents and other abnormal events postulated in design.
• Probabilistic risk analysis.
• Limits and conditions for safe operations, and their basis.
Regulatory body, main tasks
Regulatory body is needed to
• specify the national safety regulations,
• review and assess the safety documentation presented to support license application,
• make inspections to verify fulfilment of safety regulations and license conditions,
• monitor the quality of work processes of user organisation, and to assess whether these processes provide a high safety level,
• push safety improvements beyond written rules, as need and potential is indicated by experience, research and technical development,
• promote high safety culture,
• promote maintenance and development of national infracture relavant to nuclear safety,
• inform the general public on nuclear events,
• ensure maintenance of emergency preparedness.
Regulatory body, basic requirements
Regulatory body can fulfil its given tasks only if it has
• adequate authority to make independent decisions and to give orders,
• sufficient and competent human resources,
• sufficient financial resources.
• Regulatory body, authority to act
Authority of the regulatory body must be sufficient to enforce safety upgrades whenever undue risks are identified, even if this would

mean major investment or require a long term outage.
Adequate authority can be achieved only if there is
• formal right to give orders beyond areas covered by specific written rules,
• at the top level of the regulatory body, an ability to focus on important issues and to set correct priorities,
• at the staff level, a professional competence and its general appreciation among the user experts, as needed to convince the user

organisation on meaningfulness of the requirements,
• trust by political leadership and the general public.
Regulatory body, potential for authority misuse
A weak or incompetent regulatory body may easily misuse its authority in a way which results as negative influence in the nuclear safety,
• too ambitious regulatory requirements may prevent reasonable and timely response to obvious safety concerns: "the best is the

enemy of the good",
• it is easy to delay or block positive safety developments by insisting additional analysis, tests, or documentation.
Regulatory body, human resources
Competence of the regulatory staff must cover all technical and scientific areas relevant to nuclear safety
• a minimum staff of 20-30 experts is needed, no matter what is the size of the national nuclear programme
• regulatory experts must have at least same depth of technical knowledge as their counterparts on the user side
• a collective in-depth knowledge on each facility and on management of its operation is a prerequisite for meaningful regulatory work.
Regulatory body, financial resources
Regulatory costs, as well as the costs needed to conduct independent nuclear safety research supporting regulations, are an essential

part of nuclear power production costs.
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A mechanism is needed to collect those costs in full from users of nuclear power, and to allocate them to regulatory activities.
The financial resources of the regulatory body must ensure a staff salary level which is competitive with the salaries paid by the user organisation.
Regulatory body, promotion of safety culture (1)
The relationship between the regulatory body and the operating organisation can influence the operator's safety culture either

positively or negatively.
In promoting safety culture, the regulatory body must set a good example in its own performance.
Regulatory body, promotion of safety culture (2)
For setting a good example in its own performance, the regulatory body must
• show good judgement in its decisions
• whenever needed, explain the basis for its decisions to the operating organisation in a professional manner
• intervene in the operator's work in a way that is in right proportion to the safety circumstances
• have internal QA with well defined lines of responsibility, internal communications, and guidelines for all of its own work processes
• have systematic and standardised methods for communications with operating-organisation
• be service minded as concerns work schedules and availability of regulatory staff.

MODERNIZATION FOR SAFETY PURPOSES
RUSSIA NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS WILL CHANNEL-TYPE REACTORS

V. M. Riakhin
Chief Engineer of Kursk NPP, Rusia

The nineties have crucially changed the Russian policy towards channel-type reactors known as RBMK. After the period of intensive
commissioning the new Units (Kursk NPP: 1976, 1979, 1983, 1985; Smolensk NPP: 1982, 1985, 1990), the main financial flow was
directed into reconstruction of these Units.

In conditions of economic depression, the necessity of deliberate decision concerning the most optimum resource distribution has
become evident. Operating organisations have chosen first generation RBMK Units safety improvement as a general course

The task complicity is conditioned by additional limitations, such as a high power intensity and energy deficit of regions as well as
sufficient depletion of unit design resources.

At the Kursk NPP this complexity has been aggravated by the construction of Stage 3, i.e. the necessity to contribute to the construc-
tion and installation budget.

The Reconstruction of Kursk Units is conducted by phases. If first post-Chernobyl years the Kursk NPP started implementation of
high-priority corrective measures aimed at exigent effectivization of first safety function "Reactivity Control". This task was fulfilled in
early 90-s in compliance with consolidated measures and high-priority plans provide in SM-88 and SM-90

The effectiveness of reactor shutdown was fundamentally enhanced. Factually, the integral effectiveness (the product of scram rod
insertion velocity by rod length and number) has increased more than 3 times due to increase of CPS rod velocity and their total physical
weight as well as the change of rod geometry.

Elimination of "reactivity reverse motion" effect significantly influenced the Chernobyl accident evolution, and sharp decrease of
steam void reactivity effect down to the guaranteed value of less than one &.

The "Reactivity Control" resistance to single failure has also been increased significantly. The task has been accomplished by introduction of
new CPS channels, new sets of instrumentation, and also by change of some algoridims (e.g. logical "AND" by logical "OR"). At first phase the
Kursk plant failed to fully replace CPS equipment with a new complex system CPS (SCUZ+AZRT). However, the upgrades performed have
allowed, considering limited resources, to increase the reliability of die existing CPS up to the level quite sufficient to provide the time needed for
fuJlscope elaboration and testing of new SCUZ. The implementation of this system is scheduled for the second stage of the Reconstruction.

By 1998 at Kursk NPP Unit 1 there were performed some activities in the framework of the Reconstruction - phase 1, particularly
the effectivization of second safety function "Core Cooling and Heat removal". These activities include:

- installation of two additional emergency feedwater pumps;
- installation of group distribution header check valves;
- installation of a bypass between RCP discharge header and ECCS header.

Due to these measures the effectiveness of second safety function has greatly increased providing currently the required water
flowrate in case of primary circuit tube rupture. The ECCS resistance to single failure has increased, firstly due to scheduled construc-
tion of UPS building and diesels replacement.

Much has been done in the area of building and installation for the second phase of the ECCS Reconstruction. The Kursk plant has
started the construction of a building for safety systems and installed a second ECCS header. After the second phase Kursk NPP will get
full-scale multi-channel ECCS with additional accumulators, pump systems, and diesel-generators. ECCS characteristics will approach
the requirements of state-of-the-art standards.
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Additional measures to improve protection include the replacement of served-out elements and in-service metal inspection. The most
resource-intensive part of element replacement is the replacement of channels. For each Unit (1 and 2) we used a different strategy.

To replace channels of Unit 1, we developed and justified a "one-half strategy which allowed us to fully decontaminate the primary
circuit before maintenance and reconstruction works. Due to this strategy we managed to decontaminate the lower water pipelines, and
this achievement allowed us to use straight lines for second usage after performing necessary additional investigations and receiving
appropriate permission. As far as we know this is the first experience of such utilization and in such scale in the world-wide nuclear
energy. The replacement of Unit 2 channels has been conducting by stages. This alternative was chosen after large-scope study of
channel tube and graphite column distortions as well as lab researches of graphite and metal samples. Final conclusions were based not
only on Unit 2 researches but also on comparative data on Unit 1 and other NPPs. The results are the following:

- the replacement of Unit 1 channels was performed completely and on timely basis;
- there is a time reverse for Unit 2 operation before graphite-zirconium gap closure .
This reserve allows step-by-step replacing of channels.

Other, significant for safety primary circuit elements of Group B - 800 mm valves - are to be replaced due to more rigid standards
requirements on strength calculation and requirements on resource. The replacement is been conducting according to the schedule.

One of the important among compensating measures on safety increase is tightening of requirements on scope of primary circuit
metal inspection. Factually, this scope has doubled. In its turn, the increased scope of inspection causes serious problems with metal lab
personnel doses. Partially it solved due to more upgraded NDE equipment including that received in frames of INSP, deactivating
equipment and putting into operation principles of ALARA.

The Kursk NPP continuously performs the program on fire safety enhancement. In frames of this program Kursk NPP has replaced
the fire-extinguishing agent (spray water replaced gas) and gradually introduces fire-extinguishing automatics. It also has introduced
noncombustible roof covering and sprinkling of turbine room roof and columns, has covered metal structure and cables with fire-
resistant agent, has installed the smoke removal system and overpressure along ways for personnel evacuation, and has replaced outdated
fire detectors. Much has been done to reconstruct the layout of fire-extinguishing water system. Efforts are performed beta according to
Combined Measures on Fire Safety Improvement.

The fulfillment of all the planned actions on enhancement the safety is regulating by the packet of documents beginning with the
"Plan - Schedule" confirmed by the Deputy Minister, to the detailed list. The course of fulfillment the actions is examined weekly on the
special operative meeting of Chief Engineer. This order is strictly observed since 1986.

One of the main activities of Kursk NPP is connected with the limitation of impact to the environment. For this purpose in the
beginning of 90-s we have developed the special program on the decreasing gas-aerosol blowouts. During next 5 years this program is
implemented and as a result we managed to decrease the blowouts by order of magnitude less.

We understand that only technical measures for the safety enhancement are not enough. The realisation of effective organisational
measures is necessary as well. And the most important organisational measures are increasing the effectiveness of the intrafactory NPP
control on all the directions of NPP activity affecting the safety and re-organisation the system of personnel training.

For the increasing the effectiveness of the intrafactory control (supervision) into the organisational structure of Kursk NPP included
the special department (OVI - department of intrafactory inspection) which has only supervision functions.

Chief of this department is subordinated to the NPP director personally. In his subjugation are specialists on different technical
directions provided with inspector's cognisance. Under the control of these specialists are NPP's lists of measures on enhancing safety,
they take part in collection, analysis and investigation of incidents on NPP and control the implementation the directives of State Atomic
Supervision (GAN), Minatom and running organisation (REA).

The other serious reconstruction of organisational structure of Kursk NPP is connected with reorganisation of the personnel training
system. As a basis we took well recommended SAT (systematical approach to training). We began activity on implementation the system
together with specialists of ENICO MIPHI, Moscow and Exitech Company, USA since 1955. Nowadays we created new structural division
called "Personnel Training Service" on the basis of the existing "Training Block". This division is greatly strengthened with the instructor's
personnel which has a good experience in NPP works and which of course has been specially trained for this particular purpose.

Simultaneously with solving organisational problems and creating the methodological-training supplying we started works on making
new technical training facilities. In 1998 according to decision of running organisation was put into operation the full-scale simulator
made on the prototype of 3 and 4 Units of the Kursk NPP. Simulator has been included in the training process. As well other Func-
tional - Analytical Simulators (FAT) and commuter training facilities were put into operation. Now we are developing plans of perspec-
tive development the training service.

According to intergovernmental agreement on International Account "Nuclear Safety" for the 1-st generation units is implementing
the toughening license system based on reports of deep (profound) safety analysis (UOB).

The creation of UOB is regulating by the new document issued by Russian GAN and it needs great volume of investigations on
factual (real) conditions of the unit. This work is conducted with the help of Chief Designer and Chief Researcher.
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The 1-st stage is fulfilled and on it's bases we received the permission of Russian GAN for the 1-year exploitation of the 1 Unit. The
implementation of works in full volume needs great financial investments (more than US $ 5 mln.) and time. The successful solving the
problems connected with UOB may be achieved with effective help of Minatom and running organisation.

And in conclusion some words about perspectives of Kursk NPP. They are closely connected with perspectives of development Central -
Chernozem Region of Russia. In fact Kursk and Novovoronezch NPP's are main suppliers of electric power to this region saturated with
metallurgic and ore mining and processing enterprises. Perspectives of the whole region depend on the perspectives of these NPPs.

REVIEW OF THE SAFETY ANALYSIS OF THE IGNALINA NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

Jochen Peter Weber
Gesellschaft fur Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) mbH 85748 Garching, Germany

Production of Safety Analysis Report (SAR) and its Review (RSR)

SAR

AECL (Canada)

ES-Konsult (Sweden)

INPP (Lithuania)

RDIPE (Russia)

STONE & WEBSTER (USA)

VATTENFALL (Sweden)

RSR

AEAT (UK)

ANPA (Italy)

GRS (Germany)

IPSN (France)

LEI (Lithuania)

RISKAUDIT (Germany / France)

RRCKI (Russia)

SCIENTECH (USA)

Organisation of SAR and RSR
• 10 Task Groups

Plant description
History of safety and performance
Fault schedule
System analysis
Accident analysis
Equipment qualification
Management of ageing
The role of the operator
Safety management
Demonstration of acceptability

• Panel of international nuclear safety experts
agreed terms of reference,
monitored in-depth safety assessment,
reviewed SAR and RSR results of in-depth assessment,
made own recommendations.

Overall Objectives of the Review of SAR Accident Analysis (1)
On the basis of review of the SAR documentation on Accident Analysis, and based on independent audit calculations for

selected accident sequences, the overall objectives of the review were:
• to conclude front the results of the calculations whether

the Control and Protection System,
the Emergency Process Protection System,
the Emergency Core Cooling System

functions are sufficient to provide adequate protection against the consequences of design-basis accidents,

Overall Objectives of the Review of SAR Accident Analysis (2)
• to identify whether operator actions are needed in early phases of the accident to mitigate the consequences of accidents,
• to evaluate the regulatory radiological dose limits are not violated,
• to identify design modifications,
• to identify the need for additional accident analyses, e.g. after plant modifications,
• to assess the detected non-compliances of Ignalina plant features with accepted standards.
Specific Objectives of the Review of SAR Accident Analysis (1)
Review of SAR Accident Analysis
• to verify the systematic approach, scope, completeness and level of detail
• to check the justification that the right initiators were selected
• to assess the methodology used in the analyses, including the computer codes and models
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• to assess the assumptions made with respect to the current design of the Ignalina NPP
• to review whether the most punishing single failure was assumed

Specific Objectives of the Review of SAR Accident Analysis (2)
• to evaluate whether the minimum requirement on the performance of the safety systems has been adequately chosen for the analyses
• to review whether back-up rather than primary shutdown signals were used in the analysis
• to assess the general conservatism of the Accident Analysis in the SAR
• to check the plausibility of the results
• to check the compliance with the acceptance criteria.

Methodology of Review
• On-line review process during the SAR production period

early feedback
quality assurance.

• Several hundreds of comments were made.
• Joint SAR / RSR meetings were held to discuss and resolve the comments.
• Resolution of comments was documented.
• Review of final SAR documents.
• 56 recommendations were made by RSRTG5 which are reflected in the sometimes more comprehensive RSR recommendations.

Shortened List of SAR Accidents (1)
Loss of coolant accidents

Full break in recirculation line (eg at MCP outlet)
Full break of distribution group header
Full break of steam separator downcomer or MCP suction header
Partial breaks in DGH or pressure header which lead to stagnation conditions
Main feed water line break at different locations
Main steam line break

Safety relief valve stuck open
Reactivity Transients

Continuous single rod withdrawal from both full and low power
Continuous rod group withdrawal from both full and low power, the number of rods in the group to be determined by analysis

of system failure or operator error
Voiding or gas ingress into control rod channel cooling system

Loss of Flow Transients
Single Main Coolant Pump (MCP) trip from full power
Multiple MCP trip from both full and low power
MCP seizure

Shortened List of SAR Accidents (2)
Reactor cavity venting

Determine maximum venting capability for simultaneous pressure tube ruptures. Sensitivity to timing of ruptures should be examined.
Loss of electric power supplies

Loss of preferred electrical power
Operational transients

Turbine trip (1 and 2 turbines)
Loss of main heat sink (turbine trip without bypass station)
Loss of feed water
Excessive steam demand

Anticipated Transient Without Scram
Loss of turbines with loss of condenser vacuum
Partial loss of flow due to MCP failure
Loss of preferred AC power (diesels and batteries are available)
Maximum reactivity insertion by continuous rod withdrawal from both low and high power

RSR Audit Calculations (1)
A limited number of audit calculations was performed:
• alternate modelling, different codes
• comparison of SAR and RSR results
• evaluation of conservatism of SAR results by own calculations
RSR Audit Calculations (2)
• Full break of MCP Pressure Header (ATHLET and RELAP)
• Full break of Group Distribution Header (ATHLET)
• Steam Line break (ATHLET)
• Loss of Preferred AC power (ATHLET)
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• Continuous Control Rod withdrawal (QUABOX/CUBBOX)
• 3D calculations for determining rod worths and feedback coefficients
• Several sequences of ATWS Loss of preferred AC power (ATHLET)

Fault Schedule
• Objective: Demonstration that all faults are either

adequately protected against or
sufficiently unlikely that the lack of protection against them is justified.

• It was checked that this list of faults presented in the Fault Schedule was complete according to the Guidelines.
• A number of accident sequences which form part of a Western Safety Analysis Report were not explicitly addressed in the

shortened Ignalina SAR.
• No sequences were found which would have required a modification of the 'essential items' list of accidents specified in the Guidelines.

Major Safety Issues Originating from Accident Analysis
1. Second Shutdown System
2. Compensatory measures (DAZ)
3. Emergency Operating Procedures
4. Reactor scram and ECCS actuation on 'Low flow'
5. Reactor scram and ECCS actuation on high negative 'dP/dt'
6. Water hammer analysis of GDH
7. Improvements in ducts D and G of steam line compartment system
8. Steam lines filling with water
9. ALS Safety Case and related Issues
10. Additional Accident Analysis

1. Second Shutdown System
Conclusions from ATWS Analyses:
• The SAR and RSR results demonstrate the lack of inherent safety features in the RBMK core design.
• The power is not reduced by means of inherent physical processes such as steam generation.
• The reactivity loss due to fuel temperature rise (Doppler) is not effective enough to prevent major damage to the core in some

ATWS sequences.
• The LAC system assumed available under analysis rules turns out to be detrimental in some cases since it tries to maintain the power level.

1. Second Shutdown System (2)
• Safety depends solely on active measures, which must have an extremely low failure probability.
• The apparent lack of effective inherent safety features in RBMK reactors leads to one urgent recommendation:

A second fast acting, independent and fully diverse reactor shutdown system needs to be installed.

This is a high priority recommendation.
• The second shutdown system has to be designed such as to ensure its functionality at conditions prevailing during and after the

accident, and to provide safe long term reactor shutdown.

1. Second Shutdown System (3)
• Ground rules for choice of a design concept were defined.
• Design options were investigated within EU PHARE project.
• Design option was chosen end of 1998.
• Project is about 6 months behind schedule.
• Second Shutdown System required on either unit if it is to be operated more than 4 years (beyond 2001).

2. Compensatory Measures until a 2nd Shutdown System is in Place
Being aware that the implementation of a second Shutdown System would require considerable time, RSR recommended that:
• compensatory measures must be implemented at INPP until a second shutdown system is in place. Amongst others, the

following measures have the potential to reduce the overall risk:
De-energising of Control Rod clutches in the case of loss of preferred power or trip of both Turbogenerators
Interruption of Control Rod clutches power supply when the Main Safety Relief Valves are opening
Implementation of an operational procedure to confirm reactor scram without delay by manually de-energising the Control Rod

clutches by the operator.

2. Compensatory Measures ... (2)
• A complementary DAZ System based on FOXBORO logic was installed in unit 1 during the 1998 outage.
• 2 (3) input parameters

low flow
high pressure
(temperature above CPS cabinets)
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• Diverse actuation of control rod drop
• Currently under test in ,,signal-only mode"
• Set-points still need review by independent TSOs
• Safety justification required for 'high temperature'.

3. Emergency Operating Procedures
The RSR team revealed that the existing Emergency Operating Procedures (EOP) were insufficient because of:

too high reliance on memory
operator action is required in a short time (< 30 min) in many situations
no Accident Management procedures existed.

The RSR team concluded that:
• adequate state-of-the-art Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs) for all accident scenarios have to be developed. They shall

be documented using modern and easy to read layouts and implemented as soon as possible.

3. Emergency Operating Procedures (2)
• Existing EOPs were upgraded and amended (O-56). They are easily accessible to the operators.
• Simulator training has been intensified.
• New full-scope simulator is fully operational now (1999) and being used for operator training.
• Symptom based EOPs are continuously being developed.

4. CCS Actuation on 'Low Flow'
Some LOCA sequences may lead to low flow conditions requiring very fast reactor scram and ECCS activation to avoid cladding

temperature excursions.

Recommendation:
• Installation of an early ECCS initiation signal based on low flow in multiple channels, to compensate for stagnation flow in a GDH.
• Analyses should be performed to determine the best parameters and set-points to use for actuating the new early ECCS

initiation signal. The analysis should also evaluate the effectiveness of the new hardware installations.

4. Reactor Scram and ECCS Actuation on 'Low Flow' (2)
• The equipment for triggering reactor scram and for ECCS initiation on low flow is installed in Ignalina Unit 1.
• The trip signal is not yet active but operated in the 'signal mode'.
• Existing instrumentation is used in combination with a new logic.
• Tests were performed. They showed that the existing sensors are not very reliable. Worn out sensors show flow measurement

data with large oscillations. They are replaced if they fail either of the pulse amplitude or the pulse time period stability tests.
• It will take at least another six months before this equipment will be ready to put into automatic tripping mode.

4. Reactor Scram and ECCS Actuation on 'Low Flow' (3)
RSR considers the following actions as necessary to resolve the Westinghouse 'low flow trip signal' issue:
• First of all, a thorough accident analysis is needed to determine

the grace time before critical conditions are reached,
the response time required,
a reasonable flow averaging time to be chosen, and
well based alarm and trip set-points.

RSR suspects that this analysis was not presented in the Safety Case for this new trip signal.

4. Reactor Scram and ECCS Actuation on 'Low Flow' (4)
• Second, a careful analysis of the flow measurement data has to be carried out (e.g. by use of a spectral analyser):

Can the fuel channel flow signals with strong oscillations be used at all for reactor protection, e.g. by use of appropriate filters
(low pass filters)?

If so, then a limiting cut-off values would need to be determined.
• Third, an adequate calibration procedure needs to be developed for flow meters to be used in the reactor protection system.
• Further TSO assistance for review is needed by VATESI.

5. Reactor Scram and ECCS Actuation on High Negative 'dP/dt'
There exists no early reactor trip signal for Steam Line ruptures in the turbine hall.

Recommendation:
• Installation of new reactor trip and ECCS initiating signals to compensate for breaks outside the confinement system, e.g. based

on the dP/dt measurement in the drum separator.
^ Corresponding Accident Analyses should be performed as a part of the Safety Case. This analysis should evaluate the effective-

ness of the hardware installations.

5. Reactor Scram and ECCS Actuation on High Negative 'dP/dt' (2)
• The equipment for triggering reactor scram and for ECCS initiation the dP/dt measurement is installed in Ignalina Unit 1 and 2.
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• The trip signal is not yet active but operated in the 'signal or alarm only mode'.
• It is expected that this system can be put into tripping mode in several months, but VATESI has not yet had the request.
• A Safety Case was for this new trip signal was repeatedly asked for but not yet presented for review.

• Further TSO assistance for review is needed by VATESI.

6. Water-Hammer Analysis of GDH
GDH check valves were tested by the manufacturer. However, no documentation was provided in the SAR which demonstrates that

they (and the adjacent piping) will remain intact during rapid closure by reverse flow (water-hammer) in all LOCA conditions.
• Documentation must be provided which demonstrates the integrity of the GDH Check Valves and especially of the adjacent

piping during their rapid closure by reverse flow after a LOCA.
• Analyses and testing should be performed to determine the effect of water-hammer on a GDH, the check valves, and on the

lines between the accumulators and injection valves.

6. Water-Hammer Analysis ... (2)
• Contracts with LEI to perform the analysis are in place.
• A report on methodology and on screening of initial events leading to GDH check valves closure is available to VATESI.
• A report of the effects of water-hammer on ECCS/GDH check valves and connected pipelines is completed.
• There are some unresolved issues, but a preliminary assessment of the analysis appears to provide some reassurance that the

loads developed are insufficient to cause breaks.
• The major review work will be done by Lithuanian TSOs (KUT), and Western TSOs are ready to provide additional

assistance to VATESI.

7. Improvements in Ducts D and G of Steam Line Compartment System
SAR and RSR had two major recommendations:
• Pipe restraints in the pipeline shaft between Blocks D and G should be installed to preclude a dependent pipe failure. An

alternative solution could be to reinforce this shaft to withstand discharges from two pipelines.
• Increase relief capacity of the pipeline shaft between blocks D and G:

Analysis by LEI is finished. Discussion on decision about hardware installation is ongoing at INPP.

7. Improvements in Ducts D and G of Steam Line Compartment System (2)
• Introduce pipeline restraints in die shaft between blocks D and G:

The design of the pipe restraints was ready at the end of November 1998. Implementation work will be performed in the years 1999 - 2000.
• Accident and structural analysis for ruptures of one and two steam lines were performed by LEI, taking into account the new

scram and ECCS actuation signals, and for development of leak-before-break requirements for demonstration of low probability of
guillotine breaks of these pipeline. Work was completed by December 1998.

8. Steam Lines Filling with Water
Steam Lines are periodically flooded with liquid water during plant outages. However, no Safety Case was derived from these static

tests demonstrating that the Steam Lines (especially their vertical/horizontal bends) can withstand the dynamic loads of 2-phase mix-
tures, in case they are flooded by overfilling of the drum separator under transient or LOCA conditions. RSR recommended:

• A safety case should be made that the Steam Lines (and especially their vertical/horizontal bends) can withstand the dynamic loads
of 2-phase mixtures and liquid water, in case they are flooded by overfilling of the Drum Separators under transient and LOCA conditions.

8. Steam Lines Filling with Water (2)
• The technical specifications for a contract for the Safety Case are currently being prepared.
• The option to preclude the potential overfilling of the drum separators by safety-grade automatic measures was briefly dis-

cussed. In the light of the results of the discussions, INPP sees the need to revise the above mentioned technical specifications.
VATESI will need assistance for the review.

9. ALS Safety Case and Related Issues
RSR made a series of recommendations:
• Short-term and long-term analysis of the ALS functional capability for the complete spectrum of LOCAs should be performed

(with and without activation of the ALS pumps and heat exchangers) to ensure that the confinement capability is verified for all acci-
dents within and beyond the design basis.

• Structural analysis of the ALS compartments should be performed to verify that the structures are able to withstand the
accident challenges.

• The leak-tight integrity of the ALS should be improved, especially in Unit 1. This will facilitate full pressure testing, as well as
reduce public dose levels.

9. ALS Safety Case and Related Issues (2)
• Analysis of hydrogen concentration within ALS compartments should be performed to ensure that the existing provisions for

hydrogen mitigation are adequate, assuming that the break cannot be isolated for long periods of time.
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• Installation of diverse pressure sensors in all the protected compartments, ideally based on different physical parameters.

• Improvements in the drainage capacity of the Drum Separator compartments, to compensate for discharge from breaks outside the ALS.

^ Provision to improve the Reactor Hall overpressure protection.

9. ALS Safety Case and Related Issues (3)
• Improvements in the drainage capacity of the Drum Separator compartments, to compensate for discharge from breaks outside the ALS.
• Analyses should be performed to support an engineering design change to accommodate high capacity drainage into the ALS.

9. ALS Safety Case and Related Issues (4)
Current status of ALS Safety Case:
INPP had developed an ALS project plan covering the following topics:

Plant information and data collection
Design safety evaluation and thermal-hydraulic sequences
Operating experience
Monitoring of reinforcements
Leak detection and pressure testing
Engineering assessment
ALS structural analysis
Deposit of radioactivity in the ALS and dose calculation.

9. ALS Safety Case and Related Issues (5)
A lot of new documentation was developed by INPP and ist partners. However no thorough could be performed up to now.
Some highlights (1):
• Design safety evaluation and thermal-hydraulic sequences:

Several calculations were performed, mainly by LEI, but also by US consultants and by GRS
the calculated peak pressure ranges from 240 to 369 kPa, the value to be used for structural calculations is still under discussion.

9. ALS Safety Case and Related Issues (6)
Some highlights (2):
• Monitoring of reinforcements:

10 most stressed zones were investigated by a Swedish institute
there is no evidence of lack of reinforcement
changes which occurred during construction were found
possible lacks of concrete compaction were found
no apparent evidence of concrete cracking
the modifications discovered do not impair the strength of the construction as it was designed.

9. ALS Safety Case and Related Issues (7)
Some highlights (3):
• Leak detection and pressure testing:

The installation of thermo-vision cameras and acoustic sensors permitted INPP to identify and seal many cracks in the structures
INPP stated that the maximum pressure that can be reached in Unit 1 for testing is 0.15 MPa in strong compartments, against

0.3 MPa design pressure (0.05 MPa in other compartments).
since the tests performed at low pressure cannot give indications of structural resistance, analytical methods will be used for the

demonstration of structural integrity.
Sealing of leaks is in progress.

9. ALS Safety Case and Related Issues (8)
Some highlights (4):

ALS structural analysis:
The state-of-the-art finite element computer code ALGOR was used for the following calculations:

with the design pressure peak 0.3 MPa in reinforced compartments the rebars stress values were beyond yielding in
some compartments

assuming pressures from updated thermal-hydraulic analyses (267 kPa peak) the yielding stress was not exceeded
using non-linear NEPTUNE code the results showed a more favourable structural be- haviour in the most challenged compart-

ments, however the yield stress is still exceeded if the design pressure is assumed. ^ Further analysis required.

9. ALS Safety Case and Related Issues (9)
• Technical specifications for the analysis of the upgrading of the drainage system of the drum separator compartments were

prepared. The analyses will be performed in the year 1999.
• Technical specifications are being prepared which define the scope of work for the upgrading of the drainage system of the drum

separator compartments. Some installation work for diverting the return water to the hot condensate chamber is already in progress.

9. ALS Safety Case and Related Issues (10)
• A final r e p o r t o n i m p r o v e m e n t s o f t h e r e a c t o r h a l l o v e r - p r e s s u r e p r o t e c t i o n ( d e s i g n p r e s s u r e 5 k P a ) i s a v a i l a b l e , i n d i c a t i n g 2 - 3
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options (e.g. to environment or to special corridor) for technical solutions.
• An analysis for DBA and beyond DBA was performed by NIKIET in the context of producing Symptom Based Emergency

Operating Procedures. No critical H2 concentrations are reached during DBAs.

10. Additional Accident Analysis
• Correct deficiencies in accident analysis identified by RSR:

Perform analysis of accidents during reactor shutdown (still missing)
document technical justification for categories of accidents initiated by equipment failure omitted from analysis (done)
perform analysis of reactivity initiated events for core with new fuel design with 2.4% U-235 enrichment and erbium burnable

poison (done)
perform analysis of accidents where the new safety systems are relevant (e.g. steam line and feed water line ruptures) (partly missing)
perform analysis of internal area events and external events (still missing).

SAR / RSR Project Summary (1)
• SAR and RSR represented an unique international effort in a very short time.
• First attempt to provide a Western-style SAR for any Soviet designed NPP.
• Scope was defined by common Guidelines for SAR production and review, but was limited by time and resources restraints.
• Criteria were based on Russian standards and Western practices, amended by internationally accepted Rules and Guides where

necessary (i.e. IAEA, INSAG).
• Some important topics were not considered in the SAR or were treated in reduced detail.
• A complete Western-style SAR would have consumed several times the resources budgeted for the Ignalina SAR.

SAR / RSR Project Summary (2)
• SAR was completed in December 1996.
• RSR was completed in March 1997.
• It has been challenging to overcome the many problems on the production side of the SAR.
• The on-line review process called for in-depth discussions between SAR and RSR on different stages of work.
• SAR has produced 85 reports, (available on CD-ROM)
• RSR has produced 86 reports, (available on CD-ROM)
• Ignalina Safety Panel has produced its own report.

SAR / RSR Project Summary (3)
• SAR presented a large list of recommendations.
• RSR agreed with most of SAR recommendations, and added further recommendations.
• RSR validation of information supplied by SAR was difficult and often not possible.
• The overall quality of SAR Reports is good, some parts are far below standards.
• SAR and RSR contributed significantly to better understanding of RBMK plant behaviour.

SAR / RSR Project Summary (4)
• INPP has responded to the SAR / RSR recommendations by an a ambitious Safety Improvement Programme (SIP-2).
• International assistance programmes have been established for INPP and VATESI.
• Western TSO and Regulatory Authority support is available to VATESI. It is co-ordinated in the ,,Licensing Assistance

Project", LAP.
• The SAR should not be considered as the complete basis of a Western style license application, however
• the products of SAR and RSR plus the follow-on activities (e.g. within the Licensing Assistance Project LAP) provide one

important basis for the Lithuanian Regulatory Authority VATESI in granting a license to Ignalina NPP.

SAR / RSR Project Summary (5)
• Important issues remained after project end for resolution between Ignalina NPP and VATESI.
• INPP and VATESI have made considerable progress on their way to reach the target:

The safety level of an older upgraded NPP in the West.
• These efforts must continue:

Safety is a dynamic process.
• Further support for Lithuania is required for

implementation of high priority hardware improvements (e.g. 2nd shutdown system)
enhancing competence and means of VATESI and LEI.

• Many findings of SAR / RSR are generic:
• This has implications for other RBMK.
Contents
• Organisation of SAR Production and Review
• Objectives and Methodology of Review of Safety Analysis
• Follow up of 10 Major Safety Issues Originating from Accident Analysis
• SAR / RSR Summary
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IGNALINA NPP AGING MANAGEMENT AN UPDATED ASSESSMENT

Dr. John H. Bickel
RSR Task Group 7

Purpose of Aging Management:
• Assure cumulative radiation,

corrosion, thermal cycles, heat,
pressure ... effects do not result in
increased safety hazard

• Scope: graphite - pressure
tubes, large reactor and steam supply
components, pumps, turbo-generators,
electrical components

Initial presumption: gap closure is
limiting

Classical Hazard Function for
Component Aging

for hole

for shaft

Ignalina SAR - Aging Manage-
ment:

• Gap closure assumed to
occur:

1999-2002 (AECL/AEA
based on analysis)

2003 (NIKIET based on
linear projection of data)

• With gaps closing in this
time frame other aging issues: delayed
hydride cracking, wear-out of major
components and electronics ...not
assumed important.

• SAR did not present
justifications for operation beyond
presumed time of gap closure.
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Figure 10.3 Change in gas vs.
energy production per cell for
different graphite atack tempera-
ture. A - power rating 1250 MW
(e); B - after decreasing power to
700MW (e) and corresponding
decreasing graphite temperature; K,
T - regression's lines for graphite
bricks shrinkage and tubes irradia-
tion creep.
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Ignalina RSR - Aging
Management:

• Endorsed: SAR criteria
(no gaps closed)

- no information justifying
operation beyond this point

• Could not endorse:
undocumented simulation AECL/ ^
AEA models : -c

• Could not endorse: 2
NIKIET use of linear gap f
projections without comprehen- °
sive treatment of uncertainties.

1996 RSR Linear Regression for
Single Average Gap Closure
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Ignalina RSR - Aging Manage-
ment:

• Consideration of uncertainties
in gap closure reduces time until
closure

• Concern: Delayed Hydride
Cracking could occur before 2010

• Endorsed finding: major
components not significant concern -
due to maintenance programs

• Did not endorse: finding that
small replaceable components were
not significant aging risk contributors.

Figure 10. Relationship Beetween Hydrogen Concentra-
tion in FC Zirconium Tubes and Operational Time

SAR Analysis of Operational Time vs. Hydrogen Uptake

RSR Aging Recommendations:
• (#11) Stop operation when first contact between Pressure Tubes and Graphite occurs. (TS)
— Bases: No comprehensive analysis demonstrating safety beyond this point
• (#11) Perform a safety evaluation and stress analysis of operation with graphite-pressure tube gaps exhausted (gripped pressure

tubes) and transient induced thermal stresses. (TS)
— Bases: Although stopping of operations before closure recommend, difficult to accurately predict exact timing of first closure.

Limited analysis provides knowledge of design margins.

RSR Aging Recommendations:
• {#44) Improve ISI requirements for pressure tubes by addressing: detailed measurements of graphite-pressure tube gaps, character-

ization of all flaws, measurement of hydrogen uptake, determination of fracture toughness data (dj,, KIC, K,DHC) (TL)
- Bases: Measure and evaluate all parameters needed to assure pressure tube integrity
• (#48) Perform an evaluation of the impact of safety related component aging using the Barselina PSA and Importance Analysis to

identify components potentially contributing to high risk. (TL)
- Bases: Provide confirmation that wear-out and obsolescence of small replaceable components is not great hazard.
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Status of RSR Recommenda-
tions:

(#11) Stop operation when first
contact between Pressure Tubes and
Graphite occurs.

• This is apparently current
INPP policy.

• Technical Questions revolve
mainlv about when first contact occurs.

1998 RSR Linear Regression for
Single Average Gap Closure

Figure 4.5 Linear Regression Analysis of Gap Closure Data
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(#11) Perform a safety evaluation and stress analysis of operation with graphite-pressure tube gaps exhausted (gripped
pressure tubes) and transient induced thermal stresses. (TS)

• LEI, Harvey Mudd College, SCIENTECH performed
tests and analysis (USDOE)

• Analysis, peer review completed in 1998
(Kurchaov Inst. - USDOE)

Transient Stress Analysis Consisted of 3 Phases:
• Static Finite Analysis to define physics of interface at a

closed gap
Calculations used ABAQUS Finite Element Model
Model verified by benchmark experiments

• T-H Accident Analysis to define limiting events and
Temp/Press envelopes

Calculations used Ignalina RELAP5 Model
• Transient Stress Analysis using Temp/Press envelopes

from previous task
Supplemented by Standard Fracture Mechanics

calculations

Static Stress Analysis:

• Based on ABAQUS finite element analysis
• Model focused on contact forces and friction at

point of closure
• Pressure Tube Temperature determined most critical
• Model benchmarked against experimental data

TEMP VALUE

+ 2. 91E+02

+ 3. 13E+02

+ 3.35E +02

+ 3. 57E +02

+ 3.79E +02

+ 4. 01E+02

+ 4.23E +02

+ 4.45E +02

+ 4. 66E +02

+ 4. 88E +02

+ 5. 10E+02

+ 5.32E+02

+02

Restart file = pi04la Step 5 Dicfelent 60
Time completed in this step 1.389E+04 total accumulated Time
5. 556E+04
Abaqus version:5. 7 1 Date:24- Feb-1998 Time: 09:46:40

T-H Analysis:
• Inadvertent ECCS operation

causes most rapid cool-down
• Inadvertent closure of channel

valve causes most rapid heat-up
• Temperature envelopes stored

for future usage
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Transient Stress Analysis:

• Cool-down results in radial
contraction of tube which releases
gripping forces

provided flaw size bounded,
effects of DHC not significant

• Large safety margins
demonstrated

• Similar for Heat-up events
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Conclusions of Analysis:

• Large safety margins exist against failure if:
- outer axial cracks < 1.0 mm
- inner circumferential cracks < 1.5 mm
- Hydrogen uptake and DHC are not an issue

• Assuring limits should be basis of future ISI
• Peer Review - Endorsed Findings, with one

exception:
- Analysis limited in scope to anticipated

transients. To become more comprehensive safety case
would need to consider LOCAs and adjacent Tube
Rupture effects on gripped tubes.

(#44) Improve ISI requirements for pressure
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tubes by addressing: detailed measurements of graphite-pressure tube gaps, characterization of all flaws, measurement of hydro-
gen uptake, determination of fracture toughness data (oc, K^, KjDHC) (TL)

• Longer term upgrade of ISI requirements by VATESI started at 1997 Workshop (USNRC)
• First opportunity for detailed hot cell examination of pressure tubes: 1998 (Sweden)
• ISI report with hydrogen uptake, oc, K]C, K[DHC expected shortly.

(#48) Perform an evaluation of the impact of safety related component aging using the Barselina PSA and Importance
Analysis to identify components potentially contributing to high risk. (TL)

• Workshop held in May 1997 (USNRC)
• Progress to date is unclear.

Conclusions:

• Analysis associated with RSR#11 has been completed.
- Design margins against failure exist provided that Hydrogen uptake and existing flaw sizes are within acceptable limits.
- Analysis is not intended as a comprehensive SAR bounding all aspects of operation with closed gaps (only anticipated tran-

sients considered, not LOCA etc.)
• Activities associated with RSR#44 are not completed.

- Work initiated in late 1997
- LAP experts want to see physical limits identified in (#11) incorporated as limits.

• Activities associated with RSR#48 are not completed.

"LESSONS LEARNED FROM THE SAFETY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
FOR SOVIET-DESIGNED REACTORS"

Nikolai Steinberg
Atomaudit Ltd, Ukraine

At the beginning I would like to make two comments. A report on Lessons Learned from the First Years of Multi-National Safety
Assistance Program for Soviet-Design Reactors was presented last October at the ANS1 Topical Meeting on the Safety of Operating
Reactors. The report was prepared by Mr.Robert Budnitz (Future Resources Associates, Inc., USA) and by me. Both of us have served
much time together on the Lithuanian Nuclear Safety Advisory Committee. Unfortunately, Mr.R.Budnitz couldn't take part in prepara-
tion of the present article but many of messages presented in the article have been jointly discussed many times together in the past, and
I would like to acknowledge him. And one more comment. The article presents my own vision of the present status and results achieved
within the multi-national safety assistance program and don't pretend to be an absolute vision.

Introduction

From the end of the 80s to the beginning of the 90s, a very large multi-national effort has been underway to provide assistance to the
various countries in eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union, as they work to upgrade the safety of their Soviet-designed nuclear
power plants (NPPs). In some of the countries, the safety-upgrading effort has already had a major effect in improving the safety of the
operating reactors. In some other countries, the safety improvements are only now beginning to take hold, while in some other
countries there have been only a few improvements up to today and progress continues to be very slow.
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These safety-improvement works are by no means being funded under a single, coordinated international program. Rather, they
consist of a large number of bi-lateral and multi-lateral projects, involving over a dozen donor countries and agencies and eight recipient
countries. Unfortunately, there are a few attempts at coordination but no unified programmatic approach.

There are a variety of reasons why the safety-improvement efforts have been more successful in some of the countries than in others.
But based on my own experience, it should be said that the differences between the more successful and the less successful safety
assistance programs are mainly cultural, political and economical in origin, rather than technical.

Within reactor types, the Soviet-designed reactors originally are broadly similar. Specifically, at most of the Soviet-designed NPPs,
the majority of the staff was originally trained in a similar way and a significant fraction of them were trained in Soviet institutes.
Similarly, the fundamental designs of most of the Soviet-designed reactors are similar, within a given type, independent of the country
where the NPP may have been located. There were and are, of course, differences based on national characteristics, but with a few
exceptions these did not produce significant differences in safety before the socialist camp dissolved.

What has made a major difference, and what continues to be a major concern, is how the various countries, now independent of
each other, have undertaken the linked efforts of (i) operating their NPPs and (ii) regulating their safety. Some of the countries have
gone a very long way toward establishing competent utilities, that have learned the key safety lessons that the rest of the world learned
many years earlier. Typically, these same countries have also gone a long way toward establishing independent regulatory agencies with
the competent staffing, financial support, and statutory independence needed to accomplish the regulatory mission.

On the other hand, some of the countries have hardly accomplished any important steps toward providing for the safe operation of
their NPPs. Typically, these same countries also have not done enough toward establishing a regulatory agency with the needed staffing,
funding, and independence.

The situations in Lithuania and Ukraine, among others, will be discussed as specific examples.

The Situation in Lithuania

Lithuania is a comparatively small country (3.7 million), in which the Soviet Union built one two-unit NPP at Ignalina. Two large
RBMK reactors, rated at 1500 MWe each (the highest-rated NPPs in the world!), have been operating since their commissioning in
1983 and 1987 respectively2.

When independence came to Lithuania in 1991, the new government took a decision that it would operate the Ignalina NPP as
independently as it could of Russia, which inherited the major nuclear-technology expertise from the former Soviet Union. This
decision was partly one manifestation of the country's decision to turn its economy and culture as rapidly as it could toward the West.
Almost immediately, long-standing concerns about Ignalina's safety among Lithuania's closest western neighbors brought into being a
major technical-assistance program supported principally by Sweden and to a lesser extent by Finland. But it should be underlined that
close relations with institutions in the FSU countries needed to support safe operation of INPP have never been broken by the Govern-
ment of Lithuania or Ignalina's NPP managers.

Here I would like to note that the first years of western technical assistance were not very effective, and it is possible to name many
reasons for that. First of all it took significant time to create the initial national infrastructure to run INPP and regulate its safety. Next,
there were significant differences in the vision of the safety issues. Also, financial restrictions, languages problems and so on should be
noted.

But step-by-step the major multi-lateral safety-assistance programs, supported by the EU3 and the EBRD4, came into being. At the
same time a large number of industrialized countries pitched in with major bi-lateral assistance programs throughout the eastern-
European bloc. During the last 3-4 years the Lithuanian safety-assistance effort at Ignalina has been well underway: well ahead of most
other NPPs in the FSU countries5. The term "well ahead" is meant to characterize several aspects: the assistance program's timing, its
size, its broad scope, and its positive receptivity within the host government.

Also, Lithuania moved early-on to establish an independent national regulatory authority (VATESI), which began an effort to
regulate Ignalina with the intention to convert the regulatory regime from the old one, inherited from the soviet practice and based on
the supervisory approach, to the licensing regime accepted by the most counties in the nuclear world. Getting this regulatory agency
functioning effectively has taken several years, and there have been a lot of fits-and-starts and floundering around, but within the past
couple of years this agency, although still quite small (less than 3 dozen) has taken hold and is starting to work well. An international
advisory committee has also been in place for several years. The Committee meets quarterly to coordinate multi-national efforts to assist
VATESI and advise each other and the Lithuanians about progress and problems. While there is still a long way to go in Lithuania
before VATESI will be as competent as those in the West with a long nuclear history, it appears that they are on the right trajectory. It
could be noted that for the present VATESI and its TSOs6 thanks to western assistance are equipped with hardware and software similar
to that used by other smaller regulatory bodies in the West.

Another positive aspect in Lithuania is the relationship with various technical-support organizations, both east and west, and most
importantly within Lithuania itself. In Soviet times, the Ignalina NPP, like all other NPPs in the Soviet Union, looked exclusively
toward the Soviet organizations for the ongoing technical support without which an NPP cannot operate safely and effectively. Today,
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these relationships are far broader. Most importantly, a major domestic capability has been developed at the Lithuanian Energy Institute
in Kaunas, where a small but highly competent staff supports the Ignalina NPP with analysis, experiments, advice, and technical backup.
To supplement LEI and other national scientific and engineering organisation, the Lithuanians have turned westward to obtain addi-
tional technical support from a very wide variety of European, US, Canadian, and Japanese organizations. At the same time relations
with different institutions in the FSU also are developed but on the new basis. Thus, a visitor to the Ignalina NPP and VATESI today
would find, on any given day, a mix of technical support efforts from several different western and former Soviet companies.

The Nuclear Safety Advisory Committee reporting to the senior government level, was established in 1993. The Government of
Lithuania invited experts from different countries to serve on the Committee. 18 meetings of the Committee have been held. Members
of the Committee have met repeatedly with the previous and the present President of Lithuania, the Prime-Ministers, and Members of
the Parliament. The Committee, during the past few years has helped the various governmental agencies and the Parliament to obtain
outside advice. It is obvious that comments and advise of the Committee sometimes is not so enjoyable for the officials but it should be
said that the top policy makers have made correct decisions which really helped change the situation to the better. Now it is necessary to
note that the decision to create such a Committee was very productive.

At the Ignalina NPP itself, important progress in improving safety has been underway for several years, to the point that there is a
broad concurrence that Ignalina has done more than any other of the former Soviet NPPs in advancing its safety levels: fixing problems
both hardware and cultural, and keeping a strong momentum in place to operate its NPPs safely and efficiently. A principal reason for
success has been that comprehensive Safety Improvement Programs (SIP-1 and SIP-2) were developed by the INPP with the assistance of
the western specialists. All activities connected to safety upgrading of INPP have been developed in the frame of the mentioned program.
All financial resources both, from the West and national sources, are also collected in the frame of the SIPs. And it is very important that
the share of national funding for safety upgrading has increased significantly (from 62% in 1998 to 92% in 1999). At the present time,
we could say that a new level of safety culture is developing in Lithuania. It has been needed for some time to fulfill SIP-2 but the issue
of SIP -3 development is still being discussed.

The major progress made at Ignalina in large part was stimulated by the effort to write a western-style Safety Analysis Report. This
effort, started in 1994, a collaboration of east and west supported with western funds through the EBRD, was the first such major effort
to comprehensively cover nearly the full range of safety issues at a Soviet-designed NPP, doing major new analysis and documentation.
The effort, generally judged a strong success despite various problems, has been the basis (along with a PSA carried out by Swedish
analysts collaborating with the local and Russian specialists) in guiding the safety-improvement efforts. A wide spectrum of additional
work to the initial program of safety assessment has been performed now. Exclusive experience would be received by VATESI staff in the
process of SAR evaluation and the preparation of a Safety Evaluation Report (SER) with the objective to grant a license for INPP, unit 1
operation. Experience gained during the writing and evaluation of the SAR will have a significant influence on the knowledge and safety
culture of Lithuanian specialists.

Ignalina has to make more progress in the safety arena: it would be a mistake to take away an impression that "all is well safety-wise".
Some of the safety upgrading is still to be done only in the future, and some of it will be far in the future. Major advances in the safety-
culture aspects, although real enough, are still short of what would be considered acceptable in the west. The regulatory body is
struggling, in part because of its inevitable small size in a small country, to cope with the complex job of regulating very large NPPs. It
is very important that the Government of Lithuania significantly increase its share in funding of safety upgrading measures. And the
government, although providing some important financial and key political support to the NPP, still is not giving it as strong financial
backing as would really be necessaiy to keep the NPP running safely and reliably in the absence of major western support (which will not
last forever!).

The situation in Lithuania is probably, in all of the major areas of concern for nuclear safety, far ahead of the situation in any of the
other parts of the former Soviet Union.

The Situation in Ukraine

Ukraine is one from the largest countries of Europe. The population (50 million) and territory (more than 600 000 sq. km.) are
large. The country inherited from the former USSR a developed network of NPPs (at the time of independence in 1991 there were 15
units in operation, 5 in construction, and one at Chernobyl that in 1986 had been damaged severely). Today, after over seven years of
independence, there are 14 units in operation, 2 in construction (Khmelnitskaja-2, Rovno-4), 2 delayed for uncertainty time
(Khmelnitskaja 3&4), 5 canceled (South-Ukraine 4, Krimea 1&2, Odessa 1&2) and two shutdown and awaiting decommissioning
(Chernobyl 1&2). In operation there are two WWER-440/213 units (Rovno NPP), 11 WWER-1000 units (Rovno NPP, South-
Ukraine NPP, Zaporozhye NPP and Khmelnitskaya NPP) and one RBMK-1000 unit (Chernobyl NPP). With the commissioning of
Zaporozhe Unit 6 (November, 1996), that site became the largest NPP in Europe and the third in the World.

The history of Ukrainian nuclear power includes the world's largest nuclear accident (Chernobyl NPP, Unit 4, April 26, 1986) and
the experience of operating the unique facility known as the Chernobyl "Shelter" or "Sarcophagus". In 1998, Ukraine's NPPs produced
75,2 billion kilowatt-hours of electricity (43,5 % of all the electricity production in the country) with a load factor that reached close to
67 %, which exceeds the index for 1995 (61.8 %), but less then in 1998 (71,3%) and much lower than the design index (80 %) or the
index achieved elsewhere in the world (88-90 %) using similar types of Soviet-designed reactors in such countries as Finland and
Hungary.
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The problem of maintaining and upgrading the safety of the operating NPPs remains the main issue, despite an external appearance
of health and the high share of electricity produced by the NPPs.

When countries use nuclear power, they try to apply their best efforts to increase safety and to perfect operational practices, so that
nuclear power can remain operating. However, in Ukraine, the help rendered by western countries to improve NPP safety has not been
used effectively, and the best world experience has been skindeep only and has been introduced very slowly.

When NPPs in operation in Ukraine consider various proposals for safety upgrading, they are forced to make guesses, because of a
lack of detailed and comprehensive analyses of their safety, which would take into account their operational practices, siting, and human
factors. The absence of such analyses was typical of practices in the former USSR, and was one of the underlying causes of the
Chernobyl accident.

This was the reason why the regulatory authority of Ukraine in 1992 prescribed that all NPPs should perform a safety re-assessment
of the units in operation. Unfortunately, no single safety re-assessment project has been completed in Ukraine up to now even though
safety re-assessment is required by legislation in Ukraine. The management of the national nuclear-power system has blocked these
activities for many years and now the financial situation is restricted which blocks the fulfillment of the mentioned task. Attitude to
nuclear safety is well demonstrated by the fact that limited safety upgrading measures have been developed many years ago in the FSU
did not complete yet.

Various separate safety-assessment activities for the various different units have been undertaken under the technical assistance
programs of the European Union and also with bilateral assistance from various different countries. However these activities are not
comprehensive and do not have the goal of SARs preparation as required by national legislation. It is important to note that the
management of the national nuclear power does not boost the Western effort to help in performing safety re-assessments of the Ukrai-
nian NPPs. Obviously, the technical assistance resources available from the West are very far from the amount needed to accomplish
this work for all units in operation. At the same time nothing was done to concentrate all possible resources for preparation of SAR, for
example, for one reference unit with WWER-1000 and then use it as a base for others taking into account specific peculiarities.

The poorly developed engineering support is one of the underlying root causes of the current languid state of safety upgrading
activities. When the USSR collapsed, the major elements of national infrastructure to support nuclear power, were outside Ukraine.
But at the same time there were well known design organisations7, the institute of nuclear research in Kiev and the physical-technical
institute in Kharkov, one of the world's famous nuclear engineering center, and many others engineering and production institutions, a
very powerful military-industrial complex, on the basis of which an effective system of engineering support to their NPPs could have
been created. Unfortunately, nuclear power management was oriented to preserve the old infrastructure of engineering support, had and
up to now still has no program to develop their own capable engineering support organisations. As a consequence, very little actually
happened. Practically nothing has been done to preserve the old infrastructure and develop new.

A good example of co-operative approach was joint Ukrainian-western activities in development of Regulatory Authority and its
Technical Support Organisation (TSO). Immediately after the creation of the Nuclear Regulatory Authority of Ukraine (former
Gosatomnadzor) the Scientific and Technical Center on nuclear and radiation safety (STC), was created. It should be underlined that
exceptionally effective technical assistance have been demonstrated by NRC (USA), GRS (Germany), IPSN (France) and later by
Riskaudit (joint venture of GRS/IPSN) to develop a capable TSO for the Nuclear Regulatory Authority of Ukraine. It is important to
note that the Ukrainian regulatory body had very limited resources in comparison to the NPPs. However, a strong attitude of the senior
regulators toward engineering support, and a concentration of internal and external resources, provided an opportunity to create a
capable TSO with expertise in NPP safety. Unfortunately, the absence of engineering support within the NPPs resulted in the STC's
staff beginning to work for the NPPs. This is a serious violation of the crucial principle of the independence of the regulators because
now sometimes the same people perform engineering works for the operator and then this same expertise works for the regulator. This
situation is well known both inside and outside of Ukraine.

Much progress has been made in establishing an acceptable nuclear-safety regulatory regime. In general, an acceptable legislative
basis has been established. The main issue for the present is to ensure fulfillment of the Laws, to execute them properly, to remove
existing conflicts, and to change the nuclear and radiation safety regulations in accordance with the Laws. And here too it is important
to say that many financial and human resources were spent by the Regulatory Authorities of USA, Germany, Sweden, France, Great
Britain, Spain and others to transfer western experience of nuclear regulatory policy and practice. Practically all of the staff of
Gosatomnadzor was trained, more or less, in the western Regulatory Authorities offices, Gosatomnadzor was equipped with hardware
paid for by the western partners. Good results in the development of the Regulatory Authority and its TSO were achieved thanks to the
well developed co-operation program and clear understanding by both parties of the main co-operation goals - to create a powerful
nuclear safety regulatory regime in Ukraine.

Unfortunately, this process was broken. By the President's decision in the fall of 1994 Gosatomnadzor was liquidated and new a
nuclear regulatory authority (Nuclear Regulatory Administration - NRA) was created in the framework of the Ministry for Environment
and Nuclear Safety. Recession and the economical crisis created additional difficulties. For the present NRA have 56 staff in comparison
to 90 before Gosatomnadzor liquidation and only six of them have practical experience within NPPs.

It is impossible to use any other term than "humiliating" for the material conditions of the nuclear regulatory body (the salaries of its
employees, and the financing of its costs for scientific and technical support and development). This situation demonstrates a fundamental
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misunderstanding by the Government of the role of a strong independent regulatory body for nuclear safety. For all of the seven years of
Ukrainian independence, the Nuclear Safety Authority has existed, largely, because of the financial support coming from western assistance.

Both the financial condition of the Regulatory Body and some uncertainties in the organisational structure of Ministry of Environ-
ment and Nuclear Safety have led to serious slippage in modifying the regulations. The use of old Soviet safety regulations (more than
four years after the Ukraine Law on Nuclear Power Utilization has come into force) is creating many problems. The transition from the
former Soviet method of supervision of nuclear safety to a licensing regime has been very much slowed down.

A Nuclear Safety Consulting Committee was established in 1997 by the Minister of Environment and Nuclear Safety. But in
distinction to Lithuania the Committee includes former senior regulators and scientists but no foreign members. The influence of the
Committee is limited to consulting with the Minister, because of its statute, and also because of the limited capabilities of the Ministry
to implement measures proposed by the Committee. Moreover, it would be noted that no one meeting of the Committee was convened
by the Minister last 12 month.

And the last news. At March 13, 1999 so called administration reforms started in Ukraine. Regulatory authority of Ukraine was re-
established as independent governmental entity. The Nuclear Regulatory Administration converted to the State Nuclear Regulatory
Administration (SNRA) and will report to Cabinet of Ministries through the Ministry of Environment and Nuclear Safety. It is a good
news but much time and many specialists have been lost.

The financial condition of nuclear power in Ukraine during the last 2 years has dramatically declined. This also creates a problem in
implementation of safety upgrading measures and in co-operation with foreign partners. Moreover, more then 6 months delay in NPPs
staff salary payment led to protest actions. It is obvious, that if the financial problems have not been resolved, it is impossible to guaran-
tee reliable and safe operation of nuclear power.

Immediately after the Chernobyl accident, nuclear power world-wide formulated the concept of safety culture. Safety culture means
the set of characteristics on the governmental level and of both, corporate activity and the activities of individual persons, that gives the
highest priority to problems of nuclear safety, as defined by the significance of individual problems. It is crucial to observe that the
practical approach that the Government takes in relation to safety is an essential influence on all other organizations and persons
concerned with the safety of nuclear power.

The actual practice of nuclear safety in Ukraine does not provide a basis for concluding that it has reached a high level. Until now,
nuclear safety has not been considered to be of vital necessity (a psychological necessity), either by those who are responsible for safety
within the government, or by those within the management of the NPPs. Absence of a well developed and agreed by all stakeholders
national program for nuclear power safety upgrading is one of the main reasons for low effective implementation of the Multi-National
Safety Assistance Program in Ukraine. The other reason is that the western countries and international organisations also have no a well
coordinated technical assistance program for Ukraine, which has led to duplication of efforts, non simultaneous assistance to the
Regulator and Operator, etc.

Conclusion

Thus, based on the examples mentioned, we conclude that the effectiveness of the Multi-National Safety Assistance Program for
Soviet-Designed Reactors in a given recipient country does not depend, in practice, on engineering issues. The principal aspects that
determine this effectiveness are: first, the level of safety culture in the country, beginning at the Governmental level but also at the level
of the senior managers of nuclear power. The other important factor which contributes is the availability of a well-developed national
program for upgrading NPP safety. The economical well-being of nuclear power and of the country as a whole also has a major effect on
the effectiveness of the western technical assistance programs that are trying to upgrade reactor safety in a particular recipient country.
And finally, international community should have well coordinated and well substantiated safety assistance program for specific country.

1 ANS - American Nuclear Society
2 The power of both INPP units was limited by the decision of the former USSR Regulator at the end of the 80s due to some

uncertainties with safety substantiation and now is rated at 1250 MWe for each unit
3 EU-European Union
4 EBRD-European Bank for Reconstruction and Development
5 the FSU - former Soviet Union
6 TSO - Technical Support Organisation
7 turbine section of the INPP in Lithuania has been designed by one of these design institutes
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TENDENCIES OF ECOLOGICAL CHANGES IN THE REGION OF IGNALINA NPP
AND IN LAKE DRUK5>IAI

Dr. Ricardas Paskauskas (Institute of Botany, Vilnius)
Dr. Jonas Mazeika (Institute of Geology, Vilnius)
Dr. Ricardas Baubinas (Institute of Geography, Vilnius)

Since 1979, when the construction of the Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant started, a group of specialists from Lithuanian research and
academic institutions began to investigate both Lake Druksiai - the cooler of the Ignalina NPP and the neighbouring area. The investiga-
tions were aimed not only at monitoring the environmental consequences of the Ignalina NPP's impact but also at forecasting changes of
the ecosystems. The State Scientific Programme "IGNALINA NUCLEAR POWER PLANT AND THE ENVIRONMENT" was the result of final stage of
complex investigations. The final report of the Programme (1998) includes the generalised research material on the after-effects of the
Ignalina NPP operation upon natural environment and social processes.

There are presented data on the changes of thermal state and water balance of Lake Druksiai, the effect of permanent thermal and
chemical pollution on the chemical composition and hydrochemical regime, the pollution of the lake water, the geochemical-contami-
nated state, the condition, dynamics and the changes of hydrobiont communities in Lake Druksiai.

Radioecological and ecotoxicological state of Ignalina NPP region and Lake Druksiai is estimated as well as changes in Lake Druksiai
and Ignalina NPP surrounding area ecosystems under the combine anthropogenic impact of the plant influence are elucidated.

The findings on medical and biological studies in the Ignalina NPP influence population zone and the evidence of impact of Ignalina
NPP on social-territorial processes in the region are presented as well.

The investigations on water temperature of Lake Druksiai in July-August 1993-1997 showed that the mean temperature in upper
surface water layer s of Lake Druksiai was 23 °C, i.e. it does not exceed the permissible limit of the mean temperature in upper surface water
layers in vegetation period - 24.5 °C. It was established that water balance of Lake Druksiai in the warmest period of the Ignalina NPP
functioning was influenced through the increasing evaporation. In May-August 1993-1997, i.e. on the minimal abounding in water period
the evaporation was from 542 to 588 mm, i.e. negligible exceeds (0.2 - 10%) of the permissible limit that was established for this period.

It was also established that the increasing epilimnion and thermal zone t >.15 °C and the mean temperature in near - bottom
water layers in the deepest parts of Lake Druksiai, decrease the volume of the cold water mass (t<.10 °C) and transparency,
change the colour of water showing the progressive tendency of warming up that stimulate acceleration of the eutrophication
processes of Lake Druksiai.

Thermal pollution of Lake Druksiai began in 1984 and it accelerated the processes of chemical pollution. In consequence to it some
essential changes, in lake water took place in 1984-1997. The complex pollution of Lake Druksiai was the main reason of its trophic
status changes. During 20 years it has changed from mesotrophic to almost eutrophic type. The changes of annual meaning of the NtoKl/
Prota| ratio from 21:1 (1983) to 8:1 (1997) show hydrochemical corroboration of eutrophication. In the prestarting period of Ignalina
NPP operation the situation of pollution of Lake Druksiai with organic matter was low and while it became mediate at present.

The average annual meaning of biochemical O2 consumption (BOD5) in 1997 made up 2.16 mg O2/l, while in the prestarting period
of Ignalina NPP operation its average annual long-standing meaning was 1.34. In the most polluted south-east area BOD5 reached
sometimes 12.5 mgO2/l. The cases of evident carbonatic systems instability have occurred. Sometimes in summer CaCO3 oversaturation
in water was 28.6 times, pH reached 9.26. In the prestarting period of Ignalina NPP operation maximum oversaturation was 5.1 times.

According to the main anthropogenic-technogenic factor by the GIS methods the following zones of increased anthropogenic load in
Lake Druksiai were distinguished:

water circulation zone used for the cooling of Ignalina NPP;
western impact zone of technogenically effected shore;
south-east arm of the lake with handicapped water circulation;
local zones of increased pollution.

According to the complex hydrobiological investigations on Lake Druksiai - Ignalina NPP cooler, great changes in planktonic
organism community, tendencies of those changes in different ecological zones were evaluated in 1993-1997. The normal seasonal
succession of planktonic organism abundance and biomass became indetermined because of anthropogenic impact. One seasonal
maxima of planktonic organisms abundance and biomass was characteristic. The average biomass of phytoplankton during vegetation
period reached 4.5 mg/1, zooplankton -1.0 mg/1.

The amount of species of most dominant planktonic organisms in 1993-1997 decreased 2-3 times in comparison with that before
Ignalina NPP operation: phytoplankton - from 116 to 40-50, zooplankton - from 233 to 139.

The primary production of phytoplankton in Lake Druksiai increased from 22-50 mgC/m3/day in 1993 to 470-590 mgC/m3/day in
1997. The highest intensity of primary production (1290 mgC/m3/day) was determined in the south-eastern part of the lake, eutrophicated
by Visaginas town municipal waste waters. The amount of chlorophyll "a" increased as well and reached 70-113 mkg/1 in 1996-1997.

The organic matter increasing tendency was determined in bottom sediments of the lake. The highest amount of it (C M . up to
12.4%, organic acids up to 11.9% mg-ekv/100 g D.W.) was evaluated in the south-eastern part of the lake. The most intensive total
organic matter destruction process (up to 1590 mg/m3 per day) during summer period was also obtained in this area. The smallest
amount of organic matter in bottom sediments was determined in the heated water outflow zone.

The process of sulfate reduction in bottom sediments during the investigation period decreased from 1,60 in 1993 to 0,67 mg S2"/
dm3 per day in 1997 because of the distinct decrease of sulfate concentration in water and bottom sediments of the lake in comparison to
previous years.
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The biggest changes in macrophyte vegetation were noticed in the littoral of Lake Druksiai near Ignalina NPP were Charophyta are
totally extinct and just species common to eutrophicated water bodies {Phragmites australis, Glyceria maxima, Ceratophyllum demersum,
Myriophyllum spicatum) are still growing.

The rates of fish community successional transformations were ten times in excess of those of the given processes in natural lakes.
Exchange of the dominant species took place: abundance of stenothermal cryophylic fish has decreased significantly, but abundance of
euritherms and euribionts has increased. Due to Ignalina NPP operation cold water masses volume decreased and trophical level
increased, but those parameters did not gain the level when elimination of stenothermal cryophylic fishes was taking place. Vendace
population partially adapted to the changed environmental conditions and its abundance in few recent years is quite high and constant.
During last years the lake fish community has changed insignificantly. The partially stable state of the lake fish community is fragile and
in most cases depends on the Ignalina NPP operation regime.

The biological effects caused by the ecological changes in Lake Druksiai were evaluated on the basis of bioindication methodology.
Changes of genetical, cytological, physiological biomarker values at subcellular, cellular, organ, organism and population level in various
species of fish and molluscs were assessed. Shift in biocenosis composition was determined from the functional values of mollusc
digestive tract microorganism cenosies.

Moreover, the comparison of results on Lake Druksiai bioindication analysis with changes of comparable biomarkers, which were
obtained, from other water systems of Lithuania, Switzerland, Sweden and Poland, including those with active nuclear power plants in
their environment was carried out. On the basis of the peculiarities of used biomarker changes and their formation mechanisms it was
determined that the functional and structural changes in Lake Druksiai biota are mostly caused by chemical pollution. It was found out,
that the frequency of cytogenetic damage, emerged as a specific radionuclide-caused effect in aquatic organisms inhabiting Lake
Druksiai, is slightly above the background level and is 5 times lower than the same damage in Swiss Murten lake in the surroundings of
which there are 2 nuclear power plants in function.

The effect of Ignalina NPP on reproductive system of fish inhabiting Lake Druksiai is much lower than it is in fish from the environs
of Forsmark and Oskarshamn NPPs. According to the values of studied ecotoxicity parameters Lake Druksiai belongs to the category of
weak toxiciry water bodies, where biological effects can be compensated by the adaptation mechanisms of living organisms.

In 1995-1996 the radiogeochemical mapping (et scale 1:50000) of bottom sediments and hydrophytes in Lake Druksiai was carried
out and radiogeochemical investigations of vertical distribution of radionuclides (including 210Pb) in sediments cores (70 cm of length)
from three stations were accomplished. After statistical pre-treatment the cartographic models of spatial distribution of radionuclides
were compiled. It was established that bottom sediments reflect better permanent integral radioecological state of the lake system.

Using balance statistical model with four compartments and annual releases of radionuclides from Ignalina NPP into Lake Druksiai
the activities of separate radionuclides in bottom sediments determined only by releases in liquid form into the lake were calculated. It
was shown that contribution of releases during 1984-1996 determines activities of radionuclides in bottom sediments layer of 14 cm
thickness as follows: 137Cs - 5, I34Cs - 0.6,54Mn - 0.4,60Co - 3, 90Sr - 1 Bq/kg DW. It covers 5, 37, -100 , -100 and 4% of total activities
of separate radionuclides in bottom sediments respectively.

In 1996 the radiogeochemical conditions of soil in the Ignalina NPP region were estimated which enabled to investigate distribution of
radionuclides in the top soil layer. The investigated territory is little contaminated by technogenic radionuclides (first of all, by 137Cs): the
local anomalies of radionuclides activities in soil near the Ignalina NPP are caused by the leakage from municipal waste water sewerage.

The results of tritium studies in the area of radioactive waste storage (RWS), which lasted almost decade, were interpreted by tritium
transport models, using the computer program packages MODFLOW, MODPATH and MOC and SURFER. The prognostic model of
tritium indicates that at present the tendency of contamination, the RWS influence on the radioecological condition of Lake Druksiai is
insignificant. However, for evaluation of RWS environmental protection of long duration, the tritium in groundwater is an important
indicator of changes in radiation situation.

The largest amounts of radionuclides as products of Ignalina NPP get into Lake Druksiai with heated water and industrial-rain
sewerage outflows. 60Co and 54Mn are intensively transfered to the littoral at the main part of the lake as a result of powerful stream of
heated water and it's interact both with bottom sediments and lake's water masses.

Radionuclide accumulation zones and processes of their migration were studied in the water system of the north-eastern part of Lithuania in
a 30 km zone around the Ignalina NPP. During this study the radiocesium background level of these systems was evaluated. It was found to be
formed due to the global as well as die Chernobyl accident product fallout. Radiocesium of the Chernobyl origin in sediments of Asavas-Asavelis
lake belonging to the Sventoji river water system within the 30 km zone around die Ignalina NPP was discovered amount to about 21% of its
total quantity. Maximum 137Cs concentrations in the sediments of this lake measured at the 4.4-6.7 cm depth amounted to 410 Bq/kg D.W.
and were related to the global fallout. Regarding the Ignalina NPP as a potential source of a supplementary radioactive pollution for its 30 km
area the above mentioned water system was checked for artificial nuclides (54Mn, 60Co), but none of them were found.

It was indicated that radionuclide concentration level in plants, growing on the bank of Lake Druksiai and Ignalina NPP region
depends on their species and biotope. 137Cs concentration (80 Bq/kg D.W.) was found in plants in Saskai-Grikiniskes monitoring area,
which is close to Ignalina NPP. Meanwhile, in a distance from Ignalina NPP 137Cs concentration in some plants indicators was registered
even higher (160 Bq/kg D.W.).

90Sr concentration in both sampled areas was much lower and reached ca. 15 Bq/kg D.W. 60Co was observed in plants growing on
the bank of Lake Druksiai and Ignalina NPP region monitoring areas as well (0.2 - 26 Bq/kg D.W.), while in soil samples from these
regions it was not indicated. It was determined that the source of 137Cs in plants of the investigated region is atmosphere and in most
cases it was related to global fallout.

The genetic variability of two species of small rodents was investigated with some breaks during more than ten years from 1984
through 1996 at the environs of Ignalina NPP. The levels of sperm-shape abnormalities and embryo lethality in populations of both
common and bank voles were almost constant during the period and virtually coincided (were slightly larger) with the levels of spontanic
genetic variability in the specimen of the Microtinae subfamily mentioned in the literature. Based on this data the conclusion can be
drawn that the genotoxical impact of power station environment on local animal populations during 1984-1997 period was slight and
did not change significantly.
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Biological and medical studies were carried out in 1993-1997 on the population living in the zone of Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant.
The following main findings must be noted:

- individual dosimetry showed no differences between people living in the zone of Ignalina NPP and the rest of Lithuanian popula-
tion. Annual effective dose-equivalent for the district population was 0.72-0.88 mSv due to the external irradiation, about 0.03 mSv due
to the internal irradiation to radiocaesium, and 0.75-0.79 mSv due to the medical X-ray examination and fluorography;

- the most exposed group consists of the personnel of Ignalina NPP. More than 90% of them were receiving annual doses lower than
15 mSv. By means of biological dosimetry it was estimated that cumulative dose of Ignalina NPP workers ranged from 87 to 101 mSv.
In some cases this dose was higher than 450 mSv;

- various diseases and health injuries are characteristic to people living in the zone of Ignalina NPP (impairment of immune system,
thyroid diseases, cancer, etc.). However, there was not enough data for the direct associating of these diseases with the exposure to
radiation released by Ignalina NPP;

- slightly more marked health impairment was seen in personnel of Ignalina NPP that received higher doses of ionizing radiation as
compared to the other people living in the zone of NPP. It was confirmed, that the most significant effects were seen on a cellular
(increased frequency of chromosome aberrations) and immunological (decreased activity of antioxidative system) level. However, there
were no statistically significant health effects on a population level.

***
Complex socio-geographical investigations in the Ignalina NPP region were carried out in 1995 - 1997. The discussed theme is of

topical importance because the Ignalina NPP infrastructure effects all spheres of the environment, i. e., not only the nature but the
society, way of thinking and integrated formations, occurring as a result of their interaction, as well.

The first expert evaluative survey in 1993 was done concerning the Ignalina NPP and its consequences and perspectives, evolution of
the ethnic and cultural situation. In the second sociological research the conditions of work and psychological climate were investigated.
According to the results of the sociological research in 1996, three quarters of the inhabitants and the functionaries of local administra-
tion in the Ignalina NPP area hold an opinion that functioning of the Ignalina NPP possess threat for the population and environment.

Meanwhile the population of Visaginas and the local administrators are sure that danger of the Ignalina NPP is not critical. 21-35%
of the local administrators speaks for the closure down of the Ignalina NPP, whereas half of the Visaginas residents and three quarters of
the local administrators indicate that operation of the reactors is expedient. Over 90% of the population do not have sufficient informa-
tion on the operation of the Ignalina NPP.

Pretensions to the Government have been voiced for the insufficient effort at finding alternative power sources. The present land
reform has received negative assessment of inhabitants; farming is the most popular business, the region is suitable for recreation and
tourism. We have examined the behaviour, culture and identity seeking process of the multinational Visaginas residents. In the opinion
of the Lithuanian people this zone is related with the physical danger and the image of Visaginas residents as the "others", "strangers".

The Ignalina NPP and Visaginas region is in the state of formation. This process is going on in a very controversial environment,
under the conditions of social and cultural isolation. For the geographical situation, functional peculiarities and history this region
cannot be attributed to any usual type of region. The social relations of Visaginas with the environment are poor as a result of the
situation of the town, lack of communication and mentioned cultural self-isolation. Notwithstanding a large social potential of Visaginas
it is impossible to carry out the functions of regional center.

In the international relation of the region the social - psychological constituent prevails. For the lack of ecological, cultural and,
particularly, social relations the political problems of this transnational region are likely to become more acute in the future. Therefore,
conditions for rational development of the region will be more difficult.

Taking into account the character and development of social territorial processes it is of priority importance to work out a strategy of
complex investigation of the region emphasising its ecological stability, social stability and cultural integration. The achievement of these
purposes may be efficient only in the organic interrelation.

MAIN FINDINGS, CONSCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE
IGNALINA SAFETY PANEL

Adolf Birkhofer

Ignalina Safety Assessment

Ignalina Safety Panel

Safety Analysis Report (SAR)

RDIPE, Russia
AECL, Canada
Vattenfall, Sweden
Stone & Webster, USA

Review of the Safety
Analysis Report (RSR)

RISKAUDIT, Germany/France
AEAT, UK
ANPA, Italy
RRC KI, Russia
LEI, Lithuania
Scientech, USA
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Ignalina Safety Panel (ISP)

International Nuclear Safety Experts:

Prof. Armen Abagyan,
Prof. Adolf Birkhofer,
Dr. Robert Budnitz,
Prof. Michael Hayns,
Dr. Jan H. Nistad,
Mr. Philippe Vesseron,
Prof. Jurgis Vilemas,

Objectives

Russia
Germany (Chairman)
USA
UK
Sweden
France
Lithuania

• Define, monitor and supervise the scope and production of the Ignalina Safety Analysis Report (SAR) and its Review (RSR)
• Review results of in-depth safety assessment addressing important contradictory statements
• Recommendations in view of further licensing process

*ISP Report issued in February 1997.
The Panel's General Recommendations (2)

Most important issues

- introduce an appropriate management structure

- complete the CPS safety case

- complete the safety case for structural integrity of the reactor
cooling circuit

-complete the ALS safety case

To be completed prior to restart in 1997

- commit to an appropriate management structure

- CPS single failure analysis
- compensatory measures for CPS deficiencies

- start development of the safety case
- design analysis on drum separator and group distribution
header nozzles

- start development of the ALS safety case

The Panel's General Recommendations (3)

Most important issues

- carry out a fire hazard analysis for all safety systems

-develop and implement EOP's and the limits and conditions of
safe operation

-substantial changes in the regulator's attitude
-develop a regulatory regime

To be completed prior to restart in 1997

-develop and implement EOP's and the limits and conditions
of safe operation

Important safety deficiencies discovered by analyses required above should be resolved before restart.

The Panel's Specific Recommendations (1)

Lithuanian Government
• enforce appropriate division of responsibilities
• provide direction and resources for VATESI
• establish a "Boars of Governors" for VATESI
• strengthen the role of Lithuanian Nuclear and Radiation Protection Committee
• provide funding for necessary safety improvements
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VATESI
• ensure necessary competence and independence
• substantial changes in the attitude of VATESI
• develop a regulatory regime
• active identification with implementation of SAR/RSR recommendations

The Panel's Specific Recommendations (2)

INPP
• develop and implement an action plan for all safety issues identified by SAR/RSR
• accept ownership of the SAR

• provide appropriate plant safety management

Project Follow-up (1)

8/9 April 1997 in Vilnius

• Meetings of the ISP with the President, the Prime Minister, die Minister of Economy and other officials of the Lithuanian Governmenr

• Lithuanian Government agreed with the recommendations of SAR, RSR and the Panel
• The Government made a commitment to take all of the necessary actions and that the necessary resources would be made available
• New appointment to the key post of the Lithuanian regulatory authority
Project Follow-up (2)

• Initiative at the legislative level to define clear responsibilities for die operation of the nuclear power plant.
• Satisfactory response concerning the Panel's recommendations for the issues requiring resolution before the reactors are

restarted after their 1997 outages by INPP and VATESI.
• Scepticism about the feasibility of complete resolution of all priority issues during the outage periods scheduled, by die plant management.
• Safety Improvement Program No2 (implementation of all recommendations made by SAR, RSR and the Panel)

until year 2000
125 million US $ for both units

Project Foloow-up (3)

• The Panel is well aware of the problems posed to Lithuania by financial constraints faced by this country. Under these circum-
stances, and especially because of the constructive position taken by Lithuania, die Panel believes that Lithuania deserves further
international assistance in this field.
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INSPECTORATE (VATESI)
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